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Commissioning Parchment
Why is being an Officer in the Armed Forces
considered a solemn responsibility, and not merely a
job, one might wonder. Here, we tell you all why.
An individual, after the completion of his training,
receives the President’s Commission. No one lesser
than the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces
of the Union of India signs the Commissioning
Certificate, which encompasses the gist of what it
is to be an Officer and bear Arms on behalf of the
Union of India. The President ‘reposes special trust
and confidence’ in each and every Officer’s ‘fidelity,
courage and good conduct’. These are solemn words.
Fidelity means faithfulness – and the quality of being
trustworthy. Courage means physical, and more
importantly, moral courage – to do what is right, and
resist the hard tug of ‘wrong’, and Good Conduct,
vague and all encompassing it may sound, literally
means conducting oneself in manner befitting the
Uniform, and the solemn trust which has been
reposed on the individual.
In effect, all three are interlinked. It is only when
an individual has the physical and moral courage to
discharge his duties, is ethically and professionally
competent, can he or she be trusted – and an
amalgamation of the two – fidelity and courage –
give rise to Good Conduct.
It is every Officer’s responsibility to live up to these
tenets. The last line is so very telling in this regard. It
reads, ‘I do hereby charge and command the officers
and men subordinate to you to conduct themselves
with all the respect and obedience to you as their
superior officer’ – thereby putting to words what is at
the heart of Ethical Military Leadership – to Lead by
One’s Personal Example.
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Even to the peril of my life: What it means
The Profession of Arms is not a job. It is a noble calling. The trainees, on completing their training, take the
Oath of Allegiance. If the Commissioning Parchment grants an Officer the moral and legal sanctity to exercise
the authority vested upon him/her by the Supreme Commander or a Superior Officer, then the Oath of Allegiance
delineates the limits and scope of that authority. At the heart of the Oath lies the concept of unlimited moral
liability that is incumbent upon the Officer in the discharge of his duties - for it is to be understood that the
Military Profession can be quite challenging, and the expectations from an Officer, ever compelling.
An Officer is trained to take decisions in immensely stressful situations, but he/she must also be trained to not be
brutal; while he/she must be adept in reacting in combat situations almost automatically, lest hesitation be fatal
or harmful to the mission, but they must also be able to deliberate, reason and decide if a command is unlawful;
while they must be impartial, they must also know right from wrong and to be firmly committed to the ethical
pursuit of their mission.
The Oath of Allegiance then, brings to fore and amalgamates, the fundamental expectations from an Officer – a
deep sense of duty, unquestioning loyalty to Supreme Commander and to the Superior Officer, honesty and moral
courage, and a sense of honour in one’s calling – to all of these, and more, does each and every Officer ‘solemnly
affirm’ when he or she is entrusted with the coveted Nelson’s Rings.
Each Officer must endeavour to live up to these ideals.
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INA

PRAYER
Oh God, help me through this day, in work and play to keep myself
Physically strong, mentally alert and morally straight.
Reinforce my quest for knowledge, integrity and leadership.
Help me uphold the honour and dignity of the Academy and the officer corps.
Kindle in me the loyalty to the principles of the academy that places all issues above
Personal considerations and eschew any compromise with vice and injustice.
Guide me to live my life to the fullest in realization of my true self; to always measure
up to the high ideals of my chosen profession of arms.
Inspire in me to triumph as a considerate victor in every game of life, be it mere
sports or life’s higher struggles and help me sight opportunities even in the failure.
Give me the physical strength for those who need protection, strength of character to
lead the men I have the honour and privilege to command, to be concerned for those
who have led their faith in me.
Let me know no fear when truth and right are in peril. Imbibe in me the courage to
suppress all seeds of cowardice and fear in my heart.
The courage to face and overcome my own doubts and prejudices; the fortitude to
defend the right and shun the wrong.
Grant me the courage for honest dealing and clean thinking to spurn hypocrisy and
all pretense.
And above all the courage to preserve the honour and dignity of my country against
external aggression and internal disorder, even to the peril of my life.
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“

“

THE

98 SAGAR KSHATRIYAS
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THE

HONOUR
CODE
As a cadet of the Indian Naval Academy, I
• Act with honesty, integrity and respect for
others with the highest standards of moral
and ethical values.
• Do not lie, cheat, steal or slander nor
tolerate those who do.
• Do not engage in any activity that will
unfairly improve my results or dishonestly
improve or hurt the results of others in all
aspects of training including academic work.
• Am bound to report any breach that comes
to my attention.
• Do not countenance by inaction any honour
violation; if were to, I become a party to such violation and
find myself as guilty as the original violator.
• Have sworn to do the ‘Right Thing’,
always, and live with Honour,
Courage and Commitment.
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Leadership in
Uncertain Times...

Commandant’s Message

Power of Resilience & Perseverance
I am pleased to pen my thoughts for this Ahoy edition for the Spring Term 20 (ST
– 20). Whilst the conduct of training was clearly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic
midway through the term, we did not let that come in the way of the academy’s vision
of transforming trainees to future leaders. Towards that the training and routine of
trainees was adapted to align with the requisite COVID-19 protocols as promulgated
by the Government of India, and higher authorities, to ensure safety of trainees whilst
minimising its effect on training output. Various out-of-box initiatives and procedures
were also adopted to facilitate continued learning by the trainees, and prepare them to
face future challenges. This once-in-a-century ‘Black Swan’ event, possibly, also taught
much both to the trainers as well as to the trainees.
The Term started on a bright note as we welcomed 2020. All planned activities till
the scheduled mid-term break were conducted with precision and professionalism, with
trainees excelling themselves in various inter-squadron competitions. However, open
source data available since February 2020 indicated the threat from the highly infectious
disease named COVID-19. Accordingly, pro-active measures were taken in the academy
to prepare the trainees, trainers, and support staff to deal with it promptly and squarely.
Our main focus was the safety and health of trainees at all cost. And since the state of
Kerala was one of the first to report COVID-19 cases in the country, we at INA had to
take actions to obviate exposure of trainees. Some of the actions included cancellation
of mid-term break travel out by trainees, visit of parents to the academy during this
break (19 – 22 Mar 2020), closure of gymnasiums and group activities, imposition of
citadel strategy for entire Station Ezhimala, regular health checkup and monitoring of all
those likely to come in close contact with the trainees, which included all the trainers
and support staff, mess staff, squadron helpers etc., stopping all personnel staying out of
the academy from coming to work, and institution of mandatory 14 day quarantine to
those entering the academy after 20 Mar 2020. Concurrently, trainees were informed
of various actions, and parents were also communicated on the decisions taken by the
academy for the larger good of the trainees.
The lockdown period was a huge learning for all of us, especially to the trainees.
I am, however, proud of the mental resilience and adaptability to various changes
demonstrated by the trainees, during those two and a half months. This experience will
surely stand them in good stead in their future leadership roles.
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I must also compliment all involved in the training including the support staff, who put shoulders to the wheel,
and worked tirelessly to facilitate the best training possible within the constraints of COVID-19 protocols, shortage of
personnel (due to travel restrictions), and uncertain/evolving situation. All personnel in the Station worked as a Team
with our Vision of ensuring a ‘COVID Free Station Ezhimala’ and minimizing its effect on training.
I am happy to observe that trainees of 98 INAC, 29 NOC (Ext) and 30 NOC (Reg) successfully and proudly presented
themselves to the Reviewing Officer, the Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Naval Command, during the
Course Completion Ceremony on 13 Jun 2020. Although we missed the presence of their parents, family and friends
during the ceremony, they should be extremely proud of achievement of their wards in these uncertain Corona times! I
would like to wish all passing out trainees, including from the friendly foreign countries of Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Maldives,
Tanzania and Seychelles, good health, success and bright future ahead. Furthermore, as we had to cancel the term-break,
I wish the other trainees a quick refreshing interlude, and a positive start to the next-term i.e. Autumn Term 20 (AT – 20).
I wish all of you good luck and Godspeed.
Sam No Varunah! Jai Hind
Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM
Commandant
Indian Naval Academy
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Regardless of Adversities...

Men Become Leaders
Spring Term 2020 – an unusual term in every respect. After the high of a once-ina-decade event on 20 Nov 19, which saw INA receiving the President’s Colour, Spring
Term 20 commenced with its usual cycle of activities in end Dec 19. The typical term
events - classes, ODT, new inductions, gathered momentum. Early in the term, a much
researched change was introduced in the routine, wherein the timings of evening study
period and dinner were swapped. Informal feedbacks consistently endorsed this change
positively with better outcomes in the pre-dinner study period.

From Dep Com’s Desk

Camps and cross country for senior termers were conducted as usual, without a real
indication of the dark clouds gathering ahead. Just as the term was about to reach its peak
with the approaching mid-term break, COVID 19 pandemic struck India. A calibrated
draw down of those activities which involved contact of trainees with the outside world
soon accelerated to a near-total shut of INA in an effort to insulate ourselves from the
spreading infection. Training in its usual form was suspended and replaced with online
and cabin-based academic study, with a bit of physical fitness whilst maintaining physical
distance. After three weeks of this ‘lockdown’, training resumed in the most critical
areas, while adhering to safety protocols to prevent the ingress of corona virus into INA.
In an all-out effort to prove that winning Bakhshi Cup in 2019 was not a coincidence,
the Academy Teams trained hard early in the term with the focussed aim of winning
the Sabhiki Cup to be hosted by NDA in Mar 20. The teams were all pumped up and
motivated to prove their mettle, but their efforts were in vain as Sabhiki Cup became
one more casualty of the pandemic. Not all efforts were disrupted though. In Feb 20 we
added to our infrastructure by inaugurating two new laboratories and a new 10-lane,
wireless, Infantry Weapons Training Simulator.
Fulfilment of the mission regardless of the adversities, is a credo that INA not just
teaches, but also lives by. With the mission being to shape future naval leadership, the
routine was adapted to complete the most critical areas training, while maintaining an
overlaid aim – to keep all trainees safe from infection. This was challenging, to say the
least, and required many sacrifices. Essential services had to be maintained with a greatly
reduced support staff and many of the activities which we take for granted had to be
adapted to keep the show running. Masks and hand sanitisers became the norm, as did
spaced out seating in classrooms and Katari Cadets’ Mess.
The fine balance between the various facets of training which we strive to achieve
so as to produce well-rounded naval officers was temporarily upset. Some of the key
training activities like camps and cross country for novices and inter squadron sports
championship had to be cancelled, as were mid-term break and parents’ visit. Unusual
times called for unusual changes. With the training time lost, the term had to be extended
by two weeks. We wrapped up the term with a ‘Course Completion Ceremony’ for
the passing out courses in Pereira Drill Shed instead of the traditional Passing Out Parade
and associated end-of-term ceremonies and activities, sadly though without parents in
attendance. In the end however, we completed the most critical aspects of training, with
not a single case of COVID 19 amongst the trainees, instructors and support staff. The
raging epidemic across the country has also meant that all trainees have had to sacrifice
their term break, including the passing out courses.
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Despite the setbacks in the usual schedule and disruption of some training activities, we, at INA, have endeavoured to
train the cadets in multiple facets, be it academics, professional military subjects, physical fitness, sports, swimming, public
speaking etc. These all are areas critical to professional development. But the most important area of development we
have striven towards, is to make leaders of men. In trying to do this, we endeavour to shape character – through camps,
sports, squadron life, lectures – in fact through the whole process of training. We nurture those traits of character most
relevant to leadership: self-discipline, ethical conduct, resilience, perseverance, fairness, respect, reliability, optimism and
empathy, amongst others. I believe that if these traits of character are successfully nurtured, good military leadership
would come instinctively, naturally and effortlessly.
The young Editorial Team of AHOY has yet again done a stellar job of producing this edition of the journal of INA
which chronicles and archives, through a series of interesting articles, a most unusual Spring Term 2020.
To conclude I would like to bid adieu to the 98th INAC, 29th NOC (Extended) and 30th NOC (Regular) courses,
including the trainees from friendly foreign countries, who will soon join the corps of officers of the Indian Navy, Indian
Coast Guard and in the case of the foreign trainees, their respective maritime services. As flag bearers of the INA they
will surely take these Services to greater heights. I wish them fair winds, following seas and many a fathom below the
keel.

Rear Admiral Tarun Sobti, VSM
Deputy Commandant & Chief Instructor
Indian Naval Academy
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Expect the unexpected
for greater Excellence....
Through Duty, Honour & Courage’

Principal’s Review

As I write my last message for Spring Term-20 edition of ‘Ahoy’, a whole lot of
pleasant memories of my innings in INA emerge as I traverse the memory lane. The most
satisfying part in INA for me has been the company of confident young cadets, who are
physically fit, morally upright, mentally alert and imbued with the Naval core values of
‘Duty, Honour and Courage’. All of you have been the energy source for me in the last
leg of naval service.
Spring Term -2020, which started with a bang in the usual way and training was
pacing along as normal, till we experienced a ‘new normal’ due the COVID-19 pandemic.
The unprecedented measures that were required to be taken organisationally and the
consequent injunction on conduct of training, led to significant efforts by instructors and
enormous adjustments by the cadets in undergoing guided self study and problem solving,
during the national lockdown. When classroom instructions recommenced, the cadets
as well as instructors exhibited their grit and determination in adjusting to the tough
modified spaces designated as classrooms to meet the social distancing norms. I feel very
happy that despite many odds, INA imparted quality training by maintaining an optimal
balance between the intellectual and the practical component of training at the Academy.
To enrich research oriented activities, INA set up two project bays for the Executive
and Electrical Midshipmen and cadets to carry out major and minor projects. Further, the
Instrumentation & Measurement and Power Electronics & Drives Labs were commisioned
in the term, augmented with over 200 trainer kits, for improving the trainer to trainee
ratio and for facilitating conduct of new experiments in accordance with the revised
BTech syllabi. In addition, the term witnessed the augmentation of Mechatronics and
Controls Lab and setting-up of Engineering Drawing Bay.
Collaboration at the faculty level with Amrita Vishwa Vidhyapeetham, Coimbatore
as part of funded research projects are presently underway. The available time during the
period of lockdown was utilised towards enhancing the knowledge of trainers by making
them study the niche and emerging technologies through open sources under the newly
set-up ‘Technology Watch Cell’ and present their papers to select audience. The Inter
Squadron Public speaking competition, Declamation and Debate Competitions were
conducted as usual to improve the communication, oratorial and intellectual skills of
the cadets. The INA cadets for the first time participated in the Literary Fest ‘Silhouette’
conducted by AFMC, Pune in which other defence and civil training institutions also
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participated. INA cadets performed exceedingly well by bagging prizes in various events organised and brought laurels
to the Academy.
The cadets in the academy including the passing out courses have done themselves, and the academy, proud by
their performances, both individually and as a course in these trying times. I would like to say to the cadets of Academy
that COVID-19 has given us a lesson that ‘expect the unexpected’. I wish the Midshipmen and cadets of the passing
out courses “fair winds and following seas” in all their future endeavours. I also wish to express my gratitude to service
officers, professorial cadre officers, sailors and defence civilian staff in Academic Wing for taking the academic training
to newer heights. Wishing glory and greater heights to this fine organisation called the INA and to the mighty service Indian Navy.
Jai Hind!

Rear Admiral Amit Vikram
Principal
Indian Naval Academy
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Learning Never Stops...
Preparing for Better Tomorrow
It is a queer time that Spring Term - 2020 has drawn it curtain and we are now bidding
farewell to Midshipmen & cadets of the Indian Navy, Indian Coast Guard, and friendly foreign
navies of the 98 Sagar Kshatriyas, 29 NOC (Extended) & 30 NOC (Regular). The current
scenario of COVID-19 outbreak has muddle towards the term ending activities. As a result,
all the pomp and grandeur of the Passing out Parade has been replaced by social-distancing
and face masking with few spectators in the absence of parents. Following safety protocols, the
Academy conducted the Course Completion Ceremony on 13 Jun 2020, where 259 trainees
of Indian Naval Academy commissioned as Officers.

Chief Editor’s Note

Notwithstanding the situation, we have enough story to share of Spring Term 2020 – a
mixture of both pre & post COVID-19. The academy started its term with full energy, right after
the celebration of the President’s Colour, which boosted the moral of everyone. Preparation
for Sabhiki Cup, Cross Country Championship, Rowing/ Pulling Regatta, Athletics, Academy
Debate, Declamation, Public – Speaking, Camps, etc., were on full swing. Again, the coverage
of Admiral’s Cup Regatta 2019 held in December, some Guest Lectures conducted during
the term, the Tri-Services hockey match, etc., are some of this term highlights. When the
nationwide lockdown was implemented, training structure at INA was also modified adhering
to Government of India, Government of Kerala and Naval Headquarters directives.
While endeavoring to give full coverage of the academy of this term events, we also bring
you the creative section by cadets, where INA cadets dazzle us with poems, short stories,
caricatures and articles.
Without further ado, allow me to curtail my words about the magazine and let the reader
relish the flavour of this Ahoy ST20 magazine. Taking this opportunity, I
would like to congratulate the
passing out courses, irrespective of the
scenario where COVID -19
has engulfed the world; yet they stood
tall and successfully passing
out from the academy. Best wishes to
all the passing out Courses,
for a future yet to unfold in the majestic
journey called ‘life’. I would
also like to appeal to my readers and
especially young minds
here at the academy, to inculcate the
reading habit and
express their heartfelt emotions
and thoughts
through writing as a practice
which will
be a tool to reflect one’s own
memory.
For after all, knowledge is
required
to be cultured and nourish
the
growing mind.
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I would like to thank my editorial team for their relentless in making Ahoy Spring Term 2020 a success. Also, I would
like to remind readers that the editor team shall be greatly obliged if your feedback and suggestions are emailed to ahoy.
ina@gmail.com.

Lt Cdr Shougrakpam Vijaya Devi, NM
Editor-in-Chief
Ahoy

TEAM
AHOY
SLC Advaith Rajendra
Devious Word Wizard

Cdt Mehul Sharma
Lead Creative Artist

SLt Amroz Gill
Deputy Editor &
Expert Idea Executor
Cdt Sangram Singh
Primary Thought
Provocateur
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Foundation Day
Celebration
INA Foundation Day was celebrated on
08 Jan 20 at Drill Shed which included
cake cutting and an interaction of cadets
with the Commandant, INA over tea.

INA in Spotlight

Foundation Day Celebration

Sponsors’ Lunch
Sponsors’ Lunch, ST – 20, was conducted on 25 Jan 20 at the Katari Cadets Mess. This initiative acquaints
the international cadets about the Indian culture and assists them in settling into the INA environment. The
Commandant, INA and other senior officers in Station Ezhimala attended the event and interacted with the
Sponsors and the International cadets.
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Lab/ IWTS Inauguration
‘Instrumentation and Measurements’ Lab was inaugurated by Vice
Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant on 22 Feb
20. On 25 Feb 20, the ‘Infantary Weapon Training Simulator’
was inaugurated by Rear Admiral Tarun Sobti, VSM, Deputy
Commandant

67th Inter - Services
Hockey Championship
Indian Navy lifted the Inter – Services Hockey Championship Trophy for the first time ever at ‘Nandy Hockey Fields’ of
Indian Naval Academy, Ezhimala on 19 Dec 19 while Indian Army (Red) were runners up. The championship matches
were played between four teams viz Indian Army (Red), Indian Army (Green), Indian Navy and Indian Air Force.

Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant INA
presenting the Inter Services Hockey Championship Trophy to the
winners - Indian Navy
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Guest Lecture
A lecture on ‘Leadership Challenges for Today’s Young
Leader’ by VAdm Biswajit Dasgupta, AVSM, YSM, VSM,
Controller of Personnel Services and lecture on ‘Expectation
from a Young Leader in the Indian Navy’ by VAdm AB
Singh, AVSM, VSM, DCIDS (DOT) was conducted on 08
Feb 20 at Kautilya auditorium. The lecture was attended by
Officers, Professorial Cadre Officers and all cadets of INA
and also visit to Training facilities at INA.

Guest lecture by Lt Cdr K Feroza on “English is Easy” for 98 INAC
on 20 Feb 20.

Guest lecture by Capt Dalip Kumar Sharma, VSM (Retd) on
“Constructive Engagement of Media by the Indian Navy” and “Media
and Armed Forces - A Journalist’s Perspective” by Mr Sandeep
Unnithan on 24 Jan 20

English Play-‘A Peasant
of El Salvador’
An English Play-‘A Peasant of El Salvador’ was conducted on 13
Feb 20 at Kautilya. The English play was performed by a team
comprising eight artists from ‘Art One Scene One’, Mumbai and
was witnessed by service officers, professors and all cadets of INA.
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The Kind of Officer
I Aspire to Be
safety, honour and welfare of the country come first always and every
time, The honour, welfare and comfort of the men you command come
next, Your own ease, comfort and safety come last always and every
time,” in my walk of life. I will ensure that my men’s safety and their
convenience are my number one priority and I will go to any extent
to ensure it. Just as Capt. Mahendra Nath Mulla gave his life jacket to
one of his sailors and chose to go down with his sinking ship, I too
shall never let any harm befall my men.

According to me, “An officer, is a gentleman whose presence turns
the surrounding into a disciplined zone, where everything is at its par
with regular enhancement of process and the person’s capabilities to
perform a task.”
There is a common misconception that the uniform and the stripes
are what make an officer. But it is a fact that the way an officer
conducts himself and the ideology that he upholds are what make
him a true leader.

While it is important for an officer to always maintain a strict
demeanour, I will not forget the pleasure of little things in life and
will maintain a humorous and relaxed personality when I am with my
family.

I aspire to be an officer who stands by his principles and ideologies
and upholds the core values of the Indian Navy. I would like to be the
person who can be depended upon in a time of crisis. I will stand tall
as a guardian of the individuals I have vowed to protect, which I shall
do even at the risk of my own life, just as in the Battle of Saragarhi,
Havildar Ishar Singh fought off wave after wave of Afghan invaders
never backing down and with his men killed nearly 600 of them and
protected the North-West frontier.

Finally, a good officer is one who maintains a good sense of integrity
and self-respect. I will strive to be honest and sincere in performing all
my tasks and under no circumstances will I partake in any activity that
will tarnish the image of the Navy I have chosen to serve.

No human being is a perfect entity and I understand, that the men I
will command might commit mistakes. I will be fair and just in dealing
with such situations, keeping a gentle grip but a firm hand upon those
under me. As an officer, I plan to imbibe the Chetwode motto, “The
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Admiral’s Cup

The tenth edition of the Admiral’s Cup Regatta, a prestigious international military
sailing event hosted annually by the Indian Naval Academy (INA), Ezhimala was
conducted at Ettikulum Bay from 08 to 14 December 2019. The Regatta witnessed
participation by teams from 26 foreign Naval Academies competing in the Laser
(Radial) class of sail boats. In addition, teams from Indian Naval Academy (INA) and
National Defence Academy, Khadakvasla (NDA) also participated in the event.
The Indian Navy instituted the ‘Admiral’s Cup Regatta’ as a ‘Fleet Race’ in a single
crew Olympic class ‘Laser Radial’ sail boat in 2010 with eight foreign Naval Academies
participating that year.
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This year’s participants from 26
foreign countries comprised,
Australia, Bahrain, Bangladesh,
Bulgaria, Egypt, Germany, Japan,
Malaysia, Netherlands, Oman,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa,
Sri Lanka, UK, USA, Vietnam,
Poland, France, UAE, Singapore,
Indonesia,
Israel,
Myanmar,
Portugal and Nigeria.
The teams arrived at INA on
Sunday, 08 December 2019.
Registration of team members,
practice racing and opening
ceremony were scheduled on
Monday, 09 December 2019. The
competitive races started from 10
to 13 December 2019.

Participants and Team in charges of Admiral’s Cup Regatta 2019 with Commandant INA

The tenth edition of Admiral’s Cup
Sailing Regatta 2019 started with
Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi,
AVSM,
NM,
Commandant,
INA inaugurating the event at
an impressive ceremony on the
Ettikulam Beach.
The participating teams competed
in 12 races spread over four days
with each country fielding two
boats.
Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant INA, delivering the
opening address for Admiral’s Cup Regatta – 2019.

Group Photography with the participants
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Academy visit by the participants

The final series of races commenced on 12 December
2019, where the best 27 boats formed the “Gold Fleet”
while the remaining 27 boats formed the “Silver Fleet”.
The “Final Series” of races continued for two days.
The tenth edition of Admiral’s Cup Sailing Regatta 2019
trophy was won by the Israeli team and the runner’s up
trophy was won by the team from USA.

Team USA receiving the Runners Up Trophy of Admiral’s Cup 2019 from
Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant, INA.
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Team Israel receiving the Admiral’s Cup Winner’s Trophy for the year 2019
from Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant, INA.
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CROSSWORD
Across

Down

2. CoAS is also the ceremonial chief of this country’s Army

1. war between UK and Argentina

5. His assassination triggered WWI

3. largest tank battle in history

6. Israeli SAM

4. German flag battleship in WWII

9. Air Force commandos

5. Indian Air Base abroad

10. CIWS used onboard INS Talwar

7. Impenetrable French fortress

12. Pakistani commander in 1971

8. Father of Nuclear Submarines

14. former Vikramaditya

11. Place where Allied forces landed in WWII
13. Cdr Abhilash Tomy’s vessel

“Answer key at page 73”
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AND THE LAST LAP BEGINS
MIDSHIPMEN STRIPE SHIPPING

On 30 Dec 19, the cadets of the 98 INAC took their first tangible steps towards officership by donning ‘sardineson-toast’, or Midshipman epaulettes. A milestone in the lives of future naval leaders, this was their first step
towards disengaging from squadron activities and learning to study, work and function towards individualistically
honing their competencies and pursuing their goals. This is also the time when trainees are groomed to transition
from cadets to officers.
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The ceremony was presided over by Rear Admiral Tarun
Sobti, VSM, Deputy Commandant and Chief Instructor,
INA who shipped the stripes for Mid Sushil Singh. Other
officers including divisional officers, similarly, shipped
stripes for other proud Midshipmen.

forgotten in the jokes that are cracked together and the
hardships that are endured as brethren.
Besides, the idea of a separate wing to groom the last
termers as they transition into young officers, has eased
and facilitated this transition. With access to the Officers’
Institute, the Midshipmen get to acquaint and realize
for themselves the life of an officer, even before they
become one. This ensures that all mistakes are made in
the learning phase and all embarrassments are avoided.

Introduced in AT-17, the concept of putting together
all 8th termers in a separate quarters, has come a long
way since. For the first, and perhaps the last time, do
all the coursemates get to share living spaces, thus
increasing their camaraderie. The coming together of Thus, the Midshipman phase is eagerly looked forward
the entire course ensures that rivalries arising due to the to by all cadets and serves as a huge motivation for them
competitive nature of the Championship Banner, are to excel and perform beyond their capabilities.
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Republic Day Parade

In commemoration of India’s 71st Republic Day, a ceremonial
parade was held at Indian Naval Academy (INA), Ezhimala
on 26 January 2020. The parade was reviewed by Vice
Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant, INA.
464 cadets, currently under training at INA, participated
in the parade constituting the ceremonial guard and 18
platoons. The Commandant, Deputy Commandant and
Commanding Officers of INS Zamorin and INHS Navjivani
laid wreaths on the occasion at ‘Prerna Sthal’ – the War
memorial in memory of all those soldiers who laid down
their lives for the nation.
The families and children of all personnel of Station Ezhimala
witnessed the impressive parade.
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Commandant reviewing the parade
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INA Open

Racquet games bring out a cadet’s mental and physical stamina, and are a true test of his/her capacity to
keep going shot after shot, while simultaneously strategising upon his/her own strengths and the opponent’s
weaknesses. The INA Open witnesses some of the best squash, badminton and tennis one can catch in the
region. It is truly a competition that pivots upon skill, strategy and stamina.
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Badminton Open
Badminton Open Spring Term 2020 was held
on 30th January 2020. Exhibiting extraordinary
performance, the gold medal was bagged by
Cdt Priti from Fighter Squadron.

Squash Open
Squash Open Spring Term 2020 was held on 28th
January 2020. After an exhilarating set of matches,
Cdt Kunal Singh from Cheetah Squadron won
the Gold Medal.

Tennis Open
Held on 31st January 2020, Tennis Open Spring
Term 2020 saw amazing performances by all
participants. Exemplary performance was displayed
by Cdt Shubham Vatsa, who bagged a gold
medal for Achiever Squadron.
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Inter Flotilla & Inter Squadron

INTER FLOTILLA
ATHLETICS

1st FLOTILLA

The Inter Flotilla Athletics for Spring Term 2020 were held on 17th and 20th January 2020. Cadets from
both flotillas ran in multiple events. 1st Flotilla scored the 1st place.
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1st FLOTILLA

INTER FLOTILLA
ROWING AND PULLING
REGATTA
Inter Flotilla Rowing and Pulling Regatta ST – 20 was held on Friday, 21
February 2020 in the Kavvayi backwaters. Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi,
AVSM, NM Commandant, Indian Naval Academy (INA), was the Chief Guest
for the event.
The two Flotillas of the Academy fielded two teams each in eight different
categories, competing in rowing over a distance of two km in Cox 4, Cox 8
class and pulling 27 feet Drop Keel (DK) Whaler boats.
1st Flotilla, comprising Achiever, Braveheart and Cheetah squadrons emerged
victors. Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM Commandant, INA
presented the trophy and individual prizes to the winners.
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Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi,AVSM, NM Commandant,
INA, presenting the Inter Flotilla Rowing and Pulling
Regatta Trophy to the winners – 1st Flotilla.
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Inter Squadron Novices
Boxing
Novices Boxing Championship was held from
17 to 22 Feb 20. The event aimed to inculcate
a fighting spirit and foster mental as well as
physical courage amongst the cadets.

Inter Squadron Novices
Volleyball
Inter Squadron Novices Volleyball Spring
Term 2020 took place from 7 March 2020
to 14 March 2020. Various matches were
played amongst all squadrons, and on the
basis of points system, the two teams facing
each other in the finals were Daredevil and
Achiever Squadron. Daredevil Squadron
stood first place.
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INTER SQUADRON CROSS
COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIP
BRAVEHEART
SQUADRON

Braveheart Squadron won the Inter
Squadron Cross Country Championship
for Spring Term 2020, held at INA on 02
February 2020. The 12.5 km run for the
II to VII term INAC and NOC Extended
(II Term) cadets is not just a test of
endurance, but an overall assessment of
physical and mental strength, camaraderie,
resolve and fighting spirit of the trainees
whilst they conquer the gruelling route
consisting of roads, mud paths, hill slopes
and sandy beaches of INA.
Cdt Santosh (Fighter Squadron) secured
the first position, followed by Cdt Aditya
Yadav (Braveheart Squadron) and SCC
Sreedev E (Eagle Squadron) in second
and third positions respectively. Vice
Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM,
NM, Commandant INA flagged off the
event, congratulated all participants
and presented the coveted trophy and
individual prizes to the prize winners.
Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant INA presenting Inter
Squadron Cross Country Championship Trophy – ST 20 to the winners – Braveheart
Squadron.
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Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM,
Commandant INA presenting the gold Medal to
Cdt Santosh (Fighter Squadron).

Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM,
Commandant INA presenting the silver medal to
Cdt Aditya Yadav (Braveheart Squadron).
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Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM,
Commandant INA presenting the bronze medal
to SCC Sreedev E (Eagle Squadron).

INTER SQUADRON PUBLIC SPEAKING

Soft Skill Proficiency

FIGHTER
SQUADRON

One of the most important OLQs that an officer
in the making should possess is the power of
expression, and a major part of that is public speaking
skill. Quite a number of times, situations demand an
officer to be able to express his ideas through verbal
communication and physical gestures efficiently.
This is precisely why Inter Squadron Public Speaking
Competition has its place up there amongst the
most important events at INA. Inter Squadron
Public Speaking Competition Spring Term 2020,
held between 16th - 22nd January 2020, ended with
Fighter Squadron emerging victorious at the end.
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INTER SQUADRON DECLAMATION
COMPETITION
CHEETAH
SQUADRON

The oratorical skills, use of eloquent language and fluent
delivery of the participating cadets left a lasting impression
amongst the entire audience. The trophy for the Inter Squadron
Declamation Competition for Spring Term 2020 was won by
Cheetah Squadron. Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM,
Commandant INA presented the trophy and also gave away
individual prizes to the winners.

The Inter Squadron Declamation Competition for Spring Term
2020 was held at Indian Naval Academy (INA) on Wednesday,
29 January 2020. Teams comprising cadets from six squadrons
of the Academy participated in the keenly contested event and
spoke with passion, enthusiasm and conviction.

Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant INA presenting the Inter
Squadron Declamation Competition Trophy to the winners – Cheetah Squadron.

Cdt Indraneel Banerjee of Cheetah Squadron receiving the winner’s prize from Vice
Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant INA.
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Cdt Nidhi Singh of Daredevil Squadron receiving the prize for runner up from
Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant INA.
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INTER SQUADRON DEBATE
COMPETITION
Eagle Squadron won the Inter Squadron Debate
Competition for Spring Term 2020 held on 18
February 2020 at INA. The event was keenly
contested among the participants who debated
on the topic “Climate change is an inevitable part of
nature, to which human activity has an insignificant
contribution”.
The competition not only provides the cadets a
platform to air their views and opinions on this
topic, but also tests their nerves and skills required
for public speaking.
Cadet Pranjal Tripathi (Eagle Squadron) and
Cadet Binit Semwal (Eagle Squadron) were
adjudged best speakers who spoke in favour and
against the motion respectively.
Rear Admiral Amit Vikram, Principal, INA gave
away the individual prizes and trophy to the
winning squadron.
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Rear Admiral Amit Vikram, Principal, INA presenting the Inter
Squadron Debate Competition Trophy to the winners – Eagle
Squadron.
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AGAINST THE MOTION
or do we talk about Australian wildfires which razed 10 million
hectares of land, more than a billion native animals killed, and
some species and ecosystems might never be able to recover. I
am here to make you feel guilty about this because the list goes
on but as long as this opposition will not open up their minds for
it nothing is going to come out of this debate at all. My opponent
from Braveheart squadron quoted about “Natural sources
of CO2 emission”. Well much to the amazement of my dear
counterpart according to the decade long study being carried
out by an international team of researchers, the amount of CO2
emissions by humans is 100 times more than of all the volcanoes
combined, For those of you who don’t know, volcanoes are the
largest source of CO2 emitted by natural sources and emission
is only about 0.3 giga tons at any fraction of 37 giga tons of what
humans produce in year 2018 alone. I wonder why there are so
many air conditioners in Kautilya, right now this hall is supposed
to have heaters in here. Ha! You might think what kind of mad
man is addressing this house but believe me we were meant to
shiver and not to sweat at this moment of time, owing to the
unawareness of my dear counterparts that the last ice age we
witnessed was 11700 years ago. Now here is the catch between
every two consecutive ice age there is a time period of 10000
years only. So isn’t it time for earth to get chilly again? Much to
the disappointment of mother nature her children have hindered
with a global clock and now we are entered into an unnatural
period of global warming. The consequences of which are rising
sea levels, we are witnessing species extinction, vanishing ice caps
and what not should I quote. Even the ancient Hindu scriptures
say that there are four yugas: the Sat Yuga, the Treta Yuga, the
Dwapar Yuga and the Kali Yuga whose end is marked by the
Pralaya or the great floods. Pralaya happens when humans are
blinded by greed and selfishness, when human misdeeds are at
its pinnacle, when we are ignorant and by seeing the present
situation where do you think we stand? Now even the gods have
endorsed my testimony and are standing with me against the
motion, so what position does the opposition hold to counter
us?

Imagine being on a bumpy ride and then complaining of back
pain. Just imagine showing yourselves up with an improper turn
out during drill and then saying that its the inevitable nature of the
GI to kick your Ugh! Ugh!… to kick your life out of you I mean;
‘cause ladies and gentleman that’s exactly what the opposition is
trying to prove this evening. I do understand that every coin has
two facets but every field of studies can only have one conclusion.
So a very good evening to all ladies and gentlemen and my dear
counterparts present in the house. Today, I, Cadet Binit Semwal,
as an Eagle have hunted down some facts against the motion on
the topic “Climate change is an inevitable part of nature to which
human activity has an insignificant contribution”. So let me have
the privilege to put my part in front of this house accordingly.
Change is an inevitable part of every cyclone on Earth. That’s
true, it forms the very cartwheel that drives civilisations from
civilisations, generations from generation, epochs from epochs
and yet the only constant thing in the universe is also change.
Till now everyone agrees with what I spoke but the opposition
bluntly denies the fact that the very beings who are the part of
this climate change cycle have little or no contribution towards
affecting it then my dear counterparts you are doomed. Even
the smallest of the microorganisms have a significant role in the
working of our planet so are we really to assume modern day
well educated gentlemen cadets that humans can have their
actions without consequences. We all have studied the butterfly
effect which clearly states that the smallest of actions can trigger
a variety of chain reactions that may have a greater significance
than initially intended. Due to human articulated global warming
the global average temperature has risen by 0.9°C that means by
the end of the century the most crowded country on Earth, ie
Bangladesh will submerge under water and much to the apathy
of my dear counterparts we will witness the fate of 150 million
people getting submerged as the sea retains its land. And do
believe me this time we won’t be able to help them up to Assam
after this Citizenship Amendment Act. We also do have many
Bangladeshi cadets amongst us, don’t we, is this the future we
are promising to them?

The kind of things that the opposition has gone about speaking
this evening even coming up with facts and figures and reasoning
it’s almost as if we are trying to look the other way from the
crimes we committed against our own mother. So please don’t
be late in realising ladies and gentlemen please don’t be late
because Shhh….!! Mother nature is calling. Her voice is faint and
distant but the pain and agony in her can still be felt.

My fellow opponents are addressing this house like Donald
Trump on climate change. We must know that the amount of
global filth up there which entraps the heat into our atmosphere
accounts for nearly 4 lakh Hiroshima class atomic bombs
exploding every 24 hours 365 days a year the result of which
are catastrophic. Just to enlighten my dear counterparts about
how grave the situation is, the cyclones Jdai and Kenneth which
claimed the lives of a thousand people across Zimbabwe were
the direct result of human induced catastrophe. Not only this
the South Asian floods which drove 12 million people from their
homes in India, Nepal and Bangladesh due to unseasonal rains
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Cdt Binit Semwal
105 INAC
BRAVEHEART SQUADRON
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FOR THE MOTION
periods like the Roman Warm Period or the Great Cold of 1899
that have caused them, why did it happen?

London is yet again in a thick blanket of smoke, citizens are
choking, complaining of serious eye, skin, and respiratory
problems. Temperatures are soaring globally with an increase of
0.02°F observed this year alone. Sea levels are climbing; the city
of Venice is gasping for its last breath before joining the city of
Atlantis in Davy Jones’s locker at the bottom of the sea. Ice caps
are melting, polar bears are dying, it’s getting hot in here.

The answer to that is purely astronomical. You see the earth
changes its orbit going from circular to elliptical every 1,00,000
years as a part of Milankovitch cycles. There is a tilt in the earth’s
axis every 41,000 years and it wobbles around its axis every
23,000 years.

Sound familiar? The media is painting a very grey and gloomy
image going about fear mongering that my worthy opponents
have succumbed to and which brings them here to scare you too.

And as far as the question of CO2 levels going up, yes it is due to
our activities but only very slightly. The largest producers of CO2
are still the seas. 71% of the earth is covered by the seas and this
creates an effect similar to that shaking a can of coke releasing
CO2, in this case vast amounts of it.

So good evening ladies and gentlemen, today I Cadet Pranjal
Tripathi representing the Eagle Squadron stand before you
to rest your fears by putting my case before you that Climate
change is natural.

So, tell me, are we really in any positions to calm the seas or to
change the planetary orbits? That would be like one of us trying to
push an entire train. It wouldn’t change anything except perhaps
result in hernia. The role of us humans is so insignificant to the
world spinning around that we are just a small blip in the vast
time scale of this giant planet. And even if we gather the strength
of seven billion people or summon Godzilla we wouldn’t be able
to change the inevitable.

If we translate life on planet Earth onto our palms the length all
the way up to our elbows is the time that only microorganisms
inhabited the planet. Between elbows and the centre of the
forearm came aquatic life with beginning of amphibians followed
by the age of dinosaurs till the edge of our palms. Moving further
we had the great ice age along our fingers. And the untrimmed
part of your nails is the time us humans have been around and
all this time we have experienced drastic changes in the planet’s
climate.

To give you all an idea of how petty we humans are, in World
War II the Australians tried detonating large amounts of dynamite
in the fault lines of the Pacific Ocean hoping to create a tsunami
that might sink Japan, nothing happened. In the 60’s, the US tried
detonating an atomic bomb, hoping to change earth’s magnetic
field, nothing happened.

Around a 100 million years back in time, temperatures were
warm with days being hot and humid perfect for cold blooded
creatures, the dinosaurs so thrive. But suddenly we saw an
extreme dip in the planet’s temperature with the planet freezing
to extremely cold conditions, eventually wiping out dinosaurs
and transcending into the age of ice. Again the ice age is on and
the entire planet is covered in ice. But it came to an end with
temperatures rising and glaciers melting. Sure there were humans
about then, living in small tribes and cavemen and yes they were
lighting fires to keep themselves warm or to cook food. But do
you want to be told that those little bonfires every now and then,
melted glaciers spanning entire continents. That’s as believable
as saying that a squirrel trying to bury its nut in the ice ended
up cracking the ice caps causing the end of the great ice age and
giving us four extremely entertaining movies.

So while I’m not saying that we should go full Donald Trump
on the planet. Yes it is important to protect forests, preserve
wildlife, keep the environment clean but if the temperature is to
rise and glaciers are to melt, who are we to stop it?
So ladies and gentleman. I insist you all join me in pushing past
the fear mongering, switching on the AC and kicking up your legs
as the song goes ‘Ab to hona hai yahi jo banaye samah’. And as
‘Change’ would like to quote Thanos, “I am Inevitable”.

Cdt P TRIPATHI
103 INAC
EAGLE SQUADRON

And it hasn’t been just one ice age, even as human civilizations
have grown, there have been several mini ice ages and warm
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Training camps for IV and VII term
cadets of Indian Naval Academy
(INA),
‘Samudramanthan’
and
‘Varuna,’ were conducted from 11 to
14 March 2020. A total of 208 cadets
participated in the camps, which are
aimed at developing esprit-de-corps,
camaraderie and leadership qualities,
whilst testing physical endurance and
mental strength of the cadets. The
camp activities comprise route march,
endurance runs, small arms firing,
construction of rafts and punting,
obstacle courses, rowing and open sea
sailing in whaler boats along with other
seamanship evolutions. The cadets
also participated in a highly challenging
quadrathlon comprising a 25km run in
full battle gear, 1000m swim, obstacle
course and weapon firing. The four
day camp culminated with a camp
fire. Braveheart Squadron won the
Camp Banner for both camps - Camp
‘Samudramanthan’
and
Camp
‘Varuna’ for Spring Term 2020. Vice
Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM,
Commandant, INA awarded the camp
banners to the winning squadrons.
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Braveheart Squadron – winners of camps Varuna and Samudramanthan Spring Term 2020 with Vice
Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant, INA.

Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant, INA presenting the
trophy to Braveheart Squadron – Winners of Camp Varuna, Spring Term 2020.
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Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant, INA presenting the trophy
to Braveheart Squadron – Winners of Camp Samudramanthan, Spring Term 2020.
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OUR SILENT COMPANIONS
Spending time with those puppies changed me; I learned to keep
calm even when the path got rough, and I started treating everyone
around me in a polite manner. It helped me inculcate a lot of good
habits and I became a better version of myself. Whenever I used
to feel low I spent some time with them and they cheered me up.
In my seventh term another batch of six puppies were born in my
squadron and as usual I used to feed them and play around with
them. After some time I noticed that others also started feeding
them and I realised that this bond between cadets and dogs will
last as long as this academy exists. The puppies in my squadron
were named after days: like the fattest one was called Sunday,
the sleepy head was called Monday, Tuesday was the lively one,
the malnourished one was Wednesday, the black one was called
Friday and the white and the cutest one others called Saturday,
though to me she was Snow White.

Cadets in the academy have many fond memories of the animals
in the academy. The animals include dogs, peacocks and even
some rare birds.
I am one such cadet who is a dog lover. I spend all my leisure time
with them, especially the puppies. When I joined academy I was
not too attached to them but a lot of incidents happened that
brought us closer. One of the first incidents was in my second
term when a dog kept me going during my camp runs. I soon
found out from my seniors that it had run more navigation runs in
camps than me. I used to see my seniors playing around with him
and sometimes feeding him and the reason for it was a mystery
to me, though not for long.
My bond with dogs became stronger as terms passed by. Every
time we came back from our vacations the first ones to welcome
us would be these cute canines. Once during my fifth term,
on a regular day when I was coming back from PT class, I saw
nine small puppies at the squadron badminton court. A woman
trainee in my squadron used to feed the puppies every day and I
used to wonder why she did so. After a few days, I too decided
to bring a packet of milk to feed them. That was the first time I
fed any animal. Just as I poured the milk in the bowl, they came
near me and some of them climbed over my foot and others
started to fight for the milk. It made me feel happy and contented
and this soon became a habit. Every day after coming back from
practice I fed them and played with them. That is one of the best
memories that I will carry from this academy. Later when those
puppies grew up they followed me wherever I went and even
slept next to my cabin. When the nights were cold, I put some
old clothes on them.
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Some of my friends also used to call me the father of those dogs!
Just like my squadron every squadron has their own dogs. There
was one in Braveheart who used to drive away cadets from
other squadrons. The mess dogs are the scariest and I could bet
they ate more food than any cadet in the academy. Even people
outside like keeping dogs but I’m sure the bond that we share
with them is unlike any other.
Sometimes when I am too depressed or missed home, I would go
and sit next to them and all my qualms go away. Dogs really are
man’s best friend, given their history of close relations, loyalty,
and companionship with cadets.
Mid Sanchit Kumar
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DIAMOND FOR A REASON
the academy, our juniors look up to us with awe, and our
seniors, with pride.

Flashback to ST-17: The discussion in the induction cell on
which squadron was to be allotted was getting heated up.
It became interesting when people who really wanted to go
to the Cheetah squadron (the champion squadron at the
time) ended up in Fighter and all were keen to know - “who
gets what?’’ As my ‘placetypes’ were going to Braveheart,
my instincts guided me towards it. The answer to the
question ‘‘swimmer?’’ naturally was “no sir...’’. I was given
the key to cabin 33 in division 5 and the swimmer next
to me became my cabinmate (and became DCC Rajput
later on). The 22 of us were inducted as first termers to
the Destroyer squadron. The mango term (spring term is
mango term, autumn term is the monsoon term) of 2017
was a learning phase for us, the most important lesson
being that, camps and X-country are our traditions and we
will be respected, and even revered for the same, if we
kept winning them.

Camp Varuna was different from the earlier two. There
would be no additional privileges if we won, and probably
not much ragda if we lost. But our motivation came from
the lust of a permanent spot in the hall of fame. Camp
Varuna became a greed for absolute glory.
Complete dedication towards camp practice was not
possible since we were appointments, and we knew that if
we were tired ourselves, the squadron would sleep.
“We may not win, but I will make sure that you guys
definitely don’t.” one of my coursemates from Fighter said
to me. That was a sentiment which echoed across all the
squadrons. Varuna was more or less like Braveheart vs. the
rest. But their efforts would be in vain.
When all the Braveheart boats finished together standing
an unprecedented first, second and third at Madakkara,
we found a sinister satisfaction seeing the broken spirits
of our competitors. Our hard work, undying spirit and
the extraordinary support from our newfound ex-NDA
coursemates ensured that we became the first course in the
history of the Indian Naval Academy to win all their camps.
Daggers from every corner of the Navy congratulated us.

When 94 INAC came to power in my second term with the
single aim of winning X-country, our squadron came third
and life inside became tough. In the midst of this continuous
hell which lasted till the end of the term, Camp Barracuda
was to test our mettle. Preparations were gruesome and
fear was at its zenith. There was no motivation when we
started it, save for the fear of God inside us. The fear
of losing and coming back to squadron was beyond all
imagination. Quite literally, we ran for our lives in those
four days and came back as the Silver Course by winning
Barracuda with an unprecedented 400 out of 400 points.
The motivation from camps helped us to produce seven
torchies, five higher PTs and two higher swimmings that
term.

In all the three camps, we never had a war cry to pump up
our josh, for we were known as the silent killers, the deadly
daggers. The spirit of Cdt Satveer Singh Garha inside us,
was pushing us for that one more mile, that one more pull,
that one last step which we knew we still had inside us.
I remember my second term campfire. We were ecstatic.
We could barely control our feelings. I could not eat, or
talk or even think.

Camp Samudra Manthan was a battle for respect. For our
respect as a course, and for the respect of the Dagger family.
The fear factor evaporated and the quest for becoming the
youngest golden course of the academy became our aim. I
still remember that monsoon term in which we came back
from exams and when the entire squadron was sleeping, we
gave our all time best raft making timing of 3 minutes and 36
seconds. That one moment of joy, amidst all the pain and
sweat of the camp routine was the most joyous moment
of our camp practice. Fighting off a tough competition from
cheetah and eagle, the 99 Golden Decepticons entered
the squadron, more precious than ever before. In spite of
the ruthless camp practice which ate away our mid term
exam routine, we all passed with flying colours. The entire
course was sent on a well deserved mid-term break. Being
the youngest course permitted to sport a moustache in
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Fourth term campfire was familiar ground. This time we
handled our victory well. We celebrated and ate all the
INA pudding we possibly could.
In my final campfire, when we were deemed Diamond,
we sat down and smiled happily, satisfied.
“Been there, done that” we said.

DCC Ajay Uthaman
3479/B/99
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BEST PROJECT 98 INAC ‘E’
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS ON DRAG REDUCTION USING RIBLET
SURFACES

Guide

:

Lt Cdr N Hari Prasad

Syndicate : Mid Shantanu Gupta

(3372/98)

Mid PSR Sandeep

(3351/98)

Mid Paras Verma

(3333/98)

Mid LLH Dilshan

(3334/98)

Introduction

Academic Whirl

The scales of sharks are an object of interest as they
help in their movement though water with reduced
drag. Sharks are able to move through water very
efficiently and quickly with a low energy input even
with the drag. The scales found in their skin are found
to aid in their movement by reducing drag by nearly
10%. These scales known as riblets are aligned parallel
to fluid flow. Riblet technology can be applied to boat
hulls, aircraft surfaces, pipe surfaces, and competitive
swimwear.
In pipe flow system, major power losses of pumps are
in large percentage due to resistance to flow because
of friction between the surface and fluid. Minimizing
this drag is the key research area in fluid mechanics.
There have been various methods adopted to reduce
drag. Some of them include reduction by vibration of
surface, reduction by thermal heating of the surface,
reduction by introducing bubble traps on surface and
use of polymers to reduce drag. Use of riblet surfaces
is one other way of reducing drag in flowconditions.
The study of drag modification effects of riblet
structures through computational modeling is the
focus of this project. First, fluid drag mechanisms
are explained with a focus on a cylindrical pipe.
Afterwards, the role of riblets on drag and vortices
are discussed.
The computational modeling of riblets are discussed
starting with a verification and validation model. The
modeling of V and U riblets on the internal surface
of the pipes is carried out. The analysis of drag
difference between a smooth surface and a ribletcovered surface is explored. This information will
help in better understanding of the role of riblets
in drag reduction near the wall. Hence leading to a
better modeling of riblet surfaces for achieving even
higher drag-reducing properties.

Study of flow parameters in ANSYS.
Simulations on Smooth pipe.
Simulation in V and U shaped riblet pipes
Comparing the results and obtaining the
percentage drag reduction.
(g) Comparing the results to established theories.
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Methodology
Following steps were undertaken to achieve the
results of the above mentioned project:(a) Study of various literature and review of previous
journals on drag reduction and riblet surfaces.
(b) Studying of ANSYS software and finding
important parameters for simulations.
(c) Carrying out simulations on Smooth pipe and
study the behaviour of flow.
(d) Finding suitable model and implementing on
riblet pipes based on literature review
(e) Carrying out simulations on the V and U riblet
pipe and comparing the results to smooth pipe.
(f) Comparing the results to the empirical formulas
and established studies.

Design of pipe for Analysis
(a) A pipe of Diameter 100 mm and length 300mm
was created and simulations were done.
(b) Similar pipe was created of same length and
diameter with V and U shaped riblets and
simulations were done.
(c) Comparative analysis of both smooth and riblet
pipes.

Objectives
The main objectives of the project are as follows:(a) Study the concept of drag.
(b) Study about riblet surfaces.
AHOY - SPRING TERM 2020

Fig 1. Geometry of smooth pipe
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Fig 2. Geometry of U shaped riblet pipe

Fig 4. Wall shear distribution of U shaped riblet pipe

Fig 3. Meshing of V shaped riblet pipe

Fig 5. Wall shear distribution of V shaped riblet pipe

Results and Conclusions
(a) There exists an optimal size of riblet characterised by
flow conditions to achieve maximum drag reduction. The
maximum % DR for the model is observed for V-shaped
riblets.
(b) The drag reduction is not efficient with larger sized
geometry of riblets because the comparative study
of wall shear distribution and turbulent kinetic energy
revealed larger stress on riblet tips compared to that of
smaller sized riblet geometry.
Fig 6. Velocity Contour of U shaped riblet pipe

(c) The riblets aid in drag reduction by reducing the lateral
movement and subduing the turbulent burst at the near
wall flow field.
(d) The riblets reduce the velocity fluctuations near the
wall resulting in low velocity gradient compared to the
smooth surface. Low gradients result in reduced skin
friction on the surface.
(e) High shear stress and low-energy regions are found on
the tips of the riblet, which indicate resistance to lateral
movement of fluid. This is also in good relevance with the
results obtained. The momentum exchange is limited to
the tips of the riblet and valley regions of the riblets are
unaffected. Hence, forming a relatively stable flow field in
the majority of the surface region.

Fig 7. Velocity Contour of V shaped riblet pipe

(f) Turbulent bursts are suppressed by riblets in the
near wall flow field, which leads to reduced energy
consumption. The average turbulent intensity on the
riblet surface is lower than that on the smooth surface.
Lower turbulent intensity indicates lower drag.

Defence Applications
(a) Riblet surfaces can be used in surface of submarines,
torpedoes and hull of the ship.
(b) Riblet surfaces in pipes of the ship will reduce power
consumption and load on the pumps.

(g) Both the V-shaped riblets and U-shaped riblets reduce
drag but V riblets are more effective in reducing drag.
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BEST PROJECT 98 INAC ‘L’
Machine Learning based Semaphore Reader
Guide

:

Syndicate :

Lt Cdr Vanya Shyam
Mid PVR Vel
Mid Chirag Gulati
Mid Vajira Wijekoon

Project Objective
The aim of the Project was to learn Machine Learning and develop an efficient machine learning tool that was capable of
detecting semaphore signals. The model has been trained for three alphabets, India ‘I’, November ‘N’ and Alpha ‘A’.

Labelling of Image

Training in Google Colab
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Testing of Image through Python code

Description

by a pre-trained Machine Learning algorithm called YOLOv3,
which was interfaced with the system’s training data set by
using Google Colab as a platform. As a result, the required
predictive model was obtained which was consequently used
for testing of images. The obtained outcome was used to
define the efficiency of the model. For testing of the images, a
code in Python was developed on Linux based platform.

The project aims at undertaking extensive study of Machine
Learning and development of a predictive model for the
identification of Semaphore flags. Machine Learning is basically
an application of Artificial Intelligence in which the computer
learns how to make accurate predictions when fed with data.
For implementation, prediction models are developed with
the aid of a large data set employed for training of data. In this
project, 600 images of semaphore signalling were collected,
200 each of alphabets India ‘I’, November ‘N’ and Alpha
‘A’ which were used in training of model. The first step
was labeling of these images which was done by labellmg
software. The process of feature extraction was carried out
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Conclusion
The model developed has been successfully employed for
detection of the semaphore flags of three letters. However, for
future scope the model can be developed for other 23 letters of
the alphabet.
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BEST PROJECT 98 INAC ‘N’
Weather Monitoring System
Guide

:

Syndicate :

Description

Asst. Prof. Retheesh VV

The project interfaced multiple sensors like BME 280 to measure
temperature, pressure, humidity and pitot tube for wind
speed with Arduino microcontroller. The data received from
the sensor complex is interfaced with the serial monitor of a
computer from where it is further uploaded to a website which
is integrated with MATLAB and represents the data in graphical
format. The designed prototype facilitates interpretation of
data from an LCD display attached to the system. Further, the
same data can be relayed to a predefined authenticated user
mobile number with a facility to set the rate of information
reception. The setup was installed in the campsite during ST
20 for field trials, the acquired data was fed to a live display and
was also sent periodically as an SMS to the Camp Commandant
for real time monitoring. The data was cross verified with the
official weather report by the camp weather in-charge and was
observed to be accurate and usable.

Mid P Mukherjee
Mid A Dhaka
Mid A Kumar

Project Objective
The Project syndicate developed an Environment Monitoring
System capable of measuring temperature, pressure, wind
speed, humidity and altitude.

Conclusion
The Project achieved the development of a Weather
Monitoring System which has the capability to remotely monitor
‘temperature, pressure, wind speed, humidity and altitude’. The
trend in the change of parameters can also be interpreted from
the graphs generated via MATLAB integrated web platform,
or from details received on mobile phone through SMS. The
project envisaged has many practical applications related to
weather prediction and monitoring.
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BEST PROJECT 98 INAC ‘X’
Ultrasonic Radar System Emulator
Guide

:

Syndicate :

Description

Ms Shreejaya P
Asst Professor (Adhoc)

A Radar works on the principle of transmitting a signal and
receiving the echo from a target. Post reception, the signals
are processed to calculate the distance from the target and
painted on the PPI display for range bearing interpretation.
The designed Ultrasonic Radar Emulator uses the HC-SR04
ultrasonic sensor mounted on the main mast of a model ship
structure to transmit and receive the signals. This sensor is
rotated using a stepper motor in bearing and is interfaced with
the Arduino microcontroller to calculate the range and bearing
according to the pulse width, time of transmission and reception
and beam width. The system also employs a HC-05 bluetooth
module to transmit relevant signals to a laptop. A graphical user
interface was developed by the syndicate for interpretation of
the data received from the video signal. For this, the syndicate
programmed a software based GUI using Processing 3IDE and
displayed the data on a PPI. Based on the target data received
from Ultrasonic sensor, the range is calculated and plotted on
the PPI. The Beam width of the sensor was set at 300 and Pulse
width at 10 µsec. The listening period or the Pulse Repetition
Interval (PRT) was fixed at 2 msec and the ARR (Antenna
Rotation Rate) as 2 RPM (one clockwise and one anticlockwise).
Accordingly, the dead range of the system was 0.017 m and
max range 2 m.

Mid Sameer Sharma
Mid Ashwin Kumar L
Mid Mukul Magotra

Project Objective
The project syndicate developed an Ultrasonic Radar System
Emulator which is a miniature emulator of Radar System. This
emulator is used to demonstrate the basic principle of working
of a Radar.

Conclusion
The Project achieved the development of an Ultrasonic Radar
Emulator which detects a target using HC SR04 ultrasonic
sensor. The project was helpful for the trainees in understanding
the basic working principle of a Radar. The features of the Radar
Emulator can further be enhanced by using a LIDAR module
which would increase the maximum range as well as improve
the bearing resolution using a narrower beam.
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Golf Club

Angling Club

Hobby Clubs

Literary Club
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Clay Pigeon
Shooting Club

Arts Club
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RUSSIAN FEDERATION NAVY
DELEGATION (RuFN) VISIT INDIAN
NAVAL ACADEMY
A delegation of Russian Federation Navy (RuFN) lead by Rear
Admiral Aleksander Vadimovich Schetbitsky, head of their
Marine Education and Scientific Centre visited Indian Naval
Academy from 22 to 26 December 2019.
During the visit, the delegation called on Vice Admiral Dinesh K
Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant INA. They also interacted
with the staff, visited various training facilities and were
acquainted with the training philosophy and training processes
at INA. The delegation departed INA on 26 December 2019.

Bridges of Friendship

Previous interaction of Russian Navy with INA includes the
participation of Russian Navy in the Tenth Edition of Admiral’s
Cup Regatta in December 2019 held at INA.

Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant INA
exchanging crest with Rear Admiral Aleksander Vadimovich
Schetbitsky from Russian Federation Navy.

Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant
INA with the officers from Russian Federation Navy.
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SRI LANKAN NATIONAL DAY
CELEBRATION

Srilankan National Day Celeberation

National Day of Sri Lanka was celebrated at Katari Cadet’s Mess on 04 Feb 20. A high tea was organised to commemorate
the event & it was attended by officers, international trainees, cadet appointmens & sponsor cadets.

National Day of Sri Lankan was celebrated at Katari Cadet’s Mess
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Maritime Activities
in the Malabar Coast
during Ancient and Medieval
Periods
The lower west coast of India, from Mangalore to Kanyakumari is called the Malabar Coast. The coast is adorned with the
‘green jewels’ – thick forest cover - and it is the primary recipient of the South West monsoon. The western rivers are short
because of their origin from the Western Ghats, and hence they have small estuaries. Ports have existed here even before
the 3rd millennium BCE.

Ancient Period
(500 BCE to 500 CE)

The History Section

Periplus, Ptolemy, Strabo and Pliny give a clear account of the trade
affairs of the Malabar Coast at the start of the Common Era. According to
Periplus, there was trade around Nitran (near Bhatkal). There have been
other ports like Naravu, Muyirikodu, Waikarai, Vilinjam, and Kanyakumari
along the west coast. Sangam period literature also recognises the ports in
the same sequence.
Naravu, near Kannur was referred in Pattitrupathu as the capital of
a Chola Chieftain. It has been hailed as one of the most important finds
of Tiberius, Claudius and Nero. Tyndis had lot of Roman ships calling at
the port. Located at the mouth of River Periyar, it had a hinterland that
produced pepper and beryl mining (from Karur, the then Chera capital).
Records show Muziris receiving ships with pots of gold, to exchange with
‘yavana-priya’ or pepper. The cargo was normally transhipped by smaller
boats from the anchor vessel.
Down south two village settlements called Pattinam and Perumpattinam
have been discovered. At these settlements, a 2 sq.km site strewn with
pottery samples, both Indian and Roman, along with Roman amphorae,
beads of semiprecious stones and raw glass have been found. Further
evidences of red ware with two Brahmi inscriptions, and Adi-chera copper
coins have been found in Muziris, and these are similar to the ones found
in Karur. Other ports like Nelcynda and Warkalai have been major ports
at different points in time and have been mentioned in Silapadikaram of the
2nd and 5th century CE.
The direct overseas route from the opening of the Gulf of Oman
to Malabar Coast freed cargo ships from the dangers of skirting pirateinfested coasts and reduced passage by a couple of weeks. The volume of
trade between Eastern Mediterranean and Malabar through Alexandria,
and Red sea ports increased. All this has been observed and noted in
Periplus. Trade commodities were both luxury goods and regular goods.
The pepper rich Chera coast became a focal point for regional and
international trade. Items that were traded included ginger, cardamom,
gems like beryl and corundum, sapphire, rare birds like peacocks and
parrots and tropical animals. These were exported to Egypt, the empires
of Euphrates and Tigris, Greece and Rome. The Indian ports also traded in
pepper and spices, teak cedar, tortoise shell, spikenard, malabathrum and
Chinese silk – especially at Muziris. The Roman ships purchased them in
exchange for gold and in turn many Romans were hired as guardsmen by
the merchant elite.
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Medieval Period
(500 CE to 1500 CE)
Around the 5th and 6th centuries CE, the Greco-Roman empires fell and the Chera and Pandiya power declined.
This resulted in a reign of chieftains along the Malabar Coast. The early ports such as Nelcynda became extinct; Muziris
and Tyndis declined. On the other hand, new ports came into being. The loss of Red Sea trade was compensated by the
Arab and Omani trade. This continued to ensure supply of Indian luxury and exotic products to the Mediterranean, and
import of a number of Persian and Arab products, most important of them being horses. Many ports opened up in the
estuaries of small rivers and locations shifted due to geographical changes. Bhatkal and Basrur are two such examples
medieval ports that came to prominence in this period.
Mangalapuram or Mangalore was a relatively important port in the medieval times. South of Mangalore, there
were tiny ports like Manjeshwaram, Kumble, Kasargod, Nileswaram and Azhikal. These ports carried intraregional
commodity traffic. South of Azhikal, Kannur, a medium and seasonal port, attracted Arab and Maldivian trade. Further
south of Kannur, were Dharmapatnam, Thalassery and Mahe which developed as minor ports. Further south, past a
few mooring points, was Kozhikode, which became the capital of the Zamorins between the 13th to 15th centuries. The
Zamorins encouraged trade with the Arabs. Not far away is where Vasco Da Gama landed. Ponnani was a busy port
with local Malabar coastal traffic. Chetwai, a lagoon port, south of Ponnani was operational till the end of the 4th century.
Kollam was a port shielded by the Ashtamudi lake. Further south of Kollam was Vihzinjum, a minor port. Past a few
mooring points, the Malabar coast ended in Kanyakumari, which was Land’s end.
As the Persian trade relationship took over the Roman trade, the nature of commodities also changed. The trade
became organised through merchant guilds. Specialisation of marketing local commodities through nagarams and exotic
and luxury goods through itinerant guilds came into vogue. Cowrie money became the de facto currency during this
period. Strong evidences of overseas trade including foreign notices, especially the ‘Geniza documents’ in Egypt explain
the trade connection between Egypt and Malabar coasts. The Chera ruler Bhaskara Ravi Varma had issued a copper
plate in Vatteluthu (Old Tamil Script) conferring privileges on the Jew Chief, Joseph Rabban. In 1130, Madnium Ben
Hassan, a member of trustee of merchants ordered a ship to sail from Aden to Sri Lanka. Other voyages like Dahbaltan
or Vallarapatuam of Malabar to Aden in the ship of Ibu of Maqaddam recorded detailed accounts of the trade between
Malabar and Gulf coasts. A family record of a Jewish family, the Lebbdis, over the 12th and 13th century CE provides an
indication of the mercantile wealth in this era.
Article by
Commander Kalesh Mohanan, PhD, PDF
Instructor – Military History and Maritime Heritage
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NOT THE HERO WE DESERVE, BUT
THE HERO WE NEED
Foreword by the author: This piece is written to celebrate the existence of such coursemates, who knowingly
and unknowingly provide unconditional mental and emotional support to others, by direct means such as ML’s or
by certain indirect methods discussed below.

“The term break after first term is the best term break
of your life,” they say. “We had so much fun that the
feeling is inexplicable in words,” they say. But what they
do not see is how these words burn holes in the hearts
of 105 INAC every time they hear it. They do not have
the slightest idea how the lines “The next course might
not report. You will remain the junior most” shatters
their very core and confidence.

owing to his ability of ENSURING EVERYONE’s
TRAINING. Often after dinner, when cadets sit in
their cabins alone, remembering home and feeling sad,
lonely and nostalgic, this hero arranges a small GETTOGETHER of the entire course outside flotilla office,
just to take everyone’s minds off things. Many cadets
have passed PT due to this saviour being the kind of
cadet he is.

In times of such darkness of despair and cloudiness
of gloom, unsung heroes take upon the challenge of
being the sole source of light in the sky. With a lively
and flamboyant attitude, they try their level best to
take people’s minds off such things by ENSURING
THE TRAINING of their division mates, their squadron
course mates, sometimes even their seniors, and on
some rare occasion, THE ENTIRE COURSE. These
heroes, like Batman, often work on other side of
the law and are seen as villains by a majority of their
coursemates, yet they continue to give their best to
keep the seniors, appointments and often even certain
officers busy.

He has the kind of personality that makes us laugh before,
after and often even during TRAINING SESSIONS.
With a gleam in his eye to rise to the position of ACA
someday, he moves forward gathering the knowledge
required for the post through experience.
At the end, I would like to conclude this piece with
an idea many might consider bizarre - all jokes apart,
often cadets like these are the ones who turn out to
be the best in their course. They become so called
DEMO TYPE CADETS who excel in everything, and
are a source of help and inspiration to everyone, as
their super power is TO SMILE IN THE FACE OF ALL
ADVERSITIES.

I have come to know of one such hero, who has been
known by many names over the years: BOMB, BOND,
ROCKSTAR, etc. by coursemates and seniors alike. But
the name he goes by usually is TRAINING CAPTAIN,
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LIFE HAS CHANGED
(A comparison of life before and after)
From waking up at 0800 after snoozing the alarm twice
to getting up at 0530 on the ring of the first alarm,
life has changed.
From doing one’s routine in 1 hour with songs played
to doing it in 5 mins before the announcement is made
life has changed.
From going to the dairy 150 meters on a bike
to going to Chola stadium 1.5 km doubling
life has changed.
From having gadgets all around
to having cadets all around
life has changed.
From calling every senior by their name
to wishing every senior the time of the day
life has changed.
From going to office in AC cab
to going to class in AS (all sweat)
life has changed.
From being careless, lazy and unwise
to being disciplined, active and responsible
life has truly changed.

By Cdt Harsh Saini
29 NOC [Ext]

By Cdr M Mantravadi, an alumnus of 53 Naval Academy Course
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MY EXPERIENCE OF FROM
BEING A SEVENTH
SQUADRON TO
TERM APPOINTMENT MIDSHIPMAN WING
Remembering my tenure as a cadet in this academy, I feel that
life was easier - ‘chill’ - before becoming a 7th term appointment!
Although responsibilities had been increasing as my collar
tab became heavier through the 1st to the 6th term, being an
appointment was quite different.

When I joined the academy almost four years ago, one of the
first things I came to know was my squadron (Daredevil). Life
in the squadron was unusual – what with waking up a little
after midnight, running cross countries slightly shorter than
infinity, never being ragged but always enjoying ragdas, dreading
holidays and looking forward to workdays etc. The squadron
officers made my life hard but paradoxically they also made
it easy! That is because I couldn’t have made such a journey
without their carrots and sticks. The best tribute I can pay my
squadron seniors is that I tried to follow in their footsteps while
dealing with those who were junior to me.

I was always keen on leading others. That’s why being a Squadron
Cadet Captain (SCC) was a cherry-on-the-top kind of moment
for me. To be at this position, one must always be ready for
selflessness and also know that the virtue of sacrifice which isn’t
merely virtual but very real!
I couldn’t figure out over the entire term where my Own
Time Work (OTW) went. When the squadron was enjoying
OTW, I was racking my brains about what had to be done next.
Furthermore, the usually piled up and cumbersome paperwork
takes a toll on sanity. However, the SCC is all arms - having
gained insight from his junior appointments, he is the engine of
the squadron. Of course, that means that he has to suffer the
‘squadron dopes’ who could create havoc in more ways than
one.

After three and a half years, we had to move to the Midshipman
Wing. Once again, I had mixed feelings – I missed my squadron
while trying to adapt to the wing. After the fast-paced life in
the squadron, we had a spaced out life in the wing. For the first
time ever during our training in this academy, I got the luxury of
time! I got time to introspect. I got time to change my mindset
from that of a cadet to that of an officer. This is because, unlike
in the squadron, there isn’t any junior for whom I have to carry
responsibility. Here, we have enough time to revive the hobbies
that we almost forgot or even to pick up new ones. We also
learn to gain confidence and to interact with senior officers.

There are perks of being an appointment as well. The kind of
bonding I developed with my juniors is beyond words. The way
they trusted and followed me kept my morale high. It made me
feel wearing those tabs was worthwhile.

To me, the Midshipman Wing is a bridge between the trainees’
squadrons and the Officers’ Mess. It’s the Midshipman Wing
where the academy turns boys into men.

I also got to know the squadron office better. The Divisional
Officer who was thought to be a ‘Devata’ in man’s skin turned
out to be more of an ‘Asura’ when inside the DO’s cubicle. I came
to realise that interaction with officers does not necessarily have
to be “interactive”. It’s usually one way, rarely with the use of
tongue; other body parts are often involved and sweat is the key
outcome. The SCC is lucky if such “interaction” doesn’t happen
every night unlike in my case. Only the Gods can save you if your
DO is a bachelor who doesn’t have to report to home.

Mid Ravi Kumar Magadum

At the same time, I could also sense that they’re so right and
clear in their motive for the squadron. Phone calls to the
Divisional Officers and Squadron Commanders gave me a sense
of the pride that naval officers take in leading their men.
In all, the SCC has to make himself a role model for all trainees
of the respective squadron. The way he walks, the way he talks,
the way he behaves and the way he presents himself - everything
matters. Every eye, whether of an officer or a cadet, would be
on him. After all, he should aspire to inspire.

Mid Paras Verma

By Cdt Komal of 30 NOC (Reg)
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I’LL ALWAYS BE
GRATEFUL TO INA

MEMORIES FOR A
LIFETIME

The Indian Naval Academy, a place that I had no knowledge
about when I entered through the Payyanur gate. A place I had
expected to be a great escape from my strict schedule in civil
life. Well it was an escape but to an even stricter one. Severely
strict ! The customs and culture of INA was nothing I had ever
imagined it would be like. It was completely exhausting 24/7,
mentally and physically. I had never thought that breakfast
would ever become as important to me as INA made it
for me. Those long musters and little mischiefs in between
helped me adjust to the tempo of the Academy. I was slowly
becoming a cadet, thankfully. What INA taught me was how
much I could miss my family and friends and yet find new ones
at INA. INA is something that I would always be grateful and
glad to have happened to me. It taught me perseverance,
unconditional devotion towards your kin, true team spirit and
most importantly how to take a bullet for your brothers with
a smile. And the final day of INA isn’t far for those cadets who
will be reading this in Ahoy because we will definitely make it
back to the same Payyanur gate where it all began, saying good
bye to a bag of memories as nostalgia overwhelms.

My dream of joining the Indian Navy came true on the day I
received my call letter. With a lot of enthusiasm and excitement
I awaited the day to join the Indian Naval Academy. Life before
academy was one phase of my life, after 28th of December
2019, a complete new phase began where everything changed
in the blink of an eye. From long musters standing in savdhan, to
getting vertical, reporting in rigs at odd times and getting training
sessions along with the whole course was a complete different
experience which cannot be forgotten. While reporting alone
is painful (you get the undivided attention of your seniors),
reporting with the whole course is the fun part of training as
you can see the shammers getting into action and the dopes
getting blasted. Having the dope of the course as my cabinmate
ensured that I got enough training sessions every day. All the
pain and effort doesn’t go waste as it made me stronger both
physically and emotionally; INA has given me memories for a
lifetime.
Cdt Saifuddin V

Cdt Vipul Bhardwaj
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JOSH, JUNOON, JAZBA AUR JHATKA
A typical training day at the Academy begins at 0630 h and ends
around 1700 h. This is the time when GIs (Gunnery Instructors)
are assigned the duty of training the cadets including the new
trainees entering the training Academy.
Gunnery Instructors of INA have been of incalculable worth and
are the actual power behind the punch; they form and strengthen
the backbone of the Indian Navy by shaping future naval
leadership. They are a medium to accomplish the vision of the
INA. The vision which aims at developing the trainees mentally
and physically, to imbibe in them the highest ideals of loyalty,
valour and patriotism. The instruction and indoctrination given
by the drill instructors of the Indian Naval Academy includes
instruction in customs and practices of Naval life, instruction in
the proper execution of the Naval drill, basic weapon training
including armed and unarmed combat training, instilling discipline
and willingness to immediately obey all lawful orders given by
superiors.
The GI’s aim is to enhance the expertise of cadets in the field
of marksmanship, service knowledge, field craft which includes
the techniques involved in living, travelling, or making military
or scientific observations in the field, especially while remaining
undetected.
During my tenure of training at academy the gunnery instructor
whom I will remember the most is Roshan Lal, MCPOGI I. I
would call Roshan Lal saab a very “josh type” instructor who
is not only a very active person but also a great professional.
His love for service and hard work towards training cadets used
to fill each and every cadet of the academy with a high sense of
motivation and enthusiasm.
During the Drill classes he used to up the josh in cadets with
his four motivational words i.e “JOSH, JUNOON, JAZBA AUR
JHATKA.”

Drill Competition trophy three times in a row. He served as an
example for cadets in the Academy in various aspects of training
including the way he used to dress up, his bearing and discipline.

He was the one who ensured the required practice and rehearsal
of drill movements, ensured the parade commander or platoon
commander recalled the drill orders verbatim and ensured our
uniforms were well – prepared. His love and hard work for the
Cheetah squadron as the squadron GI, not only helped Cheetah
squadron become the Champion squadron eight times in a
row but also raised its standards in Drill so high that it won the

Roshan Lal saab will always be remembered as a good instructor
and a source of motivation for the cadets to live up to the highest
standards.
Mid Sushil Singh

FROM A CORPORATE TECHIE TO A FAUJI
From swiping through swiggy options to boring proper meals at KCM, from booking “uber” to doubling up to wherever it be, from
lazy mornings to early morning musters, life took a huge turn in converting me from a “corporate techie” to a “fauji”. When I started
dreaming about a lifestyle less ordinary, all that I saw was the uniform and the honour that it got. But was I ready for the struggle?
Everyday at INA was a new challenge. Each day was making us stronger, both physically and mentally. It taught us the value of “sleep”,
“food” and everything that we took for granted before INA. Slowly life started changing, we started changing from a normal person
to a cadet. Running 25 rounds of Chola stadium felt a little easy when we caught a glimpse of the national flag flying high. Slowly our
mind started to learn, how to get up, everytime we fell.
As we come to the end of the 1st term as NOC (Ext) we will be carrying a lot of lessons for the next term so that we can push
ourselves a little forward each day, face new challenges and keep up the legacy of high spirited NOC - Extended.
May the Josh always remain “high”.
CDT Abhijeet M
30 NOC (Ext)
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“MOTIVATION AND WHAT BEATS IT!”
Motivation initiates a desire to complete a goal. It may be a shortterm goal or a long-term goal. At the most basic level, motivation
is of two types- internal and external.

just initiates the goal achieving process but it’s the discipline that
keeps you going. Discipline is the key to success.
Cadet Anish Kumar
15526/F/O

External motivation is more prevalent in today’s world. It is a
desire to complete the task based on some external reward
that will gratify for a while. After sometime, the person will keep
wanting more. External motivation may come from money,
power, position and materialistic things. External motivation does
not last long and requires timely enhancements for the person to
continue to be motivated.
Internal Motivation is the desire to complete a task not for some
materialistic advantage but for a greater goal that is internal.
Internal Motivation is more powerful as compared to external
motivation and hence lasts longer.
Both play a key role in successful completion of a goal. But there
is something which beats both of them and that is self-discipline.
There is a famous saying, “Discipline beats Motivation”. Motivation

SHORELINE
How naive does it sound?

They’d split. Way too often than two people who cared for
each other. They’d find their way back. Far too unrelenting for
even the lovey-doveys to come to terms with. With every blow,
there was a mark in the thinness of the air. With a strange sense
of hope that time would heal it all. There was that. Obviously
for real, as it was to her and deceptively so, as it remained to
him. Words couldn’t cater for consolations to what his past had
etched on his chest with a dagger. Something that he would have
to carry on, even with her inside the ruggedness of it. She asked
him to wait like he was told before. There was an inexorable
sense of fear in those words. A road that paved his way to the
horrors of his past. She’d smile and he knew that. That was the
smile that won his heart.

Man dwells in the passage of time,
but isolates the moments that matter from the ones that don’t.
He’d never know that the moments that he made would never
overpower the moments that make him.
The ones that make him, disgustingly him.
One of them two-legged souls in the pursuit of the debaucherous
blurs of realism. Cash, sex, booze and them random muse. His
archaic soul, though, dwelled besotted by her mesmerizing eyes.
The beauty that made him gag out the worldly lusts out of his
throat and conscience. Dirty in his deeds with the stench of
dismay, though, is all that remains of the journey that started with
the rev of his chrome-plated cruiser. The same sentient being
that glued his life onto his conception of hers. An enraging flare of
unapologetic love in his heart and the fear of the warmth that he
whispered would burn her alive. She had her reasons to live and
he had his reasons, to love. Life made it possible that these words
were now, antonymous to her ears.

The shoreline to this sailor. Longing to get home, yet never
finding his way.
So does the man get to the shore? Or does he not? To be honest,
I don’t know.
But you know what they say about honour? They say he went
down, with what shouldered his might to carry her along.

He had his story to be with her and she had one to not. The
climactic battle of looking out for the pints of blood that they
shed in the past. And that is all that this had boiled down to. The
pain that fueled his motive to hold her closer and the misery that
nauseated her over his unflinching love.
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LECTURE ON
“CALICUT MARITIME TRAILS”
Zamorins promoted maritime trade and a policy of free trade
existed all over the region. It was during this period that Calicut
flourished as a major port.

The lecture given by Captain Ramesh Babu (Retd.) on “Calicut
Maritime Trials” was beyond a normal lecture because of the
way he presented his views and ideas along with facts. He spoke
about history and the present in an interesting way that kept
sleep at bay.

It also acted as a point of exchange of goods between the Chinese
and the Arabs. Zamorins acted as controllers of administration
while trade was controlled by local merchants.

The Introduction

Advent of Foreign Powers

Everything started with the story of “black gold” as usual. Pepper
was used exclusively in Europe and other western countries for
preserving meat and for various medicinal purposes. Egyptians
used pepper along with various other spices for mummification.
Pepper was used more as a preservative than as a tastemaker.

Arabs were the major foreign presence till the advent of Portugese
and they began to trade in black pepper. The Portugese came as
traders but later changed their agenda to capturing the region. It
was at this time the Marakkars, or “Navigators of Sea” rose to
prominence. They attacked the portugese using lighter vessels
that were greater in speed. Four generations of Marakkars
successfully kept the Portugese at bay for nearly a century.

We have had ancient trade relations with Arabia, Egypt and
Europe and the logbook “Periplus of Erythrean Sea’’ shows well
developed trade routes between these countries. At the time,
Qualion, Musiris emerged to be the major ports in western coast
but Calicut did not.

The Zamorins were usually old in age when they came to power
due to a unique system of power transfer. The portugese invasion
in Calicut resulted in the demolishing of the forts that existed
in Calicut. Present day “Muthalakkulam’’, “Palayam” etc. are
examples of the existence of such forts in Calicut. The coming
of Tipu Sultan, the son of Haider Ali, resulted in the entire royal
family of Zamorin being banished to other nearby kingdoms.

At the time of the fall of the Chera, the kingdom was divided into
13 parts among 13 chieftains. The 13th chieftain was given a royal
sword and a broken crutch. He was also given a small area of
marshy land which led to the birth and growth ofthe epicenter of
the Malabar trade hub, Calicut.
This chieftain who owned a large fleet left by the Chera empire
was named “Samudiri”, derived from Sanskrit meaning “Lord of
the Seas” and later came to be known as Zamorin.

Cdt Sidharth K
3996/D/103

Trade Development
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INA LIFE: BEFORE & AFTER LOCKDOWN
(COVID-19)
Indian Naval Academy (INA) is the dream of many aspirants, who want to join defence forces like me. When I set out for INA, I was
very excited and was eagerly looking forward for adventures ahead of me.
On the occassion of INA foundation day and Commandant’s address to NOC, I got an opportunity to interact with the Commandant
of the Indian Naval Academy, which gave me immense happiness and motivation to do well in life. Moreover, “Republic Day Parade”
at Pereira Parade Ground was one of the interesting events which I had been looking forward to do in my life.
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For an overall development of cadets, many activities were planned for training such as Novices Boxing, X-country, Novices Volleyball
Championship, Camp, Small Arms training and many more. At the time when COVID-19 was spreading across the world, the
trainees in the academy had to put extra efforts in every activity at the academy! One of the most exciting part of INA life was small
arms training. A few events had taken place before the outbreak of COVID were, cross country, inter flotilla athletics, camps, etc.
When “21 days of lockdown” was implemented across the nation, it affected the pace of training, leading to restrictions in training
activities and many outdoor sports and classroom instructions. Now one had to wear masks all the time and mantain social distancing.
The COVID-19 emerged as a big disaster and it greatly hampered the planned schedule of training. It became one of the biggest
challenges for the academy to continue training with safety measures of COVID 19 keeping in mind the safety precautions laid down
by the Government of India and WHO. Although the challenge of social distancing was big, smart decisions were made for training
such as “PT” keeping in mind personal hygiene and social distancing. The lockdown became the speed breaker for the pace of training
in the academy, yet we strived together to complete our training for the Spring Term 2020.

Cdt Manish Kumar Yadav
30 NOC (Reg)
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AFFAIRS OF THE HEART
This might be the most unexpected but nevertheless most
exciting write-up the readers of Ahoy could look forward to;
I try to make it worthy enough for that status. This is an off
track topic to write about in the biannual magazine of a military
academy especially in the age of the “millennials” where more
love is lost than ever found. People are losing themselves to
concepts like online and speed dating.

my phone an hour later when the Delhi December fogs came
to the rescue of our hearts. “Flight 6E-2033 delayed by 4 hours:
Regret the inconvenience caused.” This was the message flashing
on my phone. Had it been some other occasion, this could have
been enough to trigger the Delhi guy inside me, cursing with the
choicest of abuses, but today? I wanted to thank Indigo for being
the harbinger of such a lovely message. Today there was no
inconvenience caused. I still vividly remember the smiles which
came to both of us (thank God it was for both of us). We were
happy, nothing else mattered. After all isn’t being happy the final
aim?

However, life means expecting the unexpected - always. I won’t
deny the fact that I have been a regular user of social media
applications like Instagram and Snap-chat trying hard to blend in
but fate had something else in store for me. Teenage romance is
always at its peak during school and for my generation this was
simultaneous with online romance too. Boys and girls were all
over social media looking for love and I was no exception to this
mad rush. How wrong could I be? Anyways school got over, life
happened, reality surfaced and realisation dawned that life isn’t a
bed of roses it seemed.

The third person sitting at the table could feel the strong vibe of
love emanating from beside her and respectfully took her leave.
The scene which she later described as straight out of a romantic
movie was one of the most beautiful times of my life or maybe
our lives? Unlike a normal interaction where people struggle to
find topics to talk about, our conversations were smooth and
effortless. Not to mention we quickly exchanged our numbers
and by the end of the 4th hour we were pretty much best friends,
confidants and of course lovers. We were exhilarated to find
out that we were pretty much alter egos of each other regarding
everything- interests, movies, food, sports, views and of-course
music, the thing which got us together. Sadly, the flight was
adamantly determined not to get delayed anymore and annoy
its passengers further. The others would have felt good at no
more delays but there were two people in the city were utterly
sad. This story was promising to be something to strive for,
something real, which is hard to find in the contemporary world
which was eluding both of us up till now.

I came to the Academy right after school at a time when I was
dating a classmate of mine. We made promises to each other at
the airport, to never leave each other, but unfortunately things
didn’t go down well. The Academy fortunately never gave us
the time or exposure to contact the other gender anyhow. It is
beneficial now as I think of it. Isolation helps the cadets to focus
on their training-which is of utmost importance.
One day, I was done with my 7th term-retiring as a DCC from
the Daredevil with the Squadron-Championship Banner in our
hands. My course was elated, we were heading back home for
a well-deserved term break. That evening was pretty much a
turning point. I had my flight back home from Mangalore, the
most unseemly place for a thing such as love. I was just sitting
in a local restaurant and then I saw her. She was sitting on
the table besides mine and was having an animated discussion
with her friend about Classic English Rock music. They were
discussing about Pink Floyd and Beatles and Presley and Sinatra.
Eavesdropping is immoral but I just couldn’t resist myself from
dropping in my views. Though I realised how awkward it would
become for the two of us, complete strangers, not even a “Hi”,
to give a random comment about how much I loved ‘Hey Jude’
and how I tune into Hotel California every night. When someone
finds his true love, there is a spark that ignites their heart. I felt
mine at that instant. Everything seemed so perfectly matched as
though it was destiny’s play. Suddenly the flight home which I had
dreaded just a few minutes earlier seemed to be trouble me as it
seemed too close. I just wished that the flight would get delayed
by a few hours giving me some more time to spend in the most
unexpected happy company which I would later convince myself
to be true love. Taking the risk, I joined them on their table, and
with her in another parallel world of our own.

We walked out of the cafe door and instead of a busy Mangalore
road we walked into a new phase in our lives- a phase which is
going strong. I got a cab to drop me to the airport and asked
her if I could drop her to the hostel. She denied and insisted
that she wanted to see me off at the airport. So she violated her
hostel curfew timings saying that the violation was worth it. The
gloomy departing hour came and I had to leave for a vacation
to home which for the first time seemed not so exciting after
all, everything I could ask for was standing here right beside me!
As I was about to go through the gate she said that 28 days
later I would find her right there waiting for me, and Dear Lord,
she stood by her word. We stared at each other for another
half an hour from either side of the airport gate before I had
to finally leave. From that moment onwards I didn’t leave my
phone. For the next 28 days my phone used to be in my hand
24X7 talking to her, waiting for the leave to get over which is
completely unusual for a cadet. I got my return tickets booked
for a day before the reporting date just so I could get one more
beautiful day in Mangalore. I landed in Mangalore and there she
was standing right where we left each other- in the same dress
she wore that blissful evening, signifying that we were ready to
pick up exactly where we left off.

If you have heard the song, ‘Take My Breath Away’ from the
movie ‘Top Gun’ you would know that this was ideal for this
moment and it was playing out as we sat there mesmerised
and still not able to get this moment down into our hearts. We
sat there speechless yet said a lot without the need for words.
Someone said that if we want something really desperately, the
whole world conspires to give it to us. This was exemplified on
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EXPECTATIONS AND REALITY
POP Plan- B

“

There are always two sides of a coin, a wise man
always takes it into account before making a decision.

“

-Anonymous

As every other defence aspirant, I was motivated to join the Armed
Forces and the day I was recommended to join the Indian Navy.
I thought, I had achieved everything but then one of my good
friends recommended to watch “INSIDE INA” documentary. After
watching it I came to know that it is a beginning of a new wrold. The
day I reported at INA Ezhimala I had a lot of expectations about
my training and how in just 6 months INA will transform me into an
officer. I expected that it will take a lot of put-in to grasp everything
immediately, which squadron will I join, would it feel like home or a
place to nurture camaraderie, will academic classes give us insights
of work that runs the Indian Navy.

We were happy that we got time to relax without being aware of
the harsh times people outside were facing. I was worried about my
family but soon got a chance to talk to them. Our cross country and
camps were also cancelled. Initially it felt good but then we were
bored as nothing much was going on. We made many memories
during training but were not privileged to experience other events
like the INA ball, mess night, family meet, cultural programmes etc.
We got an opportunity to learn sword drill, duties and commands
of OOG. I like drill because it demands every drop of sweat and
josh from a cadet, it inculcates discipline throughout the platoon,
an opportunity to lead your coursemates and take pride in carrying
the responsibility of men for the first time as on officer. Still during
this pandemic, the academy ensured our training to the fullest and
made sure that every second counts in the quest for knowledge.

On the first day only our training started, we were no more boys
or girls, we were called “cadets”. That simple word in front shows
that all are equal and thus shows uniformity. We were told the
squadrons that we were being allotted will become our family
and it is true. After a period of time, the squadron becomes your
identity and we become its ambassadors and our actions will
decide whether our squadron will be the best or not. Soon I came
to know about various traditions and ethos of our squadron which
further inspired me to do more for it. Then we were prepared
for cross country run of 8 km where our seniors taught us that it
is not a run with just legs but with the mind. All my coursemates
pushed each other and we achieved each goal. But soon a grim
news struck COVID-19 invaded the whole world and our INA was
locked down, group activities were stopped until further orders.

Plan B was opted for this situation; all passing out courses would
be standing in the drill shed maintaining social distancing and no
parents would visit but josh would still be high Sir!
The turn of events were unexpected, a lot happened; we were not
able to experience somethings. I feel we can earn our stripes in six
months but to make some meaning out of it and to be honoured
and respected, it takes more time and continuous effort.
Cdt Vikranta
30 NOC (Reg)

CROSSWORD SOLUTION OF PAGE NO. 25
Across

Down

2. Nepal

1. Falklands

5. Ferdinand

3. Kursk

6. Barak

4. Bismarck

9. Garud

5. Farkhor

10. Kashtan

7. Maginot

12. Niazi

8. Rickover

14. Gorshkov

11. Normandy
13. Mhadei
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A SQUADRON COMMANDER WHO
INSPIRED ME
The Fighter Squadron is different from any other squadron in the
Indian Naval Academy. Be it the structure, or the transit time,
or the distance that you have to travel to reach anywhere else in
the academy premises. It is a little isolated from the rest of the
academy and thus shall always be a mystery for other squadrons,
who barely get a chance to visit its premises. The building itself
has 2 blocks which makes the task of getting things done in
squadron complicated.

say, all other squadrons had ragda session the entire day not
because they lost, but because they lost to us! It was just the
beginning, for all events, from minor to major, for Lt Cdr T
M Joseph had dedicated his entire time to the squadron. He
personally composed the squadron basketball team for troop
games with the players who didn’t even know how to dribble
the ball and yet the team did exceedingly well. He was a coach, a
mentor, but above all, a true leader.

Getting the squadron together and planning for events had
always been a little difficult task, but things changed after the
arrival of Sqn Cdr Lt Cdr. TM Joseph in AT-17. The Squadron
was not in a very good position at that time, be it banner events
or in discipline. A change was required. The Squadron Cdr, in his
introductory speech made his intentions very clear regarding how
we shall go into the term by aiming to be the best in all events.
However unrealistic it seemed, we felt a spark of inspiration and
a spirit of motivation ignited inside us. The kind of interest that
he had shown in the improvement of the squadron was itself a
motivating factor for the rest of us. I was merely a 3rd termer
then, and even then I felt how one person could change the aura
of an entire squadron.

The most peculiar thing about him was that he used to visit
anybody’s cabin at any time and talk for hours. He would talk
about squadron events, would ask about our families and also if
there was any problem and he would never forget it. It was not
necessary and he could have been like any other Squadron Cdr,
doing just the official duties assigned to him and give more time
to his personal life, but what made him so special was his selfless
approach to squadron. There were a few cadets who lost many
ODT classes because of medical injury. He convinced senior
officers and bought them some extra time. Most importantly, he
saved many cadets from relegation on medical grounds. When
you know there is someone to hold you up even if something
goes wrong with you, you automatically start following that
person blindly.

The practice for the mother of all events, the cross country
championship, had started. When somebody as senior as the
Squadron Commander comes every day in the morning and
waits for us to start the run, we didn’t dare to give anything less
than our 100%. In fact, he used to run along with us. It didn’t
take long to change the atmosphere of the entire squadron. In
a weeks’ time: He was aware of about everybody’s name and
their background. Knowing about a bunch of a hundred and fifty
cadets, that too so accurately, shows the kind of dedication he
had for his duties and the tasks he was assigned with. When the
squadron had seen somebody at such a higher position ready to
give out his best, the entire squadron got this motivation drilled
in their mind, ‘’Come what may, we will run till we faint or die.”
Yes, it was that strong. It was his idea to get that quotation pasted
on the squadron’s walls and asked everyone to promise their
expected enclosure in front of the entire squadron.

The Squadron had made its transition into a family. There was
hardly any relegation in his tenure as Squadron Cdr. In the end
of ST-19, his marvelous tenure as Squadron Cdr. came to an
end. I must say that though he was an ex-mike and in his farewell
speech he revealed that after spending about two years in the
Fighter Squadron as Squadron Cdr, he felt himself to be more
Falcon than Mike. It was such a nostalgic feeling. He had done
his job. He brought the squadron from nowhere to almost being
crowned champions for AT-18 and ST-19. Yes, we were runners
up both the times, but now we were in the league of ‘worthy
competitors’. He was the officer in charge of the academy
basketball team and guided the team to win the gold medal
in both Sabhiki Cup ST-17 and Bakshi Cup ST-18. The saying
‘Excellence is not an act but a habit’ is apt for him. For the entire
Fighter Squadron, he will always be the epitome of what a perfect
leader can be.

When the D-day came, then Academy did not even consider
us as a contender to win this coveted trophy because of our
performance the previous term. But as it unfolded, Fighter
squadron proved its mettle by rising up from the ashes. I must
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MY FIRST EXPERIENCE AT HONOUR CODE
COMMITTEE OF INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY
The Honour Code Committee is a committee of meritorious
cadets of the Indian Naval Academy who assemble together and
take fair decisions regarding the conduct of cadets as per the
rules of the academy and make decisions for the welfare of the
academy. This committee holds a lot of responsibility as it is a
decision making authority chaired by an officer who look after
the smooth functioning of the decision making process. One
fine day, while I was having dinner and a senior told me to have
my meal fast as I had to report to Braveheart’s SDC where an
Honour Code Committee meeting was plotted and my name
was on the list of Honour Code Committee members. It was a
very good opportunity for me to put the law degree to use as
a cadet of INA and as a part of the committee. When I arrived
there, I observed that the academy appointments and cadets
from every term were a part of the committee.

for examination. During the examination along with the other
committee members I interrogated the accused, victim and
witnesses by referring to their previous statement and current
statements to find out the truth. The statements of all of them
were recorded and then we started discussing the matter where
everyone stated their point of view. Being the only JAG branch
cadet and having much understanding of such cases, I also put my
points to the praise of other committee members and the officer
chairing the meeting. The Honour Code Committee meeting
regarding the case continued for some days and then after a lot
of deliberations, the decision was taken by secret ballot. The final
decision as per the votes was then read out to the committee
members.
Being a member of Honour Code Committee of the INA gave
me the opportunity to be part of mini court of the academy
and explore my skill as a lawyer looking after the welfare of the
academy through my recommendations.

That day there was a case in front of the committee to
be decided. First, the case was briefed to the committee
members and allegations from both sides were put up before
the committee. It was a sought of mini court in the academy in
which there were the accused, victim, witnesses and the jury of
the committee members deciding the case. Soon after the case
was briefed, the accused, victims and witnesses were called in

Cdt Sakshi Sharma
30 NOC (Reg)

THE MEAL
He walked down the desolate road, alone, lost in his thoughts.
So lost that he neither noticed the lack of life on his path, nor its
unnatural stillness. It was a cold, wet evening, typical of a thickly
forested hill station during rains. It was late in the evening but not
as late as the darkness would make it seem. He continued his
walk, shifting his thoughts like a cloud changing shapes. The road
was lit with yellow street lights within few meters of each other
providing a measure of comfort and confidence. Every now and
then, he would think of “what the mess would have prepared for
dinner, should he buy his dinner from outside,something spicy
perhaps? What would be the better choice of drinks for the night
that would go with the weather? If only there was someone in his
life to enjoy it with here and now! If only there was someone....”
It was this last thought that pulled his attention to his absolute
lonliness on the road. It was oddly lifeless. He stopped to let his
sheer singularity sink in for a moment, just like a deer when it
senses a predator close by. Suddenly fear started to set in.

feeling silly about himself and broke into a smile. His thoughts
returned to his plans for the night, to his meal. It would be fun
to have some rum with his dinner and watch a scary movie. It as
just then he heard a splash – a low shallow one from the puddle
behind! His heart startd racing as the realisation downed upon
him that perhaps he is being followed. He strained his ears to
hear anymore sounds, anything that may give him a better idea
as to what or who was following him. A minute passsed and he
mustered some courage and looked back. He wouldn’t have
dared to do that but for the sounds from the market that was but
a hundred metres away. He looked back and squinted. Strange
he could see nothing but the streelights behind him felt funny.
He could have sworn there was something or someone behind
him. His mind playing tricks on him perhaps. He continues to
look behind searching the darkness bordering the last camp post
when he bumped into something large and hairy, and fell back.
He looked up and screamed. A small crowd from the market
who heard the scream came running to the spot only to find
a small pool of blood and a single shoe. There was no trace of
the owner. Not even a trail of blood leading to other side of
the road. “The Witch has had her meal. She is satisfied. She
wouldn’t bother us anymore this year.” remarked an old man
from amongst the crowd. The people started murmuring softly
in agreement before dispersing and returning to their business.

A wierd, illogical fear. He knew that the market was just around
the corner but the corner was still about a kilometer away. A
kilometer of empty road cutting through the forest. He started
walking faster, almost doubling up. His logic and education and
age and experience barked at him for acting like a kid. But there
was that voice within that told him to hurry up and reach a safe
public area. He listened to the voice for some reason and hurried
on. A few minutes passed by and he slowed down. He tried to
fish around for a sound but there was nothing. He stopped and
looked back and saw only the darkness staring right back at himunnerving, but harmless. The fear started to ebb away. He sarted
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PARTING WORDS
TO MY JUNIORS

SQUADRON SOCIALS
Out of 154 days in a term, the most awaited day for the senior
most cadets is the day of squadron social. Though the NOC
(Regular and Extended) courses also look forward to this day
eagerly. It’s a day with mixed feelings for both the seniors and
the juniors. The squadron social is an event which is organised
by the squadron juniors but it’s usually headed by a single course.

A theory for you all to see how the ‘protected’ take it upon
themselves to become ‘protectors’. And as all such theories in
life go, the truth behind these words hold true for every one of
us – the second we pull up our socks, buckle up our belts and
put ourselves into the spotless white.

Preparations for this event starts during the end term exams, in
which generally first termers (INACs) who don’t have exams
at that time are tasked to gather valuable INTEL about the 7th
termers. 7th termer reveals secrets of the course to the juniors
who keep a detailed account of it. Invitation letters are sent to all
the squadron offices and to all the officers who have passed out
from the portals of that squadron presently posted as instructor
or Div-O in the base.

I was young to this world of the military, but not new. I grew
up seeing my father in the olive green and learning my fair share
of lessons as we kept moving from one place to another. The
uniform remained the same, perhaps even the mission. Lessons,
however, were something that came uninvited. Revelations!
With a long journey ahead of me and slightly longer for the rest
of you, I would start by saying that the Navy is a small world and
you will find me and all my brothers, wherever you may go. We
are as young as the rest of you in battle, so I shall refrain from
preaching what I probably have never practised.

On the day of squadron social the entire squadron is dedicated
to setting up the squadron hard for this event i.e. decorating,
setting up the music system, etc. In the evening around 1800h
all passing out courses, including the NOC Regular and
Extendeds, and also the 7th termers are made to settle down
in the specified venue and upon the chief guest’s (mostly the
squadron commander/ senior most Div-O) arrival, the program
starts with TERM REPORT by the current SCC followed by next
term’s plan by the SCC (design.).

But if there is something that is worth leaving you behind with,
here are a few words that I have always held dear and you shall
do so to with the passage of time.
Quoting the words of Tecumseh -

The MC then calls upon the passing out courses and 7th termers
syndicate wise, which they have decided already. The Q &
A session starts in the presence of the Officers and ladies.
Refreshments are provided to the audience and after some
time the chief guest takes leave, but not before inaugurating the
‘naughtycal’ almanac which holds a brief account and pen picture
of the passing out courses.

“So live your life that the fear of death can never enter your
heart.
Trouble no one about their religion; respect others in their
view,
and demand that they respect yours.
Love your life, perfect your life, beautify all things in your life.
Seek to make your life long and its purpose in the service of
your people.
Prepare a noble death song for the day when you go over the
great divide.
When it comes your time to die,
be not like those whose hearts are filled with the fear of death,
so that when their time comes they weep and pray for a little
more time
to live their lives over again in a different way.
Sing your death song and die like a hero going home.”

After the ladies and officers have wished the courses the very
best of luck and left, it’s time for the uncensored and unchecked
version of the squadron social, where juniors imitate the most
awkward, funny and illogical acts of their seniors. The ridiculous
and deep secrets are uncovered and seniors are made to reveal
more about their course mates. In between the NOCs are
also called upon syndicate wise and are asked about their brief
stay in the squadron. The most interesting part with NOCs
is the award of bullets and roses. Bullets for those who made
their stay uncomfortable in any way and roses for those who
supported them in these tough times. The passing out courses
are presented with the mementos by the organisers and they
also receive their course photograph along with gifts.

We have miles to go and promises to keep. For the people
that you love and those that they do. We all have our better
or worse to face, with time challenging the best of us at the
direst junctures. But fear not, for you will find me by your side.
A soldier in war, your brother-in-arms.

The hearty talks from the senior courses may bring laughter and
joy among the audience but something deep down tells them
that they will no longer be a part of the squadron, but there
will always be a part of the squadron inside their heart and soul.
With the completion of the Q & A, the squadron is called for a
Jam session where they dance together for the entire night until
the FDO stops them.

Godspeed.
Cdt Suyan
29 NOC (Ext)

Mid Shubham Rawat
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“

We are what we repeatedly do,
Excellence then is not an act, but a habit.

“

Aristotle

DR AROGYSWAMI PAULRAJ
from the industry and funding sources and practical application of
the technology was not seen until the early 2000s. His contribution
in the field of communication went beyond MIMO’s invention - his
large research program at Stanford and two pioneering start-up
companies: Lospan Wireless for MIMO-OFDMA core technology
(acquired by Intel), and Beceem Communications for WiMAX
chips (acquired by Broadcom); these have helped create a wireless
technology eco-system now shipping billions of MIMO wireless
devices annually. More recently he founded Rasa Networks
(acquired by Aruba/ HPE) for using AI tools in Wi-Fi network
analytics.

Arogyaswami J. Paulraj VSM, AVSM was born on 14 April 1944,
and is a distinguished Indian-American electrical engineer. A former
Commodore in the Indian Navy. He is currently Professor Emeritus
in the Dept. of Elect. Engineering at Stanford University. Dr Paulraj
joined the Indian Navy at the age of 15 through the National
Defence Academy, Khadakvasla and served the navy for 30 years.
He received his Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Engineering from
the Naval College of Engineering, Lonavala, earned a Doctorate
in Electrical Engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology,
New Delhi. During the 30 years of his service in the navy (19611991), he was responsible for setting up of three national level
laboratories in India and headed one of India’s most successful
military R&D projects – the APSOH Sonar. He was bestowed with
Padma Bhushan in 2010, the third most prestigious civilian award in
India. In total he has received 29 awards including IEEE Alexander
Graham Bell Medal in 2011 and the Marconi Prize in 2014.

Dr. Paulraj is a fellow of IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers), Indian Academy of Sciences, Indian National Academy
of Engineering, National Academy of Science, American Association
for the Advancement of Science and The World Academy of
Science, and is also a member of the U.S. National Academy of
Engineering and several other scientific / engineering academies.
He also has foreign membership in Royal Swedish Academy of
Engineering Sciences and Chinese Academy of Engineering.

Dr Paulraj is best known for his distinguished work in the field of
Sonar Technology and Wireless Communication. He is the pioneer
of a breakthrough Wireless Technology known as MIMo (Multi
Input, Multi Output) that exceptionally increased the performance
of the wireless system. In the present era, MIMO is the face of the
latest Wi-Fi, LTE systems, 4G mobile phones, and has revolutionised
high speed wireless services for billions of people. While still serving
in the Navy he served as the founding Director for three major labs
in India – Centre for Artificial Intelligence and Robotics (CSAIR),
CDAC (Centre for Development of Advanced Computing) and
CRL (Central Research Labs) of Bharat Electronics.

Dr Paulraj was honoured by being inducted into the US Patent
Trademark Office National Inventors Hall of Fame in 2018.
He is the most cited researcher of ISI Thomson with two textbooks
on MIMO. Dr Paulraj has authored more than 350 papers and a
co-inventor in over 80 patents. He has graduated over 50 doctoral
and post-doctoral students at Stanford.
Curently, Dr Paulraj is doing remarkable work in the field of Artificial
Intelligence and Wireless Communication. His extraordinary work
opened the door for Indian researchers at International research.
At the age of 71 years, he is still actively involved in sharing his
knowledge and experience in the field of science and also help
implement the same for the benefit of the science community.

In 1999, Dr. Paulraj found Lospan Wireless Inc. –which developed
and established MIMO-OFDMA wireless as the core 4G
technology. He first developed the idea of MIMO in 1992 while
at Stanford University. Using the spatial multiplexing concept that
exploits MIMO antennas, he demonstrated that spectral efficiency
could be improved by transmitting independent data streams from
each antenna and then exploiting the distinct spatial signatures of
each stream at the receive antennas to separate them. He was
issued a patent for the MIMO concept in 1994. He faced scepticism
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‘DILLI SERIES’ SEA POWER WEBINAR 2020
Seventh Edition
“MILITARY USE OF SEA POWER”
The academy follows a system of holistic training that caters to the physical, intellectual and socio-cultural development of each
cadet. In preparing its trainees for the myriad challenges of military leadership that they will encounter at sea, on land, in the air,
as also in both ‘outer’ and ‘inner’ (cyber) space, the INA actively promotes academic and professional excellence.
Named after the historic Mount Dilli located within its premises, ‘Dilli Series’ Sea Power Seminar is conducted at INA during
Autumn Term every year, with an aim to expose young trainees to the vibrant maritime history and arouse in them a curiosity
that will motivate them to explore further. However, after conducting four editions of this Seminar on various maritime history
topics, the need was felt to provide adequate exposure to cadets on the significance of sea power for a nation, which is felt
necessary for future naval officers. Keeping this requirement at the milieu, the seminar has been rechristened as ‘Dilli Series’
Sea Power Seminar under the banner theme of ‘The Significance of Sea Power’.
This year, in view of the prevailing circumstances of COVID-19, the format of Seminar has been converted to Webinar so as
to continue the spirit of extending knowledge exchange. The theme of the seventh edition of the seminar to be held at INA on
16-17 Oct 20, is ‘Military Use of Sea Power’. Papers are invited from serving as well as retired officers, academia, and cadets
on the following sub themes: (a) Explorations and Annexation through Sea.
(b) Relevance of Corbett and Mahan for Military Dominance in the 21st Century.
(c) Significance of Great Power Rivalry in the Indo Pacific.
(d) Naval Strategies in a Globally Interconnected Era.
Selection of Papers
(a) Only selected papers shall be presented.
(b) From the remaining papers received, the papers with requisite quality and content will be published in the Seminar
Proceedings/ Compendium.
(c) Authors of selected papers will be intimated post scrutiny of papers.
Instructions for Authors
Soft copies of synopsis (250-300 words) and final paper (3000 to 5000 words) along with the author’s bio-data, passport
size photo and author’s certificate are to be forwarded by e-mail at inaseminar-navy@nic(dot)in by 25 Jul 20 and 20 Aug
20 respectively.

Contact Details
Head of Faculty
Faculty of Basic Sciences and Humanities
Indian Naval Academy
Ezhimala, Naval Academy PO
District: Kannur, Kerala- 670310
Telephone/ Fax: 04985-225084
E-mail:inaseminar-navy@nic(dot)in
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BIDDING ADIEU...

Rear Admiral Amit Vikram relinquished his responsibilities
as the Principal, Indian Naval Academy, after a successful
tenure of three and half years, on 10 June 2020. Having been
commissioned into the Education branch of Indian Navy
on 11th February 1985 and being the alumnus of the 30th
Integrated Cadet Course of Naval Academy, Kochi, Defence
Services’ Staff College, Wellington and College of Naval
Warfare, Mumbai, he took over as the Principal, Indian Naval
Academy on 01 January 2017.

During his tenure as Principal, the Academy witnessed a
paradigm shift in the training processes and methodologies
that resulted in wholesome development in the academic
training of the cadets undergoing various BTech courses. His
rich and varied experience of over 35 years in training and staff
functions helped Indian Naval Academy pursue its credo of
“Shaping Future Naval Leadership”.

Vice Admiral Dinesh K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant, INA presenting farewell memento to
Rear Admiral Amit Vikram, Principal, INA
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ROLE OF INDIAN NAVY DURING
COVID - 19

The first outbreak of the novel coronavirus was documented in the Wuhan city of Hubei province, China in December 2019. The virus
which is challenging humankind the world over, has shut down many lives. On 11 Mar 20, the World Health Organisation declared
it a Global Pandemic. During this pandemic while the country was in chaos and fear, the Indian Navy though silent but strong, swiftly
carried out its duty towards the county with the help of “Mission Sagar” & “Operation Setu”, to name.

MISSION SAGAR

Silent, Strong & Swift

‘Mission Sagar’, is in line with India’s role as the first responder
in the region and builds on the excellent relations existing
between the two countries to battle the COVID-19 pandemic
and its resultant difficulties. The deployment is in consonance
with the Prime Minister’s vision of Security and Growth for all
in the region. ‘SAGAR’ highlights the importance accorded by
India to relations with the countries of the IOR. The operation
is being progressed in close coordination with the Ministries
of Defence and External Affairs, and other agencies of the
Government of India.
As part of Mission Sagar, INS Kesari returned to Port Louis,
Mauritius, on 14 June 2020, to embark the Indian Navy Medical
Team, which was disembarked during her last visit there on 23
May 2020. The 14-member medical team comprising specialist
doctors and paramedics had been disembarked at Port Louis
with an aim to assist in management of COVID-19 pandemic,
share expertise to help contain the spread of the disease and
minimise risk to life.
INS Kesari also entered Port Antsiranana, Madagascar on
27 May 2020 and Port Victoria, Seychelles, on 07 June 2020;
providing assistance to friendly foreign countries in dealing with
the COVID-19 pandemic. These assistances are part of the
Government of India outreach amidst the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic. The mission builds on the excellent relations existing
between the two countries to battle the COVID-19 pandemic
and its resultant difficulties.
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OPERATION
“SAMUDRA SETU”
Indian Navy launched Operation “Samudra Setu” - meaning “Sea
Bridge”, as a part of national effort to repatriate Indian citizens
from overseas. INS Jalashwa and Magar sailed to the port of Malè,
Republic of Maldives to commence evacuation operations from 08
May 2020 as part of Phase-1.
The Indian Mission in Republic of Maldives is preparing a list of
Indian nationals to be evacuated by Naval ships and facilitate them
to embarkation after requisite medical screening. A total of 1000
persons are planned to be evacuated during the first trip, catering
for COVID- related social distancing norms vis-a-vis the carrying
capacity and medical facilities available onboard.
The ships have been suitably provisioned for the evacuation
operation. The evacuated personnel were provided basic amenities
and medical facilities during their sea-passage. In view of the unique
challenges associated with COVID-19 stringent protocols have
also been stipulated.
The evacuated personnel disembarked at Kochi, Kerala and
entrusted to the care of State authorities. This operation is being
progressed in close coordination with Ministries of Defence,
External Affairs, Home Affairs, Health and various other agencies
of the Government of India and State governments.
Editorial Team
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THREE THINGS I’VE LEARNED FROM

“THE MOTIVE” BY
PATRICK LENCIONI

Book Review

In his book “The Motive,” Patrick Lencioni sets out two
different motives one might have for becoming a leader:
reward or responsibility. He lays bare the impact on
organisational health of those two different motives. The
first motive that he outlines is the wrong one: people
ascend the ladder of leadership as a reward. People see
themselves as taking over as the CEO or CO as a reward
or the prize for all the hard work they’ve put in. When
that person becomes a leader, he would act in a certain
way; he does not like to do those things that he does not
want to do. For example, if he doesn’t like meetings, he
will not hold them. Or if he like holding events, he would
focus on organising events and delegate the rest out. The
problem with this approach, Patrick says is the real role
of the head of the organisation or the CEO, the ‘Chief
Executing Officer’ as he renames it, is the job of managing
and leading people; that is, coaching them, holding them
accountable and helping them navigate issues. That
requires a lot of work and the CEO might not want to do
those things. Coming in with the wrong motive of reward,
that leader would be less likely to do those things he is
supposed to be doing. On the other hand there is the
CEO that sees leadership as a responsibility, and comes
in as a servant leader. In fact, Lencioni says in his book we
have to do away with the term ‘servant leader’ because
all of good leadership is actually servant leadership. When
such a leader comes into the organisation, he sees his role
as a responsibility of helping other people.
The second thing I learnt is ‘where’ a leader is held
accountable. An athlete is held accountable for his
performance on the field; a surgeon, for his performance
in the operating room and by deduction, a leader is
judged by his performance in meetings, and the outcome
of those meetings which are the decisions that are made.
This, Patrick says is the primary role and responsibility of
a leader. The trap that a leader may fall into is when he
doesn’t want to have meetings, he’d. say, “Now that I’m
the leader, I can choose not to do those things.” However,
if he ignores meetings, he is not having the right type of
communication for a healthy decision making process. On
his part, such a leader deceives himself into thinking that
having those meetings is micro management. He may think,
“I don’t want to do micro management , so I have hired all
these smart people around me. I delegate to them: they’re
grown ups, so they can do their jobs.” On the flip side,
those who don’t want to be held accountable, would say
,”I don’t want to be micro managed, I don’t want people
to be checking in on me constantly...” And that starts the
breakdown of accountability in culture, and it cascades its
way down the organisation. What a leader is supposed to
be doing according to Lencioni, is to be providing guidance,
coaching and a sense of accountability to his team mates.
It doesn’t show a lack of trust, but an assurance that the
leader is there to provide the benefit of counsel, coaching
and helping people to maximise their potential. For even
the best or the most competent still need some of that
direction and coaching, which is the primary responsibility
area that the leader should be focusing his time on. For if he
is not devoted to this development role, he is coming into
leadership with the wrong motive. Another thing Patrick
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mentions is how leaders would try to avoid difficult
conversations. As they shy away from it, politics would
continue to fester in the organisation, since the leader
doesn’t like to have those uncomfortable conversations,
or he doesn’t want to make someone feel bad. This is
actually an act of selfishness, for the leader doesn’t want to
feel uncomfortable himself. In turn, the tragic consequence
is that, that bad type of behaviour will continue. So the
leader with the responsible mindset has to tackle those
things head on.
The third thing I learned is more of a warning : even when
someone comes into leadership with the right intention,
there is still a trap he can fall into: what he will do with the
inevitable praise he will receive when he meets, guides
and coaches people. People will say, “Oh! this person is
so responsible; I’d like to work for this person!”; and its
possible for the leader to drink his own Cola. Lencioni says
its vital for a leader to have a strong inner circle to call him
out or hold him responsible as well, as he ascends the
leadership ladder in responsibility.
I highly recommend this book; it can be easily read in a
short sitting. I feel, this is a good book to read soon after
one finishes school, when you have to make a career
choice. If one is asked the question, “What are you getting
into leadership for?” and they respond they are into it for
what they can get for themselves, they’d do well to pursue
some other profession where they could take more than
they give. Alas, leadership will ultimately require you to
give more than you take.
Dear reader, there is one aspect I’d like to hear your
thoughts on. All officers enter the navy as leaders: one
type of leader comes in with a sense of reward, another
with a sense of responsibility. How would you tackle
the structure in the navy, that incentivises you to seek
that reward; for a lot of navymen may be seeking the
leadership position as a reward because that may be how
the incentive structure is designed?

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

Cmde Ben H Berson
Head of Faculty
Faculty of Basic Sciences & Humanities

INDIA’S MOST FEARLESS

“

Let me not pray to be sheltered from dangers, but to be fearless in facing them.
Let me not beg for the stilling of my pain, but for the heart to conquer it.

“

This quote by Rabindranath Tagore perfectly captures how
our soldiers in the armed forces regard acts of courage. What
made a young Indian SF officer lead a surgical strike across the
LOC? How did a Lance Naik kill 11 terrorists in 10 days? What
compelled a pilot to delay an ejection so he may save lives on
the ground even though such a delay meant certain death for
him? How did a Squadron Leader manage to face a chopper
pilot’s worst nightmare so calmly? How did a Lieutenant Colonel
lead a terrifying cross border attack into Myanmar to avenge
the massacre of Indian Armed Forces? These actions are the
epitome of courage, fearlessness, patriotism and sacrifice. This
book, “INDIA’S MOST FEARLESS” written by two journalists
Shiv Aroor and Rahul Singh tells us about fourteen such true and
inspirational stories that will give one goosebumps.

surgical strike in POK led by Major Tango across the LOC who
during the training was told that he isn’t fit for the special forces
and lacked the aptitude. But he never gave up his dedication,
belief and hard work and was awarded with a Kirti Chakra from
the President at Rashtrapati Bhavan for his exceptional courage.
They too are just like us, whose PAN cards need to be obtained ,
home loan installments to be paid, aging parents to be taken care
of, tiffs with girlfriends to resolve and decisions to be pondered
over such as what cake to get for their daughter’s birthday. Just
for the sake of their duty and country, they face every challenge
so courageously and fearlessly even under unthinkably hostile
conditions.
The book also perfectly captures the inevitable strength displayed
by the soldiers’ families. Words of Dada’s wife like “Dil main to
ro rahi thi, par sabko apne aansoo kaise dikhaathi? Aakhir main
Dada ki wife hoon, aur Dada ki wajah se wahan hoon jaha hu”,
while receiving India’s highest peacetime military honour, the
Ashok Chakra from the President of India at the 2017 Republic
day Parade were heart wrenching. Even after facing death so
closely in the cockpit, Squadron Leader Rijul Sharma just jumped
back into a cockpit without hesitation and wanted to convey a
message to the younger brothers and sisters of the nation saying
that “Fighter flying is a wonderful profession, perhaps the best
that anyone can ever choose. There is an inherent risk that makes
the profession challenging. Don’t ever let a situation overwhelm
you. You have been trained to tackle any eventuality. These are
the times to put all those years of hard work and training to use.”
And then there are acts of courage that defy natural explanation.
Like the story of Mohan Nath Goswami, the mountain lad who
killed 10 terrorists in the last 11 days of his life. The Indian Navy’s
humanitarian rescue missions in Yemen in 2015 remained a big
story for the weeks in the media. But few outside the Navy know
about the sleepless courage of the crew of the patrol vessel INS
Sumitra and its captain, Commander Milind Mokashi, and how
they risked everything to save the lives of hundreds of fellow
Indians from Yemeni ports that, in the words of one of the men
on that mission, were “The Shores of Hell”.

The authors had chosen an apt title. What, after all, is a more
human emotion than fear? And yet are we to believe that these
men truly felt no fear at all? The book leads us to a world of
such fearless Indian Armed Forces soldiers who brushed death
off like a speck of dirt. The reader would be able to picture the
places as one reads. At lot of times my eyes were moist but at
the same time, I was convinced that true heroes do exist. Heroes
walk among us. The very first story is about the September 2016

We are able to carry out our lives just because of soldiers like
these. Their purpose is to accomplish any mission, anytime,
anywhere. I hope every Indian reads this book and gets to know
how fortunate we are to be guarded by such fearless military
heroes. The book is a blockbuster in itself, displaying an enormous
amount of courage, strength and fearlessness. I would rate this
book 5/5 in the hope that more of such books are written.
SALUTE TO THE HEROES AND THEIR FAMILIES FOR THEIR
COUNTLESS, UNSEEN AND UNSUNG ACTS OF BRAVERY.
JAI HIND!
Cdt Riya Sharma
(15546/F/O)
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Ser

Title

Author
Non– Fiction

1

How to Read a Book

Mortimer J Adler, Charles Van Doren

2

The Constitution of India

PM Bakshi

3

The Ocean of Churn

Sanjeev Sanyal

4

Monsoon

Robert D Kaplan

Commandant Reading List

Military History
5

History of WW II

BH Liddell Hart

6

Destroyer Squadron 23 Combat Exploits of Arleigh Burke's
Ken Jones
Gallant Force in WW-II

7

On Seas Contested

Vincent P O'Hara & W David

8

Battleship Bismarck

William H & D Robert

9

Assault from the Sea The History of Amphibious Warfare

Lt Col Merrill Bartlett, USMC (Ret.)

10

Gear Up, Mishaps Down The Evolution of Naval Aviation
Safety

Vice Adm. Robert F. Dunn, USN (Ret.)

11

Fighters Over the Fleet Naval Air Defence from Biplanes to
the Cold War

Norman Friedman

12

Airpower Reborn Strategic Concepts of John Warden &
John Boyd

John Andreas Olsen

13

One Hundred Days Memoirs of Falklands Battle

Sandy Woodward

14

Pirate Alley CTF 151 off Somalia

Adm Terry McKnight USN (Retd)

15

Sea Power : A Naval History

E B Potter
Maritime Strategy / Doctrine

16

INBR 8 - Indian Maritime Doctrine

Indian Navy

17

NSP 1.2 - Ensuring Secure Seas Indian Maritime Security
Strategy

Indian Navy

18

Fleet Tactics and Naval Operations

Wayne P Hughes

19

Maritime Strategy and Continental Wars

Rear Admiral K Raja Menon (Retd)

20

Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to the Nuclear
Peter Paret, Gordon A Craig & Felix Gilbert
age

21

The Logic of War and Peace

Edward Luttwak

22

The Continuing Relevance of On War

Bernard Brodie & Ralph Rotte

23

War and Politics

Bernard Brodie

24

Cyberspace in Peace and War

Martin Libicki

25

Indian Naval Strategy in the Twenty-first Century

James R Holmes, Andrew C Winner & Toshi
Yoshihara

Classics on Strategy
26

The Landmark Thucydides

Robert B Strassler

27

Sea Power

Geoffrey Till

28

Some Principles of Maritime Strategy

Julian S Corbett

29

Gunboat Diplomacy

James Cable

30

India and the Indian Ocean

K M Panikkar
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Ser

Title

Author
Leadership / Memoirs

31

Under Two Ensigns (The Indian Navy, 1945 -1950)

Rear Admiral Satyindra Singh (Retd)

32

A Sailor Remembers

Admiral Ram Dass Katari

33

With Pride and Honour (Admiral R Pereira)

Cdr Anup Thomas

34

The Rickover Effect Leadership Traits & Effects

Theodore Rockwell

35

Command at Sea

Adm James Stavridis

36

It’s Your Ship USS Benfold

Captain Michael Abrashoff

37

It’s Our Ship The No-Nonsense Guide to Leadership

Captain Michael Abrashoff

38

Time,Tide and Tradition

V K Malhotra

39

A Matter of Honour An Account of Indian Army, its Officers and
Philip Mason
Men
Pakistan

40

Pakistan Paradox

Christophe Jaffrelot

41

Fighting to the End Pakistan Army’s Way of War

Christine C Fair

42

Crossed Swords

Shuja Nawaz

43

Eating Grass

Feroz Hassan Khan
China

44

Chinese Naval Strategy in the 21 Century The Turn to Mahan

James R Holmes & Toshi Yoshihara

45

China’s Maritime Ambitions and the PLA Navy

Sandeep Dewan

46

The PLA Navy

Gao Xiaoxing

47

China Rising Sea Power The PLA Navy’s Submarine Challenge

Peter Howarth

Fiction
48

Master and Commander

Patrick O Brian

49

Caine Mutiny

Herman Wouk

50

HMS Ulysses

Alistair Maclean

51

The Hunt for Red October

Tom Clancy

52

The Cruel Sea

Nicholas Monsarrat

53

War and Remembrance

Herman Wouk

54

Winds of War

Herman Wouk

55

Mr Midshipman Hornblower

CS Forester

56

A Ship of the Line

CS Forester

57

Losing Nelson

Barry Unsworth
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Course Completion Ceremony

Vice Admiral Anil Kumar Chawla, PVSM, AVSM, NM, VSM, ADC,
Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Naval Command
inspecting the ceremonial guard.

Implementing the precautionary protocols
of COVID – 19,259 trainees of Indian Naval
Academy smartly turned up in whites with
mask and glove for a unique event christened
as Course Completion Ceremony, in lieu of
the traditional Passing Out Parade on 13th June
2020. The POP for any Armed Forces Academy
is a solemn occasion usually conducted with
grandeur and sheen witnessed by parents, guests
and dignitaries. However in times of the COVID
– 19 crisis, the ceremony was aligned to follow
the safety protocols, wherein health and of
safety all trainees, is of paramount importance.
To prevent congregation of people from myriad
States and Union Territories, parents and guests
were not invited.
The ceremony witnessed completion of training
for the Midshipmen and cadets of the Indian Navy,
Indian Coast Guard, and friendly foreign navies
belonging to the 98th Indian Naval Academy
Course (BTech), 98th Indian Naval Academy
Course (MSc), 29th Naval Orientation Course
(Extended) and 30th Naval Orientation Course
(Regular). The successful trainees from friendly
foreign countries comprised seven trainees; two
trainees each from Sri Lanka and Myanmar, and
one each from Maldives, Tanzania and Seychelles.

Vice Admiral Anil Kumar Chawla, PVSM, AVSM, NM, VSM, ADC,
Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Naval Command
presenting the CNS Gold Medal to Midshipman Sushil Singh.
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Vice Admiral Anil Kumar Chawla, PVSM, AVSM,
NM, VSM, ADC, Flag Officer Commanding-inChief, Southern Naval Command, the Reviewing
Officer for the occasion, awarded medals to
nine meritorious trainees. Vice Admiral Dinesh
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K Tripathi, AVSM, NM, Commandant, Indian Naval Academy
was the Conducting Officer. The Reviewing Officer, in his
address, congratulated the passing out courses and advised
them to imbibe the core values of Indian Navy ‘Duty, Honour
and Courage’ in letter and spirit. He encouraged the cadets to
keep the fighting spirit intact irrespective of the circumstances
around.
The ‘President’s Gold Medal’ for the Indian Naval Academy
B.Tech course was awarded to Midshipman Sushil Singh. The
‘Chief of the Naval Staff Gold Medal’ for the Naval Orientation
Course (Extended) was awarded to Cadet Bhavy Gujral. The
‘Chief of the Naval Staff Gold Medal’ for the Naval Orientation
(Regular) Course was awarded to Cadet Vipul Bharadwaj. The
‘Zamorin Trophy’ for the best women cadet was awarded to
Cadet Riya Sharma.
On 20 November 2019, INA was bestowed with the President’s
Colour for rendering 50 years of yeoman service in shaping
Naval leaders for Indian Navy, Coast Guard and Friendly
Foreign Countries. Ever since the establishment of present
Naval Academy at Ezhimala in 2009, this is the first time that the
training of a batch culminated without a ceremonial march past
due to ongoing COVID – 19 pandemic situation. As the nation
navigated the lockdown and the exit in phases, training structure
at INA too was modified with effect from 24th March 2020 to
ensure adherence to all Government of India, Government of
Kerala and Naval Headquarters directives. Training was carried
out initially by online assignments, and later with dispersed
seating with minimum 6 feet interspacing in class rooms and
exam halls. Stringent precautionary measures instituted by the
academy has helped in accomplishing the challenging goal of
training more than 900 cadets and successful culmination of the
Spring Term with nil COVID-19 cases at INA.
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Vice Admiral Anil Kumar Chawla, PVSM, AVSM, NM, VSM, ADC, Flag
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Naval Command presenting
the ‘Zamorin Trophy’ for the best woman cadet to Cadet Riya Sharma.

Vice Admiral Anil Kumar Chawla, PVSM, AVSM, NM, VSM, ADC, Flag
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Naval Command addressing
the passing out trainees during Course Completion Ceremony ST 20.
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SQUADRON CHAMPIONSHIPS

Honour Roll

Ser

Event

Squadron

1.

Swimming

Braveheart

2.

PT

Braveheart

3.

Debate

Eagle

4.

Declamation

Cheetah

5.

Public Speaking

Fighter

6.

Academics

Braveheart

7.

Service Subjects

Braveheart

8.

X Country

Braveheart

9.

Champion Squadron

Braveheart

LIST OF AWARDEES BOOK PRIZES - ST 20
Ser

Category

Name

Acad No.

98 INAC (B Tech-N)
(a)

First in Navigation

Mid Divyam Dwivedi

4011/98

(b)

Second in Navigation

Mid Debasish S Deo

4025/98

98 INAC (X) (B Tech)
(a)

First in Navigation

Mid Ashwin Kumar L

3268/98

(b)

Second in Navigation

Mid Abhishek Ingle

3348/98

(c)

First in Seamanship

Mid Sushil Singh

3332/98

(d)

Second in Seamanship

Mid Ashwin Kumar L

3268/98
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Ser

Category

Name

Acad No.

98 INAC (X) (B Tech) - ORAL BOARD
(a)

First in Navigation

Mid Abhishek Ingle

3348/98

(b)

Second in Navigation

Mid Ashwin Kumar L

3268/98

29 NOC (EXT)
(a)

First in Navigation

SLt Achyut A Kumar

15345/B/O

(b)

Second in Navigation

SLt Roshan Singh

15376/F/O

(c)

First in Seamanship

SLt Roshan Singh

15376/F/O

(d)

Second in Seamanship

SLt David Thomas

15446/E/O

30 NOC (REG)
(a)

First in Seamanship

SLt Apurva Narayan Gite

15333/F/O

(b)

Second in Seamanship

SLt Nidhi Singh

15542/D/O

LIST OF TROPHY WINNERS - ST 20
Ser

Trophies

Description

Recipient’s Name

Acad No.

SLt Riya Sharma

15546/F/O

FOCINC West Most Promising NOC (Ext) Cadet

SLt Galeo Macleen Leema

15338/D/O

(c)

FOCINC South First in OOM in INAC (B Tech-N)

Mid Divyam Dwivedi

4011/98

(d)

CNS

Cadet Adjudged Best in Service Subjects Mid Sushil Singh

(e)

RRM

Most Promising INAC (B Tech) Cadet

Mid P Venkata Dheeraj Varma 3369/98

(f)

CINCAN

10+2 cadet with Higest in OLQ

Mid P Venkata Dheeraj Varma 3369/98

(g)

FOCINC West Best cadet in ODT INAC (B Tech)

Mid Sachin K Yadav

3337/98

(h)

FOCINC South Most Improved Cadet INAC (B Tech)

Mid Mukul Ranjan

3251/98

(i)

DGCG

Cdt Sonmale S Krishnat

15462/C/O

(j)

FOCINC South Best International Cadet

Cdt Aung Mon Oo

15517/A/O

(k)

Book Prize

Mid Murari Ramji Vivek

4029/98

(a)

FOCINC East

(b)

Most Promising NOC (Reg) Cadet

Best Assistant Commandant
Second in OOM in INAC (B Tech-N)
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3332/98

99 SAGAR SARTAJ

ACC Jesin Alex
As the Academy Cadet Captain of this prestigious
institution, the onus lay on me to make sure the
academy continued to function seamlessly without
compromising its impeccable standards. My role as
ACC was pre-designed and demarcated. At first glance,
this may seem pretty straightforward but this job comes
along with daunting tasks.

Captain Speaks

I had the responsibility of maintaining the standards of
discipline in the academy. The links were manned by
DCAs, to ensure cadets moved in squad formation.
The change of squads to single line formation, too had
to be effectively dealt with. Moreover, the newcomers
had to be imparted with fine etiquettes of mess dining.
The rigid and effective chain of command came to my
rescue here. The conduct of cadets in general has to
be impeccable. Any deviation whatsoever is highly
deplorable. The Honour Code Committee, which I
presided over took necessary corrective measures
against violators of the honour code & cadets’ tenets.
Any breach was instantly brought to our notice and
corrective action promulgated by the process order
was carried out.
Another domain of duty was passing of orders.
Undisputably, it was challenging in its own right. A
body of 900 cadets has to be kept well informed of the
tasks waiting to be done. For the academy to be up
and running, the orders have to reach each individual.
In a place sans phones, it was indeed an uphill task. I
had to sometimes personally interact with cadets at the
end of the chain of command to take an appraisal of
the situation. Nevertheless, ambiguities have occured.
They have resulted in chaos of routine. On the flip side,
it helped us to learn the better way of implementing an
order. Furthermore, the fact that one could be called
up even at midnight to pass freshly revised orders was
initially taxing. But this portrays the dynamism and everready attitude the military functions in.
As the ACC, I was the link between the officer and
cadet body. Till my sixth term, interaction with officers
was rare. But this term I saw many while climbing up
the steps to the squadron office, being summoned by
the Flotilla Captain and the top brass at Nalanda. If I
were to count the hours where I spent most of the
time I’d call the Adjutant’s office my home-sweethome! As the ACC it was my duty to keep the academy
functioning effectively. For this the feedback from even
the junior most is needed; and it must be forwarded
without sugar-coating or embellishment. This in turn
has ensured exalted standards of military training. We
have thus been able to add on to what was already built.
A duty of this nature has many takeaways. I’ve honed
my leadership skills. I don’t see another opportunity
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where I can look after so many able men in the near
future. Moreover, I’ve gained experience in addressing
large gatherings, to motivate and convince juniors and
seniors in tandem in order to bring about a change that
reinforces order and functionality. Finally, I learned how
to deal with defaulters; to be impartial in distinguishing
the nature of error and other ‘perfect’ excuses. The
corrective measures should be connumerate to the
mistake and not demean the perpetrator.
Spring term 2020 was marked with our academy
team preparing for the coveted Bakshi Cup with such
painstaking and toilsome training, our academy was
destined to outshine all others. I could feel the ardour

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

to bring Sabhiki Cup home was unprecedented. But owing to
hard luck, our plans succumbed to the new world order of the
coronavirus pandemic. Anyway, Bravo Zulu to their earnest and
punctilious efforts! Their perseverance shall surely bring glory in
the future.

Not only was it clearly unforeseen but also quite demanding, it
required new physical distancing.
As the ACC of the Indian Naval Academy, I’d like to thank
Officers of the Flotilla, the personnel involved in training orders,
the instructors, the diligent mess staff, the devoted civilian bearers
for aiding the training process and providing uninterrupted
support during the entire course of training.

I would like to thank the 98 Sagar Kshatriyas for their contribution
to the academy and wish them fair winds & following seas. Also, I
wish the best of luck to the 29 NOC(X) & 30 NOC(R) courses.

To conclude, with a heavy heart I pass on the baton & power to
my immediate junior course, the 100 Aryaveers. I expect that
they will uphold the sanctity of the charge and keep the flag of
INA soaring, higher than ever before.

In addition to the regular activities of the term, it was the
coronavirus pandemic that took the front stage and therefore,
the term could be dubbed Corona term. It was indeed a
strenuous task to fight the academy’s first sort of biological war.
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CHAMPION S
SCC SPEAKS

“No matter how hard the term that went by or the tough
times you have to face or the effort you have to put in, finally
when it all ends the last smile should be ours,” said one of my
previous SCC’s. This was a major guideline we as a squadron
followed throughout the term.

Discipline and military bearing were given utmost priority over
performance and events, which was amply ensured by senior
cadets. With guidance and support from the Squadron Office
we were able to maintain our track and not deviate from it.
The squadron performed the way we asked them to with
self-motivation and by the end of the term, the results was a
pleasant surprise. We won all the major events of ST-20, i.e.
X-Country, academics, PT, swimming and service subjects.

Expectations were really high when the golden course came
into its own in ST-20. Maintaining traditions of the Destroyer
squadron was the major task in front of us. The motivation
inside the squadron was at its zenith, which helped us to win
the JCA Vijayanand trophy yet again.

There is no doubt now who the champions are. The banner
helped us to accomplish our dream of becoming the first
course of INA to win all the camps and bag the championship
trophy. Therefore, we renamed ourselves as 99 Legendary
Decepticons.

Our focus then shifted on to making history as the first ever
course to win all the camps; in addition we trained our cadets
in Rowing and Pulling. Everyone at camp was surprised by
the dominance of daggers wherein we won both Camp
Samudramanthan and Varuna with a sizeable lead.

As we handover the helm of Braveheart Squadron to 100
Dhruvas, I am sure that they will do then a little bit to take the
squadron to greater heights.

The performance of squadron in individual events like PT and
academics were not as good as expected by midterm. The
outbreak of Covid-19 demanded a complete change of plans.
Due to cancellation of many events like games, Drill-com, Quiz,
the focus now shifted towards PT, swimming, academics and
service subjects. Competition was now within the squadron;
we encouraged each course to prove themselves in PT and
academic tests.
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SQUADRON
Well fought Blue, Red is the Winner
Perhaps it began on that fateful day in the beginning of the term
when the then reigning SCC Daredevil made an announcement
which said “.. entire Champion Squadron …”. At that moment,
I knew. I knew that we had something more than just greed or
glory driving the fire within. We would be driven by envy.

events - X-Country, PT, Swimming, Academics and Service
Subjects. But there is a first time for everything. The colossal
victory dampened only by the fact that a real celebration was
not extravagant enough in view of the prevailing conditions.
And certainly there is always the improbable possibility that
someone will manage to one-up this by winning Drill Com
on top of all these. But until that unlikely event happens in the
distant future, the Daggers shall reign supreme.

A war is a summation of many battles, large and small, short
and long, circumstantial and decisive. And the victor in war is
oft the side which gets the better of the other in a majority of
scenarios.

SLC Advaith Rajendra
99 INAC

And then there is the Destroyer squadron. A clean sweep.
Never had it happened before: one squadron won all the mega
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SLt Sonali Kohli
Assistant Section Editor

“लहर”

Lt Akshi Panwar
Section Editor
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विशाल िक्ष
ृ
तमु ने खदु ही तो चनु े वो सारे बीज,
उन बीजो को तमु ने प्ार की बरसातों से रोपा,
उन बीजो को तमु ने प्ार की बरसातों से सींचा,
और जब आ्े ननहे पौधे,
उन पौंधो को तमु ने दनु न्ा की हर मनु ्कलों से बचा्ा|
उन पौंधो मे जब आ्ी ननही से कनल्ाँ,
तमु ने ही तो उनहें मसु कुराना नसखा्ा,
उन पौंधो मे जब लगे फूल,
तमु ने ही तो उनहें खशु बू फै लाना नसखा्ा|
उन पौंधो पर जब लगे फल,
तमु ने ही तो उनहें जीवन का सार नसखा्ा,
राही चाहे हो ्ा नमत्र ्ा शत्र,ु देना सबको छा्ा बराबर,
वादा हैं उन पौंधो का, तमु से, बनेंगे हम नवशाल वक्षृ |

आँखों में सपने कई है और थे, मंविल कई हैं और थी
िोश के पेट्ोल से अपना कारिाँ कल भी चला था और कल भी चलेगा ...
छह महीने...छह महीने में एक आम आदमी को भारती् नौसेना ऑनफसर बना देती है |
आई.एन.ए…छह महीने पहले जब हम ्हाँ आए थे तब हम सब खेल कूद, कैं पस, क्रॉस-कं ट्ी इत्ानद में अपनी छाप छोड़ना चाहते थे | माच्च के महीने
तक सारे स्कवाड्ेंस ने हर इवैंट मे ज़ोर दार प्रदश्च न नदखा्ा| चाहे वो नोवाइसेस वरॉलीबरॉल, डे्कलेमेशन ्ा नडबेट हो, 30 NOC ने हर एवेंट मे जी-जान
लगा दी | लेनकन कोनवड का प्रकोप पूरी दनु न्ा पर बहुत भारी पड़ा | माच्च के बाद कहीं पर भी गठु बना कर रहना बंद हो ग्ा | सबसे बड़ा झटका
तब लगा जब हमारे कैं पस और क्रॉस-कं ट्ी , दो ऐसे एवेंट्स जो जीवन का सार बन जाते है , इस टम्च मे नहीं हो पा्े | लेनकन फ़ौजी वही होते है जो
कनठनाइ्ों से उभर के न्ी सोच में जीवन फूंकते हैं और ऐसा ही हुआ | लरॉकडाउन से लेकर टम्च के अंत तक पी. टी. और क्रॉस-कं ट्ी प्रेन्कटस में कोई
कमी नही आ्ी| हमारा कोस्च शा्द पहला एन.ओ.सी कोस्च होगा नजसने पूरा सवोड्च नड्ल, नडनवजन और परेड नड्ल सीखा | हमने लरॉकडाउन के दौरान
पूरी सरु झता के साथ फ़ाइररंग भी की | इस महामारी के दख
ु द सम् पर हमारे कई सी.बी. एवं चेनच्ाँ काम पर नही आ पाए, लेनकन पूरी अकादमी ने
इसे सीखने का अवसर देखते हुए हर रनववार को श्रमदान अननवा््च कर नद्ा नजससे हम आस-पास की साफ सफ़ाई बरकरार रखें|
हमारा सपना ज़रूर था नक हमारा पररवार हमें अंनतम पग पर देखे ,लेनकन हमारे पूरे कोस्च ने इन नदनों में इतना कुछ न्ा और अनोखा सीखा है की
जीवन का सार नमल चक
ु ा है | ्ही अनोखी ्ादें नलए हम आगे बढ़ते रहेंगे, न्ा सीखते रहेंगे और सीखते रहेंगे |
कै डेट मेघा
३० एन ओ सी/ डी/ ओ
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तू अभी भी उतनी ही प्यारी है माँ

१५४ विन की विंिगी

तू सच में इतनी भोली हैं
्ा ्ह तेरी कोई चाल हैं
नबना कुछ मांगे कै से रख लेती
सबका ख़्ाल हैं |

मानों कोई न्ी दनु न्ा हो,
और मेरा ्ह नशशक
ु ाल हो|
उभर आती हैं वही परु ानी ्ादें नफर से,
जैसे कोई खवाब बेनमसाल हो |
घर की ्ाद आती तो हैं,
मगर हाथ भी मजबूर हैं |
वो समां नफर से आएगा,
मगर नदलली अभी दूर हैं |

अगर मैं ्हाँ पर दख
ु ी हूँ
तो तू भी वहाँ पर रो रही होगी
अगर ्हाँ मेरी रातें काली हैं
तो तू भी कौनसा सो रही होगी |

देखता हैं जब रात मे चाँद को,
उससे नफर से वही ्ाद सता्ा करती थी|
्ह वही चाँद था नजसके नाम से,
उसकी माँ बल
ु ा्ा करता थी |

पाँच महीने घर पर अके ले
वो मेरी ही राह देखती हैं
मैं पहुचँ ता घर रात को
तो वह उठके रोनट्ाँ सेकती हैं |

चलती हैं नफर जीवन की गाड़ी
हर चनु ौती जैसे मेरे ही खानतर हो,
हर नदन लगता हैं न्ा सटेशन
हर लमहा जैसे मस
ु ानफर हो |

मैंने तो कभी नही देखा
उसे खदु के नलए कुछ माँगते हुए
नफर भी मंनदर में जाकर
मेरे नलए माथा टेकती हैं |

बढ़ते रहेंगे हम आगे और आगे
चलते चलते न जाने नकतने ही मोड़ आते हैं |
कुछ लमहो मे बनाते हैं हसीं ्ादें
कुछ को हम ्ूं ही छोड़ आते हैं |

मैं जब जब तझ
ु से बात करता हूँ
मझ
ु े लगता तू मेरे ही पास हैं
तेरे होने की महक साथ हैं
तेरी आवाज़ की नमठास पास हैं |

दोहरा रहा हैं सम् ख़दु को
दोहराता सा ही एहसास हैं ,
अब नदल में सक
ु ू न और राहत है,
्क्ोंनक नदलली अब पास हैं |

मनु ्कलों में तझ
ु े ्ाद करते करते
गज
ु रते चार साल हैं
नबना कुछ मांगे कै से
रख लेती सबका ख़्ाल हैं |

आनखर वो पल भी आ ग्ा,
जैसें सौंधी नमट्ी की खशु बू वाली बरसात हो
्कीं तो नहीं होता पर लगता हैं
१५४ नदन जैसे कल ही की बात हो |
नफर से देखता हैं वह अपनी माँ का चेहरा
नजसके मख
ु से आती उसके नलए पक
ु ार हैं ,
माँ की ख़शु ी झलकती अपने लाल को पाकर,
मानों उसे नमला नकसी वरदान से उपहार हैं |

कै डेट भँवर नसंह
४०९२/ सी/ १०४

कै डेट भंवर नसंह
(४०९२/ स/ १०४)
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बेहि ज़रुरी हैं

आइना

जब हदें भी हदो को पर कर लें,

भेनड़्ा अब रखता उपवास हैं ,
शाम में बकरर्ों को चराता घास हैं |

तब हदों को तोडना बेहद जरुरी हैं |
वो तमु हारे मौन को सवीकृनत न समझें,

और हम उनकी तारीफों पे तारीफ करते हैं
और वह समझ रहे हैं की उपहास हैं |
नकसान मरते हो तो मर जाए,
वो भला कहा इस अपंग संसार के नलए खास हैं |

इसनलए बोलना बेहद जरुरी हैं |
सो रहा हैं जो ्हाँ शाशन प्रशाशन,
तब तमु हरा नचखना बेहद जरुरी हैं|

और भीड़ मे मार डाला एक और अफसर को
सरकार को अभी भी उनचत मौके की तलाश हैं |
सरकार की ननंदा कनठन से कनठन हो जाएगी
अरे भाई! समझते ्क्ों नहीं हो ,
ननंदा से होता नवनाश हैं |

अब समंदर को सड़क पर खींच कर लें आओ ,
इस शहर का भीगना बेहद जरुरी हैं |
सू््च पर पाबंनद्ाँ हो इससे पहले,
बादलों को तोड़ना बेहद जरुरी हैं |
इससे पहले की सड़क पर खून खोले,

लड़ लेंगे हम राम और राही के नाम पर
धम्च के नाम पर लड़ने का तो हमारा सवनण्च म इनतहास हैं,
और लगता हैं चनु ाव नफर आ गए गरीबो के नलए बन रहे आवास हैं |

खून तेरा खोलना बेहद जरुरी हैं |
्नद सो गए तमु तोह अँधेरा छा जा्ेगा,
अतः तेरा जागना बेहद जरुरी हैं |

और कूच दी जाएँगी मेरी भी उंगनल्ा एक नदन,
लेनकन नलखूंगा जब तक, तब तलक हलक में साँस हैं
जब तलक हलक में साँस हैं |

जब अनहंसा से कोई पररणाम न आ्े,
नफर लानठ्ों का सामना बेहद जरुरी हैं |
बेशरम लोगों से लड़ाई हैं तमु हारी,
शम्च तमु को छोड़ना बेहद जरुरी हैं |
और ्ह नकसी की व्नतिगत समस्ा नहीं ,

कै डेट अपूव्च नत्रवेदी
१५४९२/ फ/ 0

आपका भी सोचना बेहद जरुरी हैं |

कै डेट अपूव्च नत्रवेदी
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पहली िफा

वबखरे पनने

न प्ार, न मोहबबत
गहरा सा इ्क़ हो ग्ा ||
पहली दफा,
जब तेरे आँचल को
लहराते देखा दूर से,
हवाओं के संग रूख बदलते
तेरे उस गरुु र से |

इन उलझे पननों को समेटना अब भारी सा लगने लगा हैं,
इन उलझे जजबातो के दरनम्ान अब डर सा लगने लगा हैं |
कुछ खवाब जो इस नदल के करीब थे
मक़
ु मल न सही, शा्द अपनी तक़दीर थी,
मासूनम्त में डूबे इन अलफाजो को नकनारा मंजूर नही शा्द
मगरूर रह सके हर वक़त ऐसी पढ़ी नही कवा्त,

तेरी आसमानो की
नजदीनक्ों में बह जाने से,
तझ
ु े हर दफा देख कर
देखते रह जाने से |

खैर
बोझा ही सही, इन पननों को जला देना नफतरत नही थी
न होगी |

अपना अलग पैगाम नलए
तेरे हर रंग से,
हर कानफर को राह नदखाते
तेरे इस डंग से |

खौफ में डूबे ही सही, मल
ु ाकात खदु से अब कम ही होगी,
खवाब त् ही सही, परु ाने नफर भी पास रहेंगे
मक़
ु मल हो न हो, तक़दीर के भरोसे नफर छोड़ देंगे |

प्ार होता तो
थम भी जाते,
मोहबबत होती तो,
संभल भी जाते |

अब बस इन अलफाजों का इनमतहान ढूंढ़ना हैं शा्द
ना जाने कब करदे ..... खदु ही से बगावत |

पर न जाने खवाब मेर,े हुए कब ्ूं बेढंगे से,
्े कमबख़त इ्क़ कब हुआ, दूर लहराते उस नतरंगे से|

कै डेट कौसतबु नसंह

कै डेट नननध नसंह
१५४४/ डी/ ओ
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MIDSHIPMEN
98 INAC
Candid insights into the
exploits of the passing out
courses

‘Naughty’cal Almanac

Mid Paras Verma
This Pahadi chap was the face of the champion squadron. During his tenure, the squadron won
the coveted JCA Vijayanand Trophy. He was a stud in PT and a good cross country runner. This
royal mechie protected the sanctity of assignments and practical records. He led his course as
‘seccom’ during Camp Samudramanthan in his 4th term to victory.

Mid PSR Sandeep
This josh type SCA is from Andhra Pradesh and took great interest in grooming juniors. He was
hifi in rowing and sailing and trained all his junior courses in the same. He emphasised more upon
the physical training of the squadron and attempted the higher PT too. He has a merit card in
sailing and secured a berth in the acadmeny sailing team. His famous dialogues are “Dekh lena.
and “Jeene nahi dunga.”

Mid Chirag Gulati
This prominent figure in the squadron is known for his exceptional basketball skills and holds a
merit card in the same. He was the Divisional Cadet Captain of Ranvir division and maintained
the division in ship shape throughout the term. He is jovial in nature and was often found
cracking jokes. He led the squadron in Public Speaking Competition and under his supervision
the squadron performed well.

Mid K Vijay Kumar
This Georgian is a highly self motivated and fun loving guy. He hails from Andhra Pradesh and
was the DCC of Rana division. Apart from ensuring the full leave of juniors he always focused on
learning new things like troop games, rowing, boxing etc and passing them down to junior courses.
He was good in service subjects. He led his course as sec com in 7th term Varuna camp and brought
home the prestigious Varuna flag and trophy.
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Mid LLH Dilshan
This demo type Srilankan was the DCC of Rajput division. He is a PT stud and good cross country runner. His
exceptional performance in camp Varuna helped his course to strike gold. He is good in rowing and pulling. He
always seems to be cheerful under all circumstances.

Mid Shantanu Gupta
This royal mechie is from Delhi. He was the DCC of Ranvijay Division a hardcore X ‘optie’ who got E branch against
his wish and still continued his rocking performance and became the only torchie of his course. He was the josh
type cross country runner and a good football player.

Mid Shubham Awasthi
This Delhite was known for his humble and polite behaviour towards his juniors. He was a merit card holder in
squash and also the star of academy squash team. He showed an exceptional at performance in the Sabhiki
and Bakshi cups. He was also good in volleyball and swimming.

Mid Sunil K Yadav
This ‘Balachadian’ was a hardcore Bihari, a good basketball and hockey player. He was a good cross country runner
and his source of strength was his scale ‘A’ which ensured his stamina building throughout the tenure. A stud in
PT and part of PT Display team.

Mid Aditya
This senior from Balia was the training captain of his course and ensured perfect training of his coursemates in
junior terms. A good basketball and hockey player. A good puller in boat pulling and did very well in camps. He
was known for his transformation from “golu” boy to a well built gentleman.

Mid WMB Wijekoon
One of the Srilankan of the course and interesting figure among all juniors. He was a chill type senior except for
Srilankans. He was often found speaking hindi with his peculiar and unique accent which was admired by all. He
was a good puller and very good cross country runner. He was known for his romantic nature.
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Mid Sushil Singh Chib
This anchor torchie and OG cadet was a man who ran the academy by setting an example. The lad from Jammu
had a towering personality matching his height. As recipient of the President’s Colour on behalf of the Indian
Naval Academy, his name will surely go down in history as well as in the hearts and minds of DCA’s who were
in a state of constant tension due to his dubious daily order reading skills.

Mid PV Dheeraj Verma
The problem he faced during his academy tenure was where to display those excess medals and certificates, he
had earned. A merit card in football, half blue in swimming and merit card in athletics, this ‘saiinik‘ has surely set
the bar high both in performance and eating Mondal’s offerings for successive adjutants.

Mid Shubham Verma
This king cobra had an anchor in service subjects and cared for the cobra family. He upheld the tradition of
winning the murga and never hesitated to put in his best effort for squadron.

Mid Vivek Yadav
The fastest and hardest punches were thrown by Mid Vivek Yadav pan-academy. A half blue in boxing he finished
the x country in 2nd enclosure. This PT stud always made it a point to pass maximum apparatus in higher PT. This
terror SCA surely had a soft spot for his juniors and cared for them in one way or by using his beloved shamsheer.

Mid Joseph Johnson
The royal mechie King Arthur was a solid defender for the football team. He always led by example and
motivated his juniors. He was in charge of mechanical party in squadron. Called Jojo by his coursemates, he
always put his squadron and juniors before his interests.

Mid Mukul Ranjan
This playboy always did justice to his tag. A merit card in football, he motivated and made new goalkeepers for
squadron. He always had a smiling face and loved interacting with his juniors. A Mondal lover he never left any
opportunity of a treat go waste.
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Mid Utkarsh Tripathi
The life of jam sessions of cheetah squadron this DCC of Nashak division loved playing his music loud. A merit
card in football this royal mechie was ‘the wall’ of cheetah squadron football team. He kept his division on track
and ensured full leave for entire division.

Mid Karan Singh
This hi – fi PT stud somehow managed to fail sit ups every time despite his 6 pack abs. The rowing incharge of
the squadron he ensured murga returned to the squadron. His motivational lectures – ML – used to fill his juniors
hearts with pride. He loved hockey a lot and exploited his affinity to good effort.

Mid Abhishek Ingle
Proficient in soft skills he ensured that the declamation trophy returns to the squadron. His efforts in practising
hard was clearly visible because he would lose his voice each time the competitions happened. A torchie and
an anchor in service subjects he motivated the squadron to strive for excellence but sadly could not realise his
dream of making a women trainee his friend.

Mid Suvrat Vashishtha
This foxie was good at Service Subjects and enjoyed teaching it to his juniors. He was good at X-country as well
as a torchie.

Mid Sushrit Khatri
This army type was merit card in basketball and a two time torchie and was a potential ACA, his expertise was
taking reports. Famous for being apple of the eye of seniors, thanks to his ‘chiku’ness. Was a hifi fundebaaz,
and to which part of the country he belong is still a mystery to many. Known for being a gadget guru, it was
observed that his snapchat streak never ended in the seven terms he spent here. He was declamation and
debate incharge, thanks to his soft skills. He was always seen pumping up the junior party.

Mid Sanjay Sharma
SCA was a permanent member of academy’s football team throughout his stay at the academy. He was excellent
in drill and was a potential flagee. He was PT stud as well and was part of PT display team since his junior terms.
This royal mechie was a keen boxer. He was known for being MRP in whatever he chose to do, which also meant
he was expert at slipping away unnoticed as well. He was tagged as first copy of UK as he got extra lift from
Uttrakhand types. He was one of the first member of the nishaan toli which received the President’s Colour.
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Mid Manish Chaudhary
This Jat from Rajasthan was an excellent all rounder. He was 5 time torchee, merit card in boxing and hifi in
cross country and PT. He was a hifi EP party as well and an ankle sprain specialist. Though he struggled in
English, he was nevertheless privilege he sent for the para course. Known for being simple minded, as evident
from his retaining his first term tie to date and his choice of using windows to commute instead of legging from
place A to place B. He struggled with his turnout but still showed doubts.

Mid Tushar Mehrotra
He was DCC of ‘Pandavas’ division. Was affectionately known as the ‘Training Captain’ of the course. He was OG
through and through, yet was friendly and caring in nature. Before becoming DCC, he was a submarine in his junior
terms. Dubbed ‘Skydiver’, he always struggled in 10m jump. He was average in PT, armpower being his waterloo.
He always hung a chart of his GF’s in his cabin , thanks to he being Delhi da munda.

Mid Pulkit Yadav
He was DCC of the Phoenix division. He was a perpetual astronaut in his 3rd term thanks to his antics and his
firsties. Merit in giving gyaan, he was also an excellent boxer having won accolades for the Squadron. Hifi Put
in party, he never gave up on his juniors. A PT stud, always missed out on the merit, but nevertheless improved
PT standards of the Squadron. He was one whose ‘Josh’ never seemed to fade away.

Mid Amar Prem
He was the DCC of Perseus division. He was the poster boy of the academy team X- country. Merit card in
X-country. He was called Michael Phelps because of his struggle in diving pool. He is known for his characteristic
popping eyes and bobbing head when addressing juniors. Was always afraid of musters. Will always be
remembered for his dehati lifestyle, and the apple of the eye of sqn office and the academy at large.

Mid Shubham Rawat
SLC was the sqn ITO since his very first term. This pahadi had trouble talking with tall people, so he made them
stoop to talk at his level. Weak in running, X-country was his waterloo and he was open enclosure in CR’s.
Was an extreme OG. This karate kid was the Sec Com in his 7th term camps. Followed his strict ‘cabin’ routine,
playing pubg and Csgo like a pro. Had a special affection for maggi and was often found scouting for maggie
packets. Chai lover to the core, he was also a good hockey player.

Mid Ravi K Magdum
Hailing from Karnataka, this potential SCA was an OG. Was good at X-country and improved his timings through
the terms. He was part of the hockey team that reached finals for the very first time. He was the Acads-incharge of sqn in the 7th term and was known for his coaching classes. Had a distinct way of smiling. He was also
a potential flagee. He performed well in camps and a good motivator. Being a royal mechie he ensured he left no
stone unturned to win Acads trophy.
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Mid Sangram Bondge
Hailing from Sainik School Satara, he will be fondly remembered as the camp commandant of sqn. He was
instrumental in improving hockey standards of sqn and led the team to the finals. He had a peculiar habit of
collecting coloured bottles. He gave hifi lift to even courses. This HR manager was fond of treats and never
failed to be a part of one. He was seen giving strange quotes when addressing juniors and his punchlines were
a thing to watch out for.

Mid Vilash Saini
Hailing from MP, he was the rowing in charge. He was very good in PT, often passing them in the first attempt. Was
a total soviet submarine, who strived to correct bearings of his juniors. Will be remembered as 2nd inning DCC, who
managed the division well. Was always found in the company of Cdt. Bondge. He never hesitated to help anyone,
and took special intrest in weak PT party

Mid B Manoj Kumar
This ex- Romeo SCC hailed from Sainik School Korukonda. Was a humble person and was notorious for his
peculiar hindi accent. He was the service subject in charge and was often seen tutoring NOC’s on the same.
He was also instrumental in training novices Volleyball team which eventually won the gold. Did not believe in
giving ML’s, preferring to rather perform in field.

Mid Shaswat Sood
This ex-CQMS of oscar sqn was a nuclear submarine at heart. His choice of words in poetery would have even
baffled Shakespeare. Was jolly and composed at all times. He was a chill type senior and was always ready to
put in aything for sqn.

Mid Abhinav Sharma
This ex- DCC of delta sqn was a josh type motivate navy type chap. This NCS type was very good in acads,
evident from his score of 9 SGPA.

Mid Dabasidh S Deo
Hailing from Bhubaneswar, he was a 6 term torchee back in NDA. This ex- romeo chap was extremely cheerful
and was a potential CQMS. Always approchable to juniors, he never failed to help them out. Known for his love
of Edm songs, he played in his flank.
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Mid Vivek Jha
This Bihari hailed from Military Schoool Chail. It was quite unnerving to see him as a chill senior, as it went
against school traditons and also from the fact that he was ex-hunter. He was excellent in X- country and PT .
He was a total package who strived to push the squadron ahead.

Mid Anil Kumar Yadav
This ex-SSC of Lima sqn was known as the sailor of his course for two reasons first he was CW and second he
was in Academy Sailing Team which won the Binnual Sailing Reggatta. He was caring and a josh type person and
cared about his juniors and was often always seen gossiping with his coursmates.

Mid Eric Emmanuel
This navy type SOSA was DCC – 14 who was known as the Piranha king. Was excellent in PT and was part of
the PT display team. He was skilled football player and led the sqn to victory and brought home the maiden
football trophy. He was also good in athletics and was blazing fast in 100 m sprint. This mallu developed a
peculiar interest in uklele and was often streeming on it. Tagged as the ‘godfather of NOC’s he was a merit
card in football.

Mid Shuvam Agarwal
Fondly remembered as the ‘First Avenger’ he was the goalie of the football team that won the trophy for the
first time. He was the 06 of the continuity guard and a hifi EP party. Always striving for food he had a special
rapport with Cdt. Harsh Deshwal. He reported in unique rigs and swag. He was always seen giving ML’s about
life and the like.

Mid Ramanjot Singh
This khalsa was everyone’s favourite in his junior terms. Pipped as the DCC of the White Tigers, he took the
extra step and ensured the well being and grooming of his juniors. Excellent in PT, academics was quite a
struggle for him.

Mid Ashwin Kumar L
Leading the squadron always from the front, this all rounder was a golden anchor and torchie and excellent in
soft skills. Part of the prize winning academy quiz team, this thambi was a storehouse of military and naval
history. He was a very approachable senior and a role model for many.
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Mid Rishabh A Upadhyay
This Mumbaikar was known for his special interest in junior party. A PT stud and a fun loving senior who later
went on to become the DCC of the Black Panther division, he also brought laurels to squadron in boxing.

Mid Abhishek Kumar
A down to earth person with his own way of living. Most Chill DCC ever who never called for anyone’s reporting.
Always tried his level best to be strict but his emotions invariably let him down. His height was inversely
propertional to his EP. A josh type Bihari.

Mid Amandeep Singh
If X-country was a kingdom, then this SCA would be the king. A merit card in losing his personal belongings. An
amazing motivator, used to psyche the whole division with his haryanvi songs.

Mid Vishaldeep Naid
He was CSM of Delta Squadron back at NDA and carried those traits to INA as well. Was good at X-country, PT,
Acads (torchie) and football.

Mid Ojas Singoriya
Also known as the “chikne” of the course, loved by all. An elite member of the PT display team, was excellent in
PT and cross country. Known as the most chill DCC of Phantom division ever. He was very approachable to his
juniors and often helped them pass their PT.

Mid Viraj Simpi
Being the first Kannadiga who could speak Hindi properly. He was one of the biggest OG’s of his course. He used
to come to the squadron before time, even before his juniors. In his junior terms, he was not a good runner but
drastically improved and moved from 8th to 3rd enclosure. He was the cross country in charge of the first termers
and led them to the maiden novices cross country win of the Fighter squadron.
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Mid Deepak R N
His loud voice used to scare his juniors sometimes. He was a good footballer and had adequate skills. He was
a crazy dancer and danced like a mad dog. He had 200/200 in Hindi and was the district topper in the subject.
He was the course in charge of third term cadets. He had a good sense of humour and lightened the mood by
his a two minute talks. He used to put in his best for the squadron.

Mid Sachin Kumar Yadav
This josh type SCC was also known as flying SCC and a typical Haryanvi. He was known for his passion for PT
and was feared by his juniors. He was a part of the PT display team from his junior terms and was the mainstay
of the Fighter squadron’s winning the PT trophy and it’s performance in many event. A josh type motivator, his
never-give-up attitude saw him make full blue in PT. He was well known for his josh type dance in squadron jam
sessions.

Mid Vishesh Umbarje
This Ajinkyan from Maharashtra ensured the discipline of squadron always. A Josh type boxer, he was also
good at PT and cross country but academics remained his Waterloo. This SCA believed in leading by example
and was always approachable to his juniors. He will always be known for his caring attitude in guiding his
juniors. He used his authority and command with full josh. He was the platoon commander and headed the
fighter squadron on the auspicious occasion of President’s Colour.

Mid Abhishek Tiwari
A well balanced, calm and self sufficient soul who gave his 100% to the squadron. This DCC of Godavari Division
will always be known for his childish looks and sense of humor. He was good at academics and PT. He always
believed in the mantra of “staying calm, working hard and letting things fall into place”. He was part of the
continuity guard and always guided his juniors in drill and corrected their movements. He took keen interest in
his juniors PT, academics and swimming and will be remembered for his OG character traits.

Mid Arushoday Singh
This DCC of Beas was a cheerful, enthusiastic and an obedient cadet. He was good at PT and hockey. He always
helped his juniors who were weak in PT by guiding them and sharing his experience from junior terms. He
worked day and night and because of his tireless endeavours, all the NOCs passed out together as a course. He
will be known for his hardworking nature and putting in his best in every squadron event.

Mid Abdaal Ahmed
This enthusiastic DCC of Gomati division was known for his excellent physique. He was an exceptional football
player and was part of the football academy team. He was truly a great asset to the squadron. He represented
the academy in Bakshi cup and Sabiki cup and brought laurels to the academy and to the squadron. He ensured
that all juniors of his division pass all their mandatory tests. He boosted the morale of the cadets of his squadron.
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Mid Pundrik Singh
This SOSA stud was the “Hulk hogan” of his course. He was loved and admired by all his juniors and coursemates. He was good in playing basketball and was the motivator of the team. He was the lucky INAC from
his course to be saved from the burden of gatings. He was good at PT and a great teacher who used to tell
everything step by step to his juniors to make them improve their standards. He was a good boxer and was
famous for his knockout punches in the ring. He was a good drummer and a singer.

Mid Navdeep Kumar
This ‘Jat’ has been battling a serious sleeping problem. He missed a number of official activities because of this.
He has a very strong and attractive physique , but this man is also the owner of a chill personality. He is capable in
whichever field he takes interest. An excellent puller, a very good volleyball player. He found himself often on the
weaker side of PT.

Mid Sudhanshu Kumar

One of the first to join INA from SS Ambikapur. He found himself leading the Squadron in X-Country and
bagging a medal. His dedication was seen when he became the only first attempt ATP in PT. A royal mechie,
he found himself struggling with academics but made it up with ODT. Almost every cadet in the squadron has
found himself in his infamous ‘GROUND ZERO’ flank. He is a beast of a hockey player.

Mid Vishal H More
This Marathi DCC of the NOC division has earned the nickname ‘NOC ka Bhai’, because he could be found generally
taking division musters in DIV-2. He is famous for his accent and his style of speaking. He is good in PT. He had
seen ups and downs in acads. He has a strong swaggy personality and can be normally seen attached with
Bluetooth speakers which everywhere with him.

Mid Navjot Singh
Acads incharge of the Squadron. This Punjabi was usually found giving ML’s during exam routine. He was also
a public speaker and PT in charge. He is fond of arm-power (especially rope) and showed improvement in ODT
both in PT and X-country, fond of story telling, he is aware of every incident from his junior terms.

Mid Deep Raj Tiwari
This Kanpurian is the most josh type person in the course. He was called an ‘RDX’ a nickname he earned in his
junior terms. A boxer who drew blood he secured a medal with his determination. He lead the Squadron boxing
team to 2nd position. A stud in X-country who firmly believed in determination but he struggled in Acads. He
is famous for his UP charm and desi ML’s, he was an actual ‘Josh Box’ from his 1st term to 7th, he was always
concerned about the improvement of his juniors.
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Mid Pratik Mukherjee
An ex-Echo from NDA, He is exceptional in Acads. He was made public speaking in-charge for his communication
skills. This ‘Purulian’ was known for being excellent back in his Sainik School. He was outstanding in
extracurricular activities. He is known to have a special bonding with his CSM in NDA.

Mid Shankey
This ex-Flaggie is famous for his heavy Haryanvi accent. An expert hockey player, he has always a desire for
more. Under his leadership and mentoring Achiever bagged the hockey trophy. He is also a good rower and
mentor. His turnout was a reflection of the flag cadet inside him.

Mid Mukul Magatora
This SLC hailing from Jammu is known for his love for logistics. He is a hard working individual. Over the terms,
he has shown a lot of improvement in outdoor activities. He used to say “ I used to shake being on hands!”. But
this gentleman pass his 6th term PT in first attempt. Even though he was injured in both legs, he ran both 7th
term camps and X-Country. He is good at academics and was awarded with torch also in some terms. He is a
shining example of fighting back after being injured.

Mid PVR Vel
This Tamilian from SS Amaravathinagar is hi-fi in everything but a firm believer of zero put-in. A forced
appointment, he has found himself at the front line of every major squadron activity. He is a member of the
Academy Team Hockey being an exceptionally good hockey player. A good gymnast and part of PT Display team.
He led the sqn to victory in the Inter Squadron Hockey. A PT stud from his junior terms. He is famous for his
explosive pushups and PT style . He is an exceptional orator and Stud in X-Country .

Mid Mukul Kadian
This Haryanvi jaat is an ex CSM from NDA, infamously dubbed “Cadet Screwing Machine”. He continued this
streak at INA too. Femous as a volleyball player, he was team in charge in 7th term. He is very good at acads.
Had been taking efforts to perfect his English. He took special interest in improving the Drill standard of
Achiever Squadron.

Mid Siddharth Atri
This navy type is the service subject incharge of NOC division. He is a good orator and good in both Acads as
well as Service Subjects. Even though his fingers were broken during camps, he completed his term and Camps
successfully and passed PT in 3rd attempt.
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Mid Sameer Sharma
This navy type is one of the most caring seniors in the Squadron. Inhabiting the self styled college flank. He was
famous for playing very loud musics. It is said that the ‘Himalayan flank’ listened to his songs. He was a hard
worker in sports, good at acads, was acads in charge of the sqn. He was a master of camps and a Camp trainer.
He was the put-in type’ when it came to PT.

Mid Sachin Kumar Singh
This SCC has led the sqn through a term of victories and jam sessions. His firm behavior, leading from front and
hardworking nature led the sqn to victories. An anchor holder and brilliant in acads. This royal mechie is consistently
found at the higher end of merit list. Good at both PT and X-Country. He was goal keeper of sqn hockey team and
the football seemed to slide smoothly his legs. Famous for his 24 KARAT Smile.

Mid Mayank Sharma
He is deemed to have rebirth in 2nd term camp. An OG person , particular about ensuring lights out in the division.
He is very good at PT and known for scoring good marks in Acads. His famous style of making announcements
is hilarious. He was a good X-Country runner and was thought to resemble the actor “Anil Kapoor”.

Mid Sanchit Kumar
The most gentle hearted person in sqn, an example of patience. A humble guy who is good at everything in
Academy. He secured medals in boxing, Athletics and has been part of Sabhiki Cup team. He is a natural gymnast
and a member of the PT display team. He does not believe in taking charge. He was one of the core group
responsable for bringing Achiever Sqn from 6th to 3rd position in X-Country. Chillest DCC in academy.

Mid Antariksh Dhaka
He is the service subject in charge of Gharial division. He is an ex-echo and earned the nick name ‘Kurkure’.
Also known as ‘Shikari’ among course mates. He was such a good general navigation teacher that he actually
managed to pass in his own gen-nav. He was always calm and used to joke around. He always energised
everyone with his cool ML’s.

Mid Shivakant
An ex-Ninja, this Rimcolian would be fondly remembered for his contribution to hockey, but he was not able to
play the finals due to injury. This chill chotu is fav. senior in Division 4. He is good in acads and a boxing coach. He
played a crucial role in bringing the sqn to 2nd position in boxing.
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Mid Harkirat Singh
This Khalsa was a food lover and an ex-Alpha who was good in Acads and hardworking. His sense of humour
made him one of the best seniors . He was an expert boxer and set a record in boxing by knocking out his
opponent in just 29 seconds! ‘Ice cream’ and ‘Namkeen’ were his weaknesses. Literally only noon would break
his defense. One of the key players who contributed for hockey cup for Alligator family.

Mid Aakash Sarkar
This Bong was an ex-Bravo. He was basics-oriented and believed in grooming juniors. He loved doing PT and
enjoyed treats, especially cold coffee.

Mid Abhishek Kumar
This mid was an alumnus of Sainik School, Nalanda. He was DCC of Division 19 in his seventh term. He was
proficient in running and basketball and led the squadron to victory in those events. He was a strict disciplinarian
and a kind senior for juniors to approach and one to look upto.

Mid Aditya Garg
This Cheeko boy was a chill-loving Himachali. PT always remained his weakness. He was very interested in
consuming cold coffee and pastries and never missed stand-easy.

Mid Aditya Kumar Singh
An ex-Alpha from NDA. He took charge of the volleyball team and led the squadron to bag the volleyball trophy.
His waterloo was X-country and Public Speaking.

Mid Alex Johnson
This ex-echo was good at X-country and focused mainly on his physical fitness. He was chill loving and basicsoriented. This mallu was an apt example of a submarine.
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Mid Aditya M
This Mallu, ex-Quebec enjoyed doing PT and was a beast. Always energetic and enjoyed music.

Mid Avinash Kumar
This SSGian was a good orator and a potential torchie throughout his academy days. He got a torch in his
midshipmen tenure. He was a good volleyball player and took charge of the squadron during games.

Mid Basavaraj S Patil
This Bijapuri loved Mandal’s delicacies. He taught the squadron basketball and played it like a bullet.He had a
ball of a time at INA, rarely attended ODTs.

Mid Chinmay Raut
He was an ex-Juliet. Always jolly and enjoyed cracking jokes and always had savage one-liners ready. He was
good at volleyball.

Mid Divyam Dwivedi
Master of all trades, this ex-Rimcolian, Kilo SCC left no stone unturned to showcase his talents. He won a
X-country medal and also topped service subjects. He left everyone enthralled with his music and guitar.

Mid Idhun Ramesh
This highly energetic Mallu was good at PT, a potential merit card from NDA, this ex-Lima in due course of term
had frequent visits to NH because of hockey. He was also good at X-country.
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Mid K Srikanth
He was an excellent flautist. He was a favourite of Divisional Officers. PT and X-country remained his waterloo.
This ex-Delta always kept everyone around him engrossed with his crafty sense of humour.

Mid Kuldeep Pandey
This ex-Alpha was always energetic and good at keeping those around him laughing with his classic one-liners.
He did well in Acads and X-country.

Mid Mrityunjay Rastogi
This ex-Panther SPI was good in all spheres of training, did very well in academics also a good runner and boxer,
who was a public-speaking in-charge and got Public Speaking trophy to the squadron. He always used to teach
all those whom he possibly could.

Mid Murari Ramji Vivek
This highly energetic and motivated Mid always boosted the morale of those around him. Led the squadron from
the front in volleyball and uplifted the standards of service subjects in the squadron.

Mid Pradeep Lochab
This Mid hails from Haryana and was good in all outdoor activities. An excellent X-country runner and a football
player, he led his squadron to victory in both the events. Apart from outdoor activities, he was also good at soft
skills and was a role model to his juniors.

Mid Prashant
He rode heavily on his luck. This Rimcolian was boxing in-charge of the squadron. He rarely attended ODTs and
was a strong believer of living life king size. This ex-foxie took care of juniors around him.
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Mid Rishabh Rai
Contrary to popular belief this ex-hunter was a chill type. He was good at Acads, Service subjects, especially at
OLQs.

Mid Seoul Tripathi
This Rimcolian had proved his mettle, being exceptionally good at PT and was ‘BLUE’ in PT at NDA. He was the
only one who passed higher PT at INA, from his course. This ex-Mike enjoyed life in Eagle squadron but was
brought low by SAT.

Mid Siddharth Sehgal
This swaggy Delhite was good at X-country. This ex-Bravo helped his squadron perform in X-country and was
rarely seen anywhere outside his cabin.

Mid Sreeramdas Nitish
This foxie enjoyed his time inside his cabin. A strong believer of ‘My Cabin, My Life’. He was good at volleyball and
Acads. He was fondly called ‘BANKU’ for rarely attending ODTs.
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ACHIEVER
SQUADRON
NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt Sakshi Sharma
She was friendly, cheerful and genuine person who always had an empathetic nature and thus very helpful. She
was a member of the honour code committee and upheld her Officer Like Qualities and always favoured right
actions. She had represented her college in Badminton.

Cdt Tamil Selvan
Hailing from Tamil Nadu, Cdt Tamil Selvan was known for his funny Hindi slang. Staying calm and helping others
were the qualities because of which he was liked by everyone in his batch. A humble person with a keen interest
towards physically fitness and had emerged as one of the good runners and swimmers in his batch. Because of his
fair and straight forward approach, he was nominated a member of Honour Code Committee.

Cdt Ajay Nandal
He was a josh box, a generous and humane person, always full of confidence. He became part of the academy
X-country team in the first go. He took pride in doing things for his squadron, his course and whenever he got
the chance to perform. He always showed keen interest in learning new things. He was known for his jovial,
calm and disciplined attitude.

Cdt Kunal Sardana
He was an enthusiastic, silent, hard worker yet sometimes sarcastic. He interacted only with facts and always
had a solution for every problem faced by his course. Knowing how to meditate, he knew how to keep himself
calm under any situation.
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Cdt Steev Winston T
Cdt Steev Winston T, is a PT stud. He did not speak Hindi in the beginning but he eventually came to know
few words that are often used in academy. He carried his NCC talent and became Platoon Commander. His
name was enlisted in Academy Volleyball Team. He is known to show good reactions to get secured from the
word ‘go’ during reporting. He prefers sleep over anything. He is a practical senior who doesn’t take charge
unnecessarily and ensures basic necessity for juniors.

Cdt Gaurav Sen
A boy from corporate sector lands up in Defence and his corporate skills help him to settled down at INA. Good in
Push up and Sit ups. He had pushed himself hard to improve his running capability and pace as well.

Cdt Aruna Singh
She was emotional by and mentally strong. She spoke less but proved herself by her actions. She cleared her
PT and proved her improvement with her hard work and dedication. She pushed herself to raise her standards
high. She was a very good badminton player. She was also good at writing poems.

Cdt Aung Mon Oo
Being from Myanmar he has developed a love for Indian Biryani. He is a good runner. He passed PT and swimming
in his first attempt. He loved to sing and had learned Hindi songs like “Mere Sohneya” which he regaled to the
applause of other cadets.

Cdt Dhyaneesh Ayyappan
A university level Tennis player. He was a part the Academy Tennis team and placed 4th in INA Open Tennis
tournament. He spent long nights in the company of seniors building his military bearing. He loved milkshakes
that were available at ECA. He was an avid listener of music and appreciates equanimity.

Cdt Hitanshu Aulaukik Austin
He was a state level badminton player. An optimistic guy, not losing his cool and helping others at all times were
the qualities because of which he was liked by everyone. He was the first person to come to one’s aid be any
occasion. He was a modest and polite person with a never give up attitude.
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Cdt Apoorv
Apoorv was trusted by everyone and mostly by his juniors. He was a swimming stud and also cleared higher
swimming test in one go. He loved playing table tennis, initially weak in PT but eventually excelled in it by the
end of the term.

Cdt Raveendra Varma Datla
A techie from Microsoft, who left his high paying job to follow his passion to serve in the Indian Navy. He is a humble
and a kind-hearted person who always kept his calm even in difficult times. Highly motivated, he takes his work
very seriously and makes sure everything gets done on time. Despite his leg injury he cleared PT test in his first
attempt. He was in demand during strings selection for camps because of his bull’s eye precision at shooting and
watermanship skills.

Cdt Preeti
She was full of josh, energy and adapted well to any situation. She has a never die attitude. She is goal oriented
and stays determined and focused to achieve them. She was noted for good turnout in DST and passed it in her
first attempt. She was a good learner and gave her 100% for everything she was involved in. Learned swimming
with dedication and passed it. She is a very caring person.

Cdt Shravan Sakarla
Shravan Sakarla was one who had always dreamed of being in the armed forces. He had failed multiple times in
his path to achieve this goal but never gave up. But the path is clear to him now and is motivated enough to pull
his socks up and start running again. One of the josh types in the squadron and never gives up whatever may
be the case. He loved playing volleyball and was a part of the Novices Volleyball team, winning the silver medal.

Cdt Shawn Michael
Always a dreamer, he made his dreams come true by working towards his goals one step at a time. He had a lot
to learn and has managed to overcome every hardship along the way. Giving up was never an option for him.
Also a great artist and loved to pencil sketch anything he saw.

Cdt Shubham Prajapati
A ‘specko’ who was always looking for something to eat. He played basketball for squadron with utmost
dedication. Amicable, high spirited and enthusiastic towards every event, he was the only one to pass the drill
test and PT test in the first attempt from his course.
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Cdt Arpit Kumar Chauhan
Good in managerial skills and ensured all the work is done on time by his team mates. He was part of the Academy
Squash team and passed his PT and Swimming in the 1st attempt. This josh box took keen interest in his juniors
and always kept uniform discipline on top and had an exemplary turnout. This jovial and disciplined cadet always
kept calm during the tough times and gave his family a 3rd Generation Officer. He was a firm believer of MRP and
was found sleeping anywhere and anytime. He will be remembered for his love for Chai and Maggie.

Cdt Vikhyat Srivastava
A foodie, who up in a flash to get his class enough peanuts to survive throughout the day. He was affectionately
called as the “Chotu” of his batch. He was quick as a light and hard to catch up. Physically fit and lightens the
mood of his team by his funny acts, passed swimming in his first attempt like a BOSS.

Cdt Vipul Bhardwaj
Stud at PT and swimming. Played Football at National Level, he was an excellent football player. He was fairly
good at service subjects as well. Most importantly, a good team player, who was always motivated to do well.
He was good spirited and cheerful person to be around.

Cdt Saifuddin V
He was a smart cadet with an athletic body who always maintained a great turnout. Though he used to sham at
every opportunity, he was good in PT and running. His cabin-mate ensured that he got the best training sessions
throughout the course. He was good in Volleyball and played for Novices Volleyball main team which secured
Silver Medal in the tournament. He was a university level athlete and represented his college in 100m and a
400m relay.

Cdt Vivek Rawat
A very good football player hailing from Uttarakhand. He was a responsible cadet, well turned out and punctual.
He was curious and enthusiastic in everything that happened around him.

Cdt V. Surya Kiran
Hard working and sincerity is his middle name. The one who made sure enough training happened for his
coursemates in his first term with one big reporting. A swimming stud who cleared higher swimming test with
ease and had also proved himself in academics. He was systematic and punctual in nature. Very particular about
his rig and turnout, made sure his juniors learnt the same from him.
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Cdt Vijay Kumar
A man with a jovial nature, a true gentleman, a energetic, a swimming stud and the heartthrob of 29-Xorthicans.
He was the motivation box of his course and was ever ready to take up challenges and manage easily with a
big smile. Friendly, honest, cheerful, and a caring senior who always guided juniors in every step, by lending a
helping hand whenever needed.

Cdt T N Umamaheshwar
A true portrait of patience and perseverance, cool minded, hardworking and dedicated person who always believed
that team work makes the dream work. He proved that hard work can overtake any talent. Amicable, high spirited
and enthusiastic towards every event. He proved his worth in novices volleyball championship by leading the team
from the front. Good at PT and swimming. His cheerful nature and optimistic approach towards life helped clear
hurdles.

Cdt Nitin Tripathi
He knows how to handle every situation with a calm and composed attitude. He helps his course mates in
every possible way. Good in service subjects and always tried to improve in PT. He was also known for his
cool mind and good sense of humour. He was good in small arms training and Drill. He was well turned out
everywhere and punctual too. He was also an active Volleyball player. He was the senior whom the juniors can
approach anytime.

Cdt Nandan Sai
This calm minded cadet changed exponentially both mentally and physically, which has made him to pass PT and
swimming in his 1st attempt. His concentration and focus towards service subjects made him to stand as top of
the crew. His calm composure and supportive nature even in tough times have made him “The Best Senior” in
junior’s minds. This Josh Bomb has never said no to any camp practice, PT or a cross country run and a perfect
example for the words Silent, Stubborn, Strong.

Cdt Navdeep Tomar
A go-to person who always helped when coursemate was in need of something. He dressed and spoke in a
very gentlemanly manner and was renowned for his baritone voice. Often seen in punishment rigs, he was the
stick master of the course. Calm and composed even during good sessions with his juniors. He was a basketball
champ who helped the squadron win.

Cdt Akash Kumar Mehta
He worked hard to overcome his weakness as in various fields. High on course spirit, he was always ready to help
his juniors. He was one of the best cross country runners of the squadrons. He loved to play football and was the
goalkeeper of the team in squadron games.
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Cdt Amit Sharma
An organised and resourceful cadet possessing a perfect military bearing. Heart of the champion football team
in Inter Squadron games for both terms. Disciplined and a jovial cadet who was respectful towards his seniors.
Believed in having a good attitude along with aptitude. He cared for juniors in all aspects.

Cdt Anand Kumar Sahoo
An optimistic and an enthusiast a josh type person from his course and possessed a commendable choice
of perfumes and deodorants. A senior who always boosted confidence of his juniors. Liked Physical fitness,
motivated course mates to consider reporting as PT and therefore, maintained a good physique. Always had a
good turnout and did things in an organised way.
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Cdt Achyut Ajith Kumar
A scholar, anchor awardee and a person who takes responsibility for his subordinates to get the task completed
within the stipulated time. This daring, outright and straight forward cadet has excelled in every field of training.
His performance in academics has been impeccable, especially in service subjects.

Cdt Mohammad Aftab
A “Chhota packet with bada dhamaka”. He maintained a consistent track record throughout his tenure. Sailing
was in his hobby list. A responsible cadet with an ability to deliver on his promise every time.

Cdt Piyush Mankar
A lively character who instilled lots of joy and energy in the course. Known as the “Eminem” of the course, has
always been active participator in singing. He displayed a ‘can do’ spirit and has a strong character.

Cdt Ravi Joshi
Ravi Joshi, is a cadet of josh. His dribbling skills in basketball are unmatchable. He is highly energetic,
positive and confident person who never back down from any task. He entertained everyone with
his good humour.
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Cdt Mayank Bhatt
The “forearms” of the course with a fiery personality and outstanding fitness levels, who is an inspiration to
every fitness freak. He is known for his strong which motivated others to push beyond pain and leave a mark.

Cdt Sangamesh Shettar
He was one of those people who took great pain to become a perfectionist at his work. Cadet Sangamesh has
a more dominating personality and therefore perfectly suits the role as a leader and take charge of difficult
situations.

Cdt Hiren Bipin Joshi
Cadet Hiren is one of those guy who works hard on his physical training and ensures that he is always up to
the required mark. He has a dominating personality and therefore perfectly suits the role of a being leader and
taking control over difficult situations.

Cdt Ketan Pandurangi
A cadet full of josh having a genuine nature, solves every complication. He had a never give up attitude and
transformed himself to what he is right now, through lots of practice, patience and performance.

Cdt Bezai Moses Naskar
A well balanced, calm and self confident soul. Punctuality and dedication has been his trademark through out
the training tenure. He initially struggled, but the final stamp of ATP proved his hard work over his fitness.

Cdt Shivam Pachori
He participated in the Novices Volleyball tournament. He was a josh type chap always cheerful and cracks jokes
to keep the atmosphere bright. He guided his course mates through tough and challenging times. Last but not
the least, a TNT cadet of the course.
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Cdt Sidharth Gandhi
He is good in studies. He passed swimming in his first attempt and knocked out his opponent in
Novices boxing. He has friendly support system for people around him. He possess a jolly nature.

Cdt Apoorv Singh
He is focused and good in academics, PT, disciplined and dedicated towards physical fitness. He is an excellent
basketball player. He loves spending time with his course mates. He is cheerful, social, and his company is enjoyable
and entertaining.

Cdt Dhruv Dixit
He cleared all aspects of training in first attempt, which says a lot about him, “DEMO CADET”. He was part of
Novices Volleyball team as a manager and a cheer leader, good at running and a great motivator. He takes his
course mates along with him united. Always calm and composed.

Cdt Eswar K
He is good in academics an “ANCHOR TYPE” and a quick learner. He adapted to the INA within no time. Always
determined to accomplish things within no time too. He is good in PT and Drill.

Cdt Gopal Mahale
Having patience and perseverance in his immense arsenal of amazing qualities, he managed to become first
attempt ATP with flying colors. An extraordinary leader in the making and above all, an invaluable coursemate.

Cdt Ashwinder Singh
He came in as the underdog and turned out to be a PT stud and did outstandingly well in physical aspects of
training. He always puts a smile on everyone around him. He is a good swimmer and a good runner.
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Cdt Piyush Pandey
A good human being who remains calm and composed. He is a skilful artist. A person with lots of positive
energy yet soft at heart. He helps everyone in need and is a jovial and energetic person.

Cdt Ashwin Babu
A good runner and a jolly fellow who always remains high in both josh and hosh. He came in as a dead swimmer
and yet passed out as a dolphin. A fun loving course mate who always kept everyone smiling with his fun acts.

Cdt Anant Raghunath Narkhede
He is a shark in the swimming pool, who can swim 2 km in one stretch. He has sound technical knowledge
and fast learner. He is called the “Google” of the course. He has also posted a great improvement in physical
standards.

Cdt E. Shanmukha Sai
Good in academics and swimming, who adapts to the situation in no time. Ever smiling and a silent player of the
course, he has a wonderful attitude of helping others and always works hard and craves for perfection.

Cdt Ibrahim Shafraz
A good athlete, and footballer. He is also a good learner, versatile and an active Maldivian Cadet. Very fast in
doing any work, instilling confidence and determination in everyone. He has high hopes for himself and his
course mates, and is loved by all.

Cdt Trimurthy Vishal
Tallest guy of the course and has a well built gym body too. Always cool, prepared for anything, anytime. He is
a hardcore fan of “Chikki”. A cadet with good practical skills and above all, he is good person with many good
qualities that are yet to be discovered.
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Cdt Tanmay Sharma
A calm and composed person, intellectual in his approach and takes care of people around him. He is polite
and sincere and a responsible person. He strives for good intensity of friendship within the course and bonds
quickly with everyone around him.

Cdt Pallavi S Kale
She is a good athlete with two gold medals in Athletics competition and was first women trainee to set a record.
She cleared all aspects of her training in her first attempt. She is always high on JOSH and ready for an extra mile
and always strives for perfection.

Cdt Hardik
Humble in nature and behaviour. She’s an approachable person and quite easy to get along with. She has a
clear vision and focuses on her goals. She represented squadron in the Declamation Competition.

Cdt Simran Rana
She is dedicated and a motivated girl. She gives her best in everything. She has a positive outlook in life. She is
the pilot of the course and she ensured that the team always flew in with success.

Cdt Megha
An expert in overcoming various obstacles of life not unlike obstacles of GTO, she knows how to stride steadily
with an attitude in face of adversities. A kind hearted person who believes in overcoming problems with
knowledge and experience.
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CHEETAH
SQUADRON
NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt Keshav Satyam Katti
Wit and wisdom, perfectly proportionate! Bearing the weight of the anchor on his shirt and the coxswain of the
extended’s DK Whaler at the Pulling Regatta – he served as a constant reminder that it takes more than just
brute hardwork to succeed. It take a little bit of what is known as ‘funda’. A good cadet and friend.

Cdt Vishal Mishra
One would have to step out of the academy and watch his walk in the civi-street to know how sophisticated this
communications engineer really is. Humble in his demeneour with humour at his disposal in the grimmest of
circumstances. Cdt Mishra has been an indispensable part of the Cheetah Extended who enjoyed the privilege of
rolling in land, water, air, fire and what not. He was also the one and only extended to have the honour of running
restrictions from the squadron.

Cdt Subramanian Mahadevan
The triathlon runner from Chennai, proved his mettle at the Inter-Squadron Cross Country Competition, paving
the way for his reputation as the best of his kind. Driven by adrenaline, brimming with josh with a gyro tilt in
his poise – the aquaman of the course who made a pact with the water to stay afloat. One of the valuable
pullers of the Cheetah Extended’s Whaler. Christened as ‘Silver Mama’, missing out on the camp remained his
greatest regret.

Cdt Anuj Sharma
The wisest member of the extended course who knew where to put in and where not to usually ‘where not’.
Better known as goli, more than his winning endeavors, winning the hearts of his seniors remained more of his
niche. The Ghaziabadi, who by the end of the term, proved his worth in every field be it PT, Service Subjects, Cross
Country or Swimming. He remained the favorite of all GI’s with his impeccable marching strides.
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Cdt Sumit Singh Yadav
You would notice this Lucknowi Nawab in a jam session, dancing alone, gracefully in one corner of the squadron
hard. Finishing second enclosure with a broken leg and the pulling race with a broken oar – he was the gladiator
of 29 NOC (X), know for smooth talk with seniors and a dialectical proficiency in Lucknowi English.

Cdt Bavanari Venkata Shrikanth
This pro-athlete of 29 NOC (X) Cheetah’s was the first attempt ATP-S, not D – because sometimes it requires for
you to say the right thing than just to do the right drill. The football player of the squadron was quick on his feet and
his love for Hyderabadi Hindi. Serves as an example for why one should not do a demo knee-to-chest when the rest
of the course chooses to settle for skip jumps. The bowman of 29 NOC (X) Cheetah Whaler.

Cdt Manjot Singh
The only Cheetah Khalsa who lived up to the name. The strokesman of 29 NOC (X) Cheetah-Whaler who
was never found in most of the reportings. On the contrary, he was found in most of the Khalsa Treats. The
Ropar-Man to his heart, he remained the most genuine and sincere members of the Cheetah extendeds with a
probable ulterior motive of laying a foundation of a separate Khalsa Squadron. He continued to keep the team
together and more than a team, as a family.

Cdt Suyan Ramesh Shanmugam
Known to be the alarm clock of the course, waking up to the slightest sound of the tea canter. He was the script
writer of Public Speaking Competition for the entire squadron and the declaimer of the trophy-winning team. The
ticking bomb, blasting around and getting course reportings at unearthly hours. Better reputed as the ‘pumping’
engine, who would lift boulders for the course. This Madurai-vaasi X optee on an Avenger has a lust for travel
and the Long Logistics Management Course.

Cdt Satyam Karmakar
A helpful and an excellent runner, he is diligent and cheerful person. An honest, gentleman, down to earth and
an all rounder. He went from a 100 kg black panda to a fit cobra. The phrase respect his earn is best suited for
him, having passed PT and swimming in 1st attempt.

Cdt Saransh Bakshi
He is an extra obedient and a excellent swimmer and a silent chap. A good person from heart and has a good
sense of camaraderie. He is a straight forward person who has a good enough vision to become a pilot. He has a
never give up attitude and does not emphasize on luxury.
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Cdt Sumnesh Bharti
Super lean built he is also an excellent runner and demo push up type. He is good at drill but a bit weak in
swimming. He is decisive, sincere and sharp guy that too being the youngest chap in the course. He is
considered as fast and ferocious when it comes to PT and supports everyone during ragada, having passed PT
and swimming in 1st attempt.

Cdt Alvin
He is the muscular guy from Seychelles who is friendly by nature. He is a gentlemen and his accent is enjoyed
by all as also his decent hindi speaking skills. He is the most sensible guy of Divison 10 and also a quick learner.
Though the eldest in the course he still engages well with all in the course.

Cdt Ashutosh Tiwari
He is considered to have the most melodious voice with extra high BP. He is demo type in PT and excellent
footballer. He is funny because of his peculiar voice and fun loving person. He is dead sinker too who cleared
swimming test like a boss. He is also very helpful in worst circumstances and uplifts everybody’s morale.

Cdt Raghul T
This injury prone cadet is very silent yet gives the best advice and NH was his second home for him. He cleared
PT test without attending a single PT class. He is a great photographer and knows to support others in tense
situations. He is also a great swimmer who is also known as machali.

Cdt Saurav
He is a Ratta king of the course who is considered as a topper as well as a gossip king. He is a hard working,
courageous and intelligent guy with an innocent face. Also known as Ratta Popat of Division 10 because of his
photographic memory. He is dedicated and a great companion.

Cdt Pratik Desai
He is a sample Gujarati who cleared PT test in 1st attempt with a tendon tear. He is a fantabulous runner, foodie
and enjoys whatever he does. He is considered hi-fi in hockey and has a chill type attitude. He is an entertainer
who knows all the gossips.
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Cdt Vishnu M Ravi
‘Don’t do this you idiot, double up stupid!’ are his most spoken words in the whole term. He is considered a
silent chap who secured himself somehow. He is also a funny runner and the best mallu of 30NOC who follows
orders even while asleep.

Cdt Aniyush Juneja
He is known as big hogger and a tea lover. He like to read a lots of russian books and enthusiatic and a chirpy cadet
with a great voice. Also a Demo type Goalkeeper of the hockey team but everyone is afraid to sit beside him in mess
as he might attack your sweet dish.

Cdt Akash Chahar
He is considered as the MARCO of the course who enjoys all the ‘ragada’ he gets. He also gets special training
everyday and has a never give up attitude. He is also a josh type cadet and always smiling whatever the
situation is. He is also doesn’t know how to whisper.

Cdt Suraj Krishnat Sonmale
He is the all-rounder of the course who keeps up with everything. Suraj is like a wind, you will only know his
presence when you get hit. Demo type body and a PT stud along with that excellent swimmer and good in
academies. He never faulters and keeps his bearing correct, passed PT and swimming in first attempt and hi-fi
in service subjects.

Cdt Mohit Bharadwaj
The “Babu Moshai” of the course who is popular for his evergreen motivational speeches. He loves running only
when its secure time. “Sincere not serious” is his motto. Hi-fi in seamanship.

Cdt Neelotpal Nauriyal
The bouncy runner, popularly known as the “OG-pal” being the most sincere and obedient cadet. The little
brother never fails to extend a helping hand. Think before he speaks yet maintains a constant positive presence.
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Cdt Gadi Vamsi Krishna
The silent hogger is quick in reaching mess. An introvert by nature who is sincere and obedient. His hard work
paid off in academics and was always on the secured side.

Cdt Prerna Kumari
The demo cadet is the “Drama Queen” of the course, fondly known as Mother India. Josh-type dedicated trainee
who can conquer anything and everything with her strong will. Most active. Passed PT and swimming in 1st
attempt.

Cdt Akanksha Singh
A cadet tough by thoughts, also known as the “Midshipman”, she is smart and confident and never shies away
from speaking her mind. Hi-fi in service subjects, she is a talented artist and a singer with a strong voice.

Cdt Mansi Draboo
This Rajdhani express has the blessing of speed of light. All-rounder classical dancer believes in “Yoga is the way
of life”. An English scholar who sets the bar high in academics.

Cdt Mudita Goyal
The NCC cadet a perfectionist and drill expert who shakes the “Oven of the academy” with her POC. Has a
million dollar smile which always lands her in trouble, hi- fi in swimming albeit in the shallow end.
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DAREDEVIL
SQUADRON
NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt Galeo Macleen Leema
He is from a civil background and the first from his entire family to join the armed forces. He is excellent in PT
and swimming. Academics was something he used to feel it was his strong point. He represented the squadron
in football in both his terms and went on to participate in the Academy Football Team. An excellent runner, he
secured 1st and 3rd enclosures in his respective cross country events. Overall a hardworking cadet looking to
improve in every aspect.

Cdt Nitesh Kumar
He was a Josh type with a jovial nature. He also has a dynamic personality being excellent in PT and apparatus. He
was best known for rope climbing and for doing maximum number of pull-ups in squadron. He had a soft touch
among all the harshness around. A role model to his juniors, this person has always been helpful to everyone. A
chivalrous officer in the making. Energetic and optimistic. He was always dedicated to his task. His never give-up
attitude and ability to stay calm in every situation makes him one tough cadet.

Cdt Shaswat Nayak
Cdt. Shaswat Nayak comes from the beautiful city of Bhubaneswar, Odisha and joined Indian Naval Academy
after his graduation at AT-19 in 29 NOC (X) Course in Daredevil Squadron. He was fairly good in PT and swimming
and finished in 4th and 5th enclosures in his 1st and 2nd Term X-Country respectivelly. However, he was best in
the sphere of academics attaining 86% in Service Subjects in the term when Daredevil Squadron bagged the
Service Subject Trophy. He has also represented his squadron in Inter-Squadron Troop Games Football.

Cdt Ashishkumar Yadav
The energy pack of the course. He was highly energetic, positive and confident and never backed down from any
task given to him. He is well balanced and calm. He has a good sense of humour. He was trusted by everyone,
because of his ability to deliver on his promise everytime.
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Cdt Pragyadeep Manglik
This born soldier is a sincere and hardworking boy who lives with the “Will of a Lion” and never lets his morale down.
He is good in Academics and an “Anchor Holder’. He is a PT stud clearing it in 1st attempt and higher ATP. He is as
focussed as to lead the way and pave the right path for himself and his team. He is a good Runner and came in 1st and
3rd enclosures in 1st and 2nd term respectively. He is an avid Golfer and an ‘active’ participant who puts-in beyond his
limits to drill through it upto the end with a satisfactory feeling. He is known as the “Batman” of his course.

Cdt Indukalpa Medhi
He was known for his enthusiastic and jolly nature. Being good in PT and physical activities and an active
participant in sports and other co-curricular activities, he became an inspiration for many. An avid singer, his
coursemates have been an audience on many occassions to this talent. He had a special affinity for exercises
and workouts and always made it a point to find time for it daily. He worked with a simple goal that is to inspire
others and to be inspired.

Cdt Saarthak Singh
This 3rd generation SOSA was a josh-type SEC-COM from city of Nawabs. He was good in PT and Swimming
but academics was the field in which he worked really hard to excel in. He represented his squadron in football
right from his first-term and also was the GDC(O) appointment of his cource. He took keen interest in military
grooming of his juniors and ensured that they were always on the right track. He kept improvise his X-Country
enclosure through this term.

Cdt Praveen Negi
Hailing from a civil background, he is the first from his family tree to join the services as an officer. He’s good in PT
with commendable upper arm strength. Is equally good in sports and swimming. Represented and won Novices
Volleyball and was part of Daredevil Squadron team as well. He’s moderate in academics and scored decently in
Service Subjects.

Cdt Sidhant Khanna
He is from a defence background with both his parents and his grandfather serving the Army. He is average in
PT but good in swimming and sports. Academics was his strong point and he was an “Anchor” holder in his first
term for scoring well in Service subjects. He represented squadron in basketball in both his terms. He is also an
above average runner and secured 3rd and 4th enclosures in 1st and 2nd term respectively. Overall an obedient and
hard working cadet.

Cdt Shubham Agrawal
Shubham Agrawal, hails from Mathura and always had an interest in travelling and exploration which led him to
the world of Indian Navy. With an ability to cope with every situation he was put into, he came out as an asset for
the squadron from clearing swimming in the first attempt in both his terms did reasonably well in academics. He
not only supported his coursemates in academics but also showed dedication and strength of character on the
hockey field. His zeal to grow and support everyone around still goes on.
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Cdt Megha
This second generation officer hailing from Bihar has been focussed and active throughout the term. She
represented her squadron in the Debate Competition and was the second best speaker and helped the
squadron secure the runners up position. She was also part of the volley ball team that secured the 1st position
in the match. She performed well in academics as well, thereby making her six month journey a memorable
one.

Cdt Nidhi Singh
Cadet Nidhi Singh had always been eager to be a part of the defence network as an instructor. So teaching went
along with her ever since college days. She participated in almost every event she got chance to. She bagged second
best speaker in Declamation. Coping with training schedule was what was most challenging but with the guidance
of seniors and support of squadron, things fell into place.

Cdt Pooja Panda
This girl hailing from Orissa but settled in Vishakapatnam is a first generation officer. She adapted quickly to
the academy’s routine. She is excellent in academics. She was part of the supportive group for Declamation and
Volley ball. She is extremely positive and spreads cheerfulness all around.

Cdt Rosalin Padhi
Cadet Rosalin Padhi from Odisha owing to her NCC and sports background exhibited extravagant enthusiasm in
becoming ATPS DST in first attempt. She has a lively and inspirational nature and believes in the strength of team
work. She represented the Flotilla in athletics and bagged medals for the same.

Cdt Chan Myae Aung
This ‘PT Stud’ hails from beyond our boundaries i.e Myannmar. He passed all tests like a master in one go and
being a foreign trainee, he is really devoted towards the squadron. This Lt from the Myannmar Navy is nothing
but a kind and helpful gentleman. Of all his quality traits, one thing is certain, he would’ve made a really good
hair stylist, after all almost all the NOC (R) of Daredevil squadron often paid him a visit during lockdown.

Cdt Chintapalli Sai Krishna
CSK is known as someone who works hard and plays hard. An innocent soul who forgets all the wrongs and sees
only the good in people. He is a jack of all trades whom one can approach for help with anything under the sun.
He is exceptional in drill, so much so that he was the only one among his Daredevil coursemates to clear the Drill
square test (DST) in the first attempt. His turnout was outstanding and the academy officially appreciated it by
mentioning his name in the daily order.
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Cdt Manoj Kumar P
Cdt Manoj is exceptionally good in service subjects. His helpful nature endears him to everyone, an example of which was him
patiently helping others to better their performance even though he had exams the very next day. This quality would take
him far in life and in the service as is his initaitive and willingness to volunteer. He is not afraid to get his hands dirty to get
the job done regardless of the personal cost. The effort he puts into each task and the lengths that he goes for his team and
coursemates is inspiring to witness. Being a non swimmer, he put in much effort to clear swimmimg in the first attempt.

Cdt Ponmani S
Cdt Ponmani S, a marine engineer who entered the Indian Navy in the engineering branch has the privilege of
being the first graduate from his village and will also be its first Naval Officer. Among his course mates, Ponmani
is known as the best runner and always frustrating his course mates by easily running 100m ahead while
everyone else was gasping for breath. One thing which gives leeway to his coursemates to have fun with him is
that he doesn’t know hindi.

Cdt Suhaas Sharma
This South Bombay’s ‘lambu’ landed in the academy by dropping his UC, Berkeley acceptance and rightly so. This
ex corporate-slave adapted quickly to to the new military norms. PT and Swimming was nothing short of a cake
walk for him. Moreover, being an active member of volleyball academy team (where he was also titled Shamsher),
he was the prominent driving force behind the Novices Volleyball trophy that now stands tall in his Predator
squadron. He was 8/10 in academics. Also, he had the true coursemate spirit.

Cdt Akashdeep Lalotra
Cdt. Akashdeep Lalotra belongs to Jammu. He has religiously worked hard in his life and fought every battle to
reach this prestigious academy. He is of a jolly nature and one of the fastest runners of our course. He cleared
his swimming test in the first attempt and PET in 2nd attempt. He is quick and energetic in every task and always
motivates others to go forward in every sphere of their responsibility. He is also good at studies and manages
his time efficiently. His never giving up spirit makes him stand apart from the others.

Cdt Devdatta Mishra
Cadet Devdatta Mishra hails from a small town in Odisha. Coming from a civil background he was compeletly
clueless as to how academy worked. It was just in few weeks time after joining, he caught up with the pace of
the academy. He passed Swimming in his first attempt and though being average in PT, he never let his morale
down. He was Mr. Funny bones of the course and thus was liked by all his coursemates and seniors.

Cdt Kshitij Singh
A Lucknavi guy from a civilian life, he always wanted to do something extraordinary in life and the Indian Naval
Academy gave him that opportunity. Here he was groomed him in every aspect of life be it phsical fitness,
academics, punctuality etc., and made him learn the traits an officer must possess.
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Cdt Prakash Pujari
Cdt Prakash is a friendly person. The academy imbibes many things in him, such as sense of pride, sense
of responsiblity, military bearing, self discipline and patience. He has improved his running stamina. He has
learned new swimming strokes and learned floating. He came to know about various aspects of naval life
through academic classes. The academy has transformed this lazy person into a fit and sporty person. He has
achieved the physical and swimming standards essential for service.

Cdt Saurabh Yadav
Yadav belongs to Balia, U.P and comes from an Airforce background. He worked really hard to join the INA and
initially struggled at training because of his own weight. He soon improved in physical fitness and became one of
the fittest of his course. He joined the Volleyball Academy Team. As the Captain of the novices volleyball team he led
them to victory. He is talkiative in nature. His best friend list include Cdt. Vinit Nanda, Cdt. Snehal Tagade and Cdt.
Suhaas Sharma and was called “shamsher” by the academy team.

Cdt Snehal Tagade
We call him Tagade Sir! He is very senior to us in terms of both age and experience. He is from Nagpur,
and previously worked as a State Disaster Management Officer, contributing to the Nation’s infrastructure
development. A person who has tremendous will power and who is a great mentor for all of us. He is a role
model for cadets in the academy. His generosity is something which is commendable, he is quite an entertaining
and jolly person.

Cdt Sushane Sharma
A young college student from Jammu named Sushane Sharma was very keen to join Armed forces. He spent 12
years in Army Public School and had various officer’s kids as friends who motivated him to join the Armed forces.
Belonging to a middle class family, his parents supported him in his descision. He cleared SSB in his very first
attempt and his dream came true of joining the Armed Forces. To meet the hard physical standards of INA, he
trained himself daily and made himself pysically fit for the Academy.

Cdt Vinit Nanda
Cdt Vinit is a daring person from Haryana. His personality speaks of his strength and capabilities. With sincere hard
work he secured the top position in his course of 30 NOC (CG) during the midterm examination. He is a good sportsman
and one of the best runners in his division. He made a good impression amongst seniors and his coursemates. He is
recognised as the best Coast Guard cadet and has the capability to adjust in any situation. Even a few seniors are
friendly with him. As his personality shows, he is a pure jaat from Haryana with daring in his eyes and arms.

Cdt Vivek Pant
This pahadi gentleman from Dehradun, Uttrakhand is one of those who had the right attitude in the academy.
He has done his schooling from Army Public School, Dhaula Kuan which has fielded many officers to the armed
forces. His father and grandfather served the Indian Army for a total of 61 years; he continues his family tradition
of attachment with the defence services by joining the Indian Naval Academy. He had spent most of his life in
Cantt areas and is a good basketball player and found his place in the squadron basketball team.
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Cdt Aayush Patil
Since the Day One at INA, Aayush has maintained same level of energy and enthusiasm accompanied by his smile. The
academy has groomed him in all 360 degrees which has turned him into gentleman. He made many new friends and
learnt about the military lifestyle and while giving up a few of his fundamental rights. He was part of the volleyball
team and his team won the Novices Volleyball Championship and brought laurels for the Daredevil squadron. The most
important thing he has learnt from Academy is to “Keep Learning”.

Cdt Vikash Shaw
Cdt Vikash Shaw hails from Kolkata. He worked hard to qualify entry intu the academy. Whilst here, he improved
his physical endurance and mental stamina. He is mentally strong and always ready to help out his coursemates
in any situtuation. He is good in studies and has the ability to grasp things and learn them quickly. He motivates
his coursemates and always ready to take up new challenges in life. He has a never-back-down attitude.

Cdt Ajay Pal Singh
Cadet Ajay Pal Singh was an Army product & hence was known as Sosa boy. He passed the swimming test
in his first attempt. He is good at communication skills. He had observed and learnt a lot of new qualities and
traits, some of which he was already aware of being from defence background. He found out & appreciated the
various similarities between the Indian Navy & the Indian Army. His development as an idividual and as a team
was very significant in terms of the naval way of life and physical standards.

Cdt Mahalakshmi Bhagyaraj
Hailing from a defense civilian background, she is the first generation officer. She is good at PT, swimming and
drill and passed all in the first attempt. She represented the squadron in novices volleyball. She also participated
in the Inter Squadron Declamation Competition.
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Cdt Aditya Kaushik
OG of the highest order. Talented spokesperson. Known as the ‘chota fauji’ and good cross country runner. Also
known as the ‘uncle of the course’ because of his hair and age.

Cdt Yash Gupta
A typical Delhite with zero patience. Known for his ‘through vault and acrobatics’ he was nerver late for musters.
Was very popular among women trainees. He had a solution for every problem.

Cdt Anubhav Yadav
The ‘Flag’ cadet of 29 NOC X. The secured guy in every course reporting. The guy who could do swimming even
in a jug of water. The guy who fainted at the end of field punishment.

Cdt Antriksh Jain
The best runner in the entire course of 29 NOC Ext. Known as ‘Chota packet bada dhamaka’, the PT stud amongst
us. Known for his adamant behaviour. This guy who will passout as midshipman.
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Cdt Shanu Mathew
A mallu cadet but born and brought up in Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh. Half of his training went in ringworms
which he survived very easily. The guy who came last for all musters. Known for his marching speed which was
200 steps per minute.

Cdt Palli Anirudh
A stud in PT and swimming and the only extended course cadet who was in academy punishment team. The
cadet who, whenever opened his mouth, sent the whole course go for reporting known as ‘fawda’ of the course.

Cdt Anthony Alen A
Known as the king of medical categories. The person who always kept checking his juniors for small things.
Who always started a sentence with person’s name and ended with person’s name.

Cdt Kaustabh S Jadaon
The pahadi boy who dances in mallu land. Famous among seniors and got secured in every reporting because of
his fame as dencer. Ran cross country with deviated toes. Most ferocious senior amongst juniors.

Cdt Amandeep Singh
This khalsa from Jammu who got secured many times because of this fact and aptly dubbed shammer of the
entire course. The marker of the course who got the entire course reporting. Who was known for his demo toe
touch yet failed toe touch.

Cdt David Thomas
A mallu cadet who tried his best to learn hindi. The cadet whose face expression always felt as if he was going
to have cardiac arrest. The cadet whose command ‘Platoon’ was quite famous in the parade ground. The cadet
whose laugh and smile was enough to impress women trainees.
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Cdt N. Gowraw
From Uddupi town, he was known for his cooperation and support in all conditons, be it in study or PT. His
optimistic nature motivate others to do things in tough times. He strongly believes in punctuality and his sense
of humour makes stressed condition light and helped him cope with training.

Cdt Suresh Chandra P
Known for his flamboyant tennis smashes. Highly motivated and part of the academy team. There is
no doubt of him being the next Federer.

Cdt Bharat P
He is the most energetic member of the course 30 NOC. He is known for his guts and daring nature. He always
was a good supporter in all ups and downs of his coursemates.

Cdt Sahil Sharma
He is the one who always comes up with a supportive suggestion and always sticks to time. Does all his stuff
on time.

Cdt Manish Kumar Singh
He is a cooperative roomate who is also a wonderful company. He likes to make people smile around him. He
is an all rounder and a quick learner.

Cdt Ankit Dalal
He shows cooperation and always helps others. He always tries to learn positive things and corrects himself
whenever he is wrong.
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Cdt Pranit Amrutkar
He considers himself lucky to join the INA. He is helpful in nature and hardworking. His positive attitude is
infectious and has a solution to every critical situation.

Cdt Sandeep Anandan
He is unique in his ability to pay attention to detail in his unifrom as well as other things. He had a good sense of
humour which helps make a hard situation light. Helps others to cope with the situations and motivate others
to do so.

Cdt Sahil Gandhi
He was born and brought up in Jalandhar, Punjab. He is a self motivated cadet since day one, he has shown all
round performance. He is jovial in nature. He is sharp minded and has a solution to every problem.

Cdt Shubham Singh
He was brought up in many parts of India, being from an army background. He takes part in all events actively
and gave his best. Was alaways positive in the academy.

Cdt Vikranta
He is a perfectionist in all his work. He believes in complete his work first in a perfect manner. He is calm and
positive and knows how to prove his point in front of others.

Cdt Tushar Rupraj Patle
He is a hard working individual and punctual at work. He is the first defence officer from his village Gondia. He is
known for his discipline and suitable to be a good Education Officer.
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Cdt Komal
She is well known for her discipline and punctuality. She is very good at handling situations and keeping up the
team spirit. Her extra efforts in extra curricular activities motivates others.

Cdt Manish Kumar Yadav
He is well known for his power of command. He was very supportive in PT problems and other issues. His joyful
nature cools down the tense atmosphere and also motivates them to handle tough situations.

Cdt Archana
She is a jovial person who overcomes every problem with a smile. She is hardworking and goal oriented who
has a lot of domain knowledge. She is a good runner.

Cdt Kartikey Saxena
He is a joyful person with a smile on his face in any kind of situations. He is an energy booster in the group. His
sense of humour eases difficult situation. He works on the never give up principle. His friendly nature helps him
blend in with everyone.

Cdt Subhashini Rai
She is very charming and very supportive by nature. She tries to push her limits and reach her goal. She is hard
working and has good leadership qualities.

Cdt P. Preethi
She is a very calm and composed person. Her ability to try hard to cope with tough training and her motivation
to do things is impressive. She makes everything light around her by her nature. She is playful, loves music and
has positive attitude towards life.
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FIGHTER
SQUADRON
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Cdt Harsh Saini
He is a dedicated and determined person. He likes to take up responsibilities. He is very proficient in apparatus
and excellent in academics. He helps his coursemates and anyone when needed.

Cdt Roshan Singh
The course topper of the extended course and has performed in nautical boards in an exemplary manner. A very
good footballer, but a short tempered one. A strict senior who wore his anchor with pride.

Cdt Saubhagya Agnihotri
A service subject genius and an anchor holder from his first term. He always keeps on uplifting his coursemates
and juniors. Will always help anyone with open hands. Good at PT, he learnt and excelled in swimming after
coming to the academy. He is a jovial person and an always smiling soul.

Cdt Adwitiya Singh
With a Perfect Military bearing, he knows very well how to handle his juniors. Proficient in swimming , he passed
his higher swimming test. He is a great orator with knowledge of great military leaders. He has very good
knowledge of the Indian Armed Forces.
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Cdt Saurav Singh
He is a kind hearted person who always talks politely. He is also a optimistic person who never cracks under
pressure. He is a man of self respect who never loses his temper in any situation. He always helped everyone
at all times. He motivates everyone around him to perform better in all aspects of training.

Cdt Satyam Tiwari
He is a very hardworking, efficient, consistent and a genuine human being. He is exceptional in physical training and
always helps his coursemates. He has big dreams and has the will to achieve them. His strength is unmatchable and
his will to succeed is unstoppable.

Cdt Saurabh Hardas
He is a talented personal with an interests in poetry, theatrical plays and fine arts. He is a disciplined cadet
always ready to tackle any situation in life. He has a good command over service subjects. He is always
attentive, studious and stood shoulder to shoulder with his coursemates.

Cdt Dhairya Sood
The perfect lean structure and a tall person. His swift and crisp movements in drill is a joy to watch. He is excellent
in outdoor activities and also a PT stud. He is a complete package and a great definition of the academy’s famous
term “Demo”.

Cdt Bhavya Gujral
He is a swift learner and an avid reader. He is a perfect anchor stabilising the environment around him with his
calmness and positivity. He always gives priority to academics over other things. He is an excellent swimmer
with his magnetic personality explaining his nick name - “Blue Whale”

Cdt Abhishek Dhiman
He is a basketball stud and also very good at swimming. An average student but still a very good
teacher. He is good at PT and always supports his coursemates. He is a very good senior to his
juniors.
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Cdt Victor Manjila
He is a charming person who keeps smiling in all kinds of situation. He is a PT stud and always clears PT in
his first attempt. He was very strict with his juniors but always motivates and inspires them to excel at every
opportunity.

Cdt Kunal Ravi Arora
He is good in academics and a hardworking cadet. He plays good football and manages his duties proficiently.
He is punctual to his work.

Cdt Kodukula Sawar Pramodh
He is a reliable person and always keeps his place in ship state. He is a generous and helpful and very good at
soft skills and thus manages his work properly.

Cdt Riya Sharma
She performs well in every field. She takes part in extra curricular activities. She is good in academics
and an all rounder who is commited to her work.

Cdt Apoorva Gite Narayan
A topper in academics. She was ATPS in her first attempt. Her POC stands out and she is a good guide as well.
She played a prize coining role in Inter Squadron Declamation Competition.

Cdt Vangeepuram Ram Mohan
He is an outspoken and exuberant person. He is very good in PT and a quick learner. He is a team player and
has a positive influence in the group. He is a diligent individual who is good at time management and possesses
decent service knowledge.
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Cdt Arighna Mukherjee
He is calm, composed and a straight forward person but always curious about what is happening over the
world. He is an effective communicator and could convince people easily. He is a social person who always
likes to be around people.

Cdt Anish Kumar
He hails from Himachal Pradesh and a smart chap. He has good leadership qualities and a terrific footballer, a fast
learner and never loses his cool in tough situations. He is a true motivator and keeps the course always united. He
is good at academics and possess good sense of humour.

Cdt Apoorv Trivedi
He is very intelligent and hard working individual who never loses hope. A ‘shayar’ of the course, who is graceful
and charming. He is good at academics, with a strong personality and stays calm and composed while dealing
with difficult situation. He is also a happy go lucky person who always keeps the environment light and happy.

Cdt Sugnik Banerjee
He is very helpful and a responsible person. He is a good football player and thus became a part of the squadron
football team. He is a PT stud, passed his PT in the very first attempt. He is a good learner and good at academics.
He is always ready to help his coursemates whenever needed.

Cdt Bryson Victor
He is exceptionally honest and upfront person. He hails from Tanzania. He settled in quickly with academy
routine and adapted to the new environment. He always has a different perspective towards life. He used to
deliberate with his coursemates on good living and motivated people.

Cdt Gourav Soni
He’s someone who is extremely genuine. He’s pretty good in physical training and he was an ATP1. A team player
who’s cooperative and always upfront to help others. An outspoken and extrovert person who’s will achieve
great heights in the Coast Guard services.
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Cdt Abhishek Tripathi
A person upon whom everyone could count on, always ready to help in distress. Tremendously good in
academics, swimming and physical training. He’s a man of his word and always stands by his course mates. An
effective communicator, excellent influencer and exceptionally good at repartees.

Cdt Kalyani G
Academics has always been her strong point. ATP in her first attempt and she improved her
proficiency in swimming. She is pillar of support for her course mates.

Cdt Devesh Singh
A PT stud of the 30 NOC (Reg) course (ATPS1). Always carried a tremendous sense of humour. Has a good taste
in music and an audiophile. He is a resourceful person and believes in sharing and helping others.

Cdt T. P. Adarsh
A great and very helpful roommate. He has a good sense of humour and roommate spirit who always shares
eatables. Quite weak in PT, but he work hard and improved at a great pace.

Cdt Vikash Rai
A “DESI PAHALWAN” of the course and physically a stud who enjoyed PT classes. The go-to man for everyone.
Enjoys the privilege of least reporting in entire course. An ever-smiling go-getter who puts in all efforts to
finish a task.

Cdt Sourabh Kumar
He is an optimistic person who is very positive and dedicated towards life. A good volleyball player. A person
very friendly nature and always worked as a stress reliever. A creative person who always comes up with unique
ideas and solutions.
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Cdt Thanuj Shetty M. K
A Stud in PT and a good singer who impressed others with his talent. Certain qualities that defines him are
Optimistic, Softheartedness and always maintain a positive attitude.

Cdt Priti
A gold medalist in badminton and also a very good athlete. Passed all the events in first event (‘ATPSD’ what else
does a cadet require?). Always cheerful and lively.
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Standing Left to Right 4th Row:1. Mid Sameer Sharma, 2. Mid Vilash Saini, 3. Mid Shuvam Aggarwal, 4. Mid Karam Singh, 5. Mid Mayank Sharma, 6. Mid Sushil Singh, 7. Mid Shankey

Standing Left to Right 3rd Row:1. Mid Aditya, 2. Mid Abhishek Jngale, 3. Mid Arshoday Singh, 4. Mid P.V. Dheeraj Varma, 5. Mid Vijay Kumar, 6. Pundrik Singh.

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Mid Mukul Magotara, 2. Mid Navjot Singh, 3. Mid Sangram Bondage, 4. Mid Ashwin Kumar L, 5. Mid Vishesh Umbarje, 6. Mid Eric Emmanual, 7. Sushrit Khatre

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Mid Deep Raj Jiwari, 2. Mid Sunil Kumar Yadav, 3. Mid Vivek Yadav, 4. Mid Pulkit Yadav, 5. Mid Abhishek Kumar, 6. Mid Abhishek Jiwari

98 INAC X
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Standing Left to Right 3rd Row:1. Mid Shubham Awasthi, 2. Mid Sachin Kumar Yadav, 3. Mid Mukul Ranjan, 4. Mid Deepak RN, 5. Mid PVR Vel, 6. Mid Sachit Kumar

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Mid manish Chaudhary, 2. TM Ravi Kiran, 3. Mid Abdad Ahmed, 4. Mid Amar Prem, 5. Mid Shubham Verma, 6. Mid Chirag Gulati, 7. Mid Pradeep Lohchab.

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Mid Viraj Simpi, 2. Mid Shubham Rawat, 3. Mid WMB Wijekoon, 4. Mid Ramanjot Singh, 5. Mid Jushar Mehrotra, 6. Mid Asimash Kumar

98 INAC L
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Standing Left to Right 3rd Row:1. Mid LLH Dilshan, 2. Mid Ojas Singoriya, 3. Mid Paras Verma, 4. Mid Utkarsh Tripath, 5. Mid Sanjay Sharma

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Mid Shantanu Gupta, 2. Mid Vishal More, 3. Mid PSR Sandeep, 4. Mid Sudhanshu Kumar, 5. Mid Navdeep Kumar

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Mid RK Magdum, 2. Mid Rishabh Upadhyay, 3. Mid Joseph Johnson, 4. Mid Amandeep Singh, 5. Mid Sachin Singh

98 INAC E
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Standing Left to Right 4th Row: 1. Mid Aditya Kumar Singh, 2. Mid Anil Kumar Yadav, 3. Mid Alex Johnson, 4. Mid Reshabh Rai, 5. Mid Shashwat Sood, 6. Mid Siddarth Sehgal, 7. Mid Prashant, 8. Mid S Nitish, 9. Mid Mritunjay Rastogi

Standing Left to Right 3rd Row:1. Mid Chinmay Raut, 2. Debasshish Dece, 3. Mid Manoj Kumar, 4. Mid Kuldeep Pandey, 5. Mid Partik Mukherjee, 6. Mid Divyam Dueivedi, 7. Mid Warkirat Singh, 8. Mid MR Vivek

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Mid Mukul Kadian, 2. Mid Vivek Kumar, 3. Mid Shivakant, 4. Mid Idhun Ramesh, 5. Mid Aakas Sarkar, 6. Mid Anand M, 7. Mid Suvrat Vashisht, 8. Mid Basavraj Patil, 9. Mid Siddarth Atri

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Mid Abhinav Sharma, 2. Mid Seoul Tripathi, 3. Mid Abhishek Kumar, 4. Mid Antariksh Dhaka, 5. Mid Konark Kashyap, 6. Mid Aditya Garg, 7. Mid Vishaldeep Vaid, 8. K Shrikanth

98 INAC EX-NDA
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Standing Left to Right 3rd Row:1. Cdt Vipul Bhardwaj, 2. Cdt Saifuddin 3. Cdt Ajay Nandan, 4. Cdt Dhyanesh Ayyappan, 5. Cdt Sean Michael, 6. Cdt Ravindra Datla

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Cdt Hitanshu Austin, 2. Cdt Kunal Sardana 3. Cdt Aung Mon Oo, 4. Cdt Shubham Prajapati, 5. Cdt Gaurav Sen

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Priti, 2.Tamil Selvan, 3. Cdt Aruna Singh, 4. Cdt Vikhyat Srivastava, 5. Cdt Sakshi Sharma, 6. Cdt Vivek Rawat

NOC REGULAR
ACHIEVER SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Cdt G. K. Sai Nandan, 2. Cdt Arpit Kumar, 3. Cdt Anand Kumar Sahoo, 4. Cdt Amit Sharma, 5. Cdt Navdeep Tomar, 6. Cdt Vijay Kumar

Standing Left to Right 1st Row:1. Cdt Akash Kumar Mehta, 2. Cdt Steve Winston, 3. Cdt Apoorv, 4. Cdt Suryakiran, 5. Cdt Uma-Maheshwar Chary, 6. Cdt Nitin Tripathi

NOC EXTENDED
ACHIEVER SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 3rd Row: 1. Cdt Ashwinder Singh, 2. Cdt Dhruv Dixit, 3. Cdt Ashwin Babu, 4. Cdt Siddharth Gandhi, 5. Cdt Tanmay Sharma, 6. Cdt Trimurthy Vishal

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row:1. Cdt Apoorv Singh, 2. Cdt E Shanmukha Sai 3. Cdt Shivam Pachori 4. Cdt Eswar K, 5. Cdt Anant Narkhede, 6. Cdt Piyush Pandey

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Hardik, 2. Cdt Simran Rana, 3. Cdt Pallavi Kale, 4. Cdt Megha, 5. Cdt Ibrahim Sarfaraz, 6. Cdt Gopal Mahale

NOC REGULAR
BRAVEHEART SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 2nd Row:1. Cdt Piyush Mankar, 2. Cdt Ketan Pandurangi, 3. Cdt Hiren Bipin Joshi, 4. Cdt Mayank Bhatt

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Achyut Ajit Kumar, 2. Cdt Ravi Joshi, 3. Cdt Mohammad Aftab, 4. Cdt Bezai Moses Naskar, 5. Cdt Sangamesh Shettar

NOC EXTENDED
BRAVEHEART SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 3rd Row: 1. Cdt Alvin Vidut, 2. Cdt Vaushi, 3. Cdt Mohit Bharadwaj, 4. Cdt Saransh Bakshi, 5. Cdt Prateek Desai 6. Cdt Raghul T

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Cdt Saurabh, 2. Cdt Satyam Karmakar, 3. Cdt Anyush Juneja, 4. Cdt Mansi Drabu, 5. Cdt Sumnesh Bharti, 6. Cdt Ashutosh Tiwari 7. Cdt Akash Chahar

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Suraj Sonmale, 2. Cdt Vishnu M Ravi, 3. Cdt Prerna Kumari, 4. Cdt Nilloppan Nauriyal, 5. Cdt Akansha Singh, 6. Cdt Mudita Goyal

NOC REGULAR
CHEETAH SQUADRON
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7. Cdt Manjyot Singh, 8. Cdt Suyan, 9. Cdt Shanmugam

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt S Mahadevan, 2. Cdt Anuj Sharma, 3. Cdt Vishal Mishra, 4. Cdt B. V. Shrikanth, 5. Cdt Sumit Singh Yadav, 6. Cdt Keshav Katti,

NOC EXTENDED
CHEETAH SQUADRON
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7. Cdt Devdatt Mishra, 8. Cdt Suhas Sharma

Standing Left to Right 3 Row: 1. Cdt Vikash Shaw, 2. Cdt Vivek Paut, 3. Cdt Sushane Sharma, 4. Cdt Saurabh, 5. Cdt Vineet Nanda, 6. Cdt Akashdeep Lalhotra, 7. Cdt Snehal Tagade

rd

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row:1. Cdt Prakash Pujari, 2. Cdt Kshitij Singh, 3. Cdt Manoj Kumar, 4. Cdt Chintapalli Saikrishna, 5. Cdt Mahalaxmi Bhagyaraj, 6. Cdt Ponmani S,

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Ajay Pal Singh, 2. Cdt Rosalin Padhi, 3. Cdt Megha, 4. Cdt Nidhi Singh, 5. Cdt Pooja Panda, 6. Cdt Chan Myae Aung, 7. Cdt Ayush Patil

NOC REGULAR
DAREDEVL SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Cdt Indukalpa Medhi, 2. Cdt Ashish Kumar Yadav, 3. Cdt Pragyadeep Manglik, 4. Cdt Galeo Macleen Leema, 5. Cdt Siddhant Khanna

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Sarthak Singh, 2. Cdt Praveen Negi, 3. Cdt Shashwat Nayak, 4. Cdt Nitesh Kumar, 5. Cdt Shubham Agarwal

NOC EXTENDED
DAREDEVL SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 3rd Row: 1. Cdt Karthikey Saxena, 2. Cdt Ankit Dalal, 3. Cdt Shubham Singh, 4. Cdt Manish Kumar Yadav, 5. Cdt Suresh Chandra, 6. Cdt Sahil Sharma

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Cdt Tushar Patle, 2. Cdt Praneet Amrutkar, 3. Cdt Sandeep Anandan, 4. Cdt Vikranta, 5. Cdt Manish, 6. Cdt Sahil Gandhi

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Bharat P, 2. Komal, 3. Cdt Subhashini Rai, 4. Cdt Archana Kumari, 5. Cdt N. Gourav, 6. Cdt P. Preethi

NOC REGULAR
EAGLE SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Cdt Anthony Allen, 2. Cdt David Thomas, 3. Cdt Shanu Mathew, 4. Cdt Kaustubh, 5. Cdt Palli Anirudh

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Amandeep Singh, 2. Cdt Anubhav Yadav, 3. Cdt Yash Gupta, 4. Cdt Aditya Kaushik, 5. Cdt Antariksha Jain

NOC EXTENDED
EAGLE SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 3rd Row: 1. Cdt Apoorv Trivedi, 2. Cdt Kodakulla, 3. Cdt Bryson Victor, 4. Cdt Vikas Rai, 5. Cdt Vangi Puram Rammohan, 6. Cdt Thanuj Shetty, 7. Cdt Arighna Mukherjee

Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Cdt T. P. Adarsh, 2. Cdt Pawan Kumar, 3. Cdt Kunaal Arora, 4. Cdt Anish Kumar, 5. Cdt Gaurav Saini, 6. Cdt Abhishek Tripathi

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Saurav Kumar, 2. Cdt Devesh Singh, 3. Cdt Preeti, 4. Cdt Kalyani G, 5. Cdt Riya Sharma, 6. Cdt Apoorva Gite, 7. Cdt Shagnik Benerjee

NOC REGULAR
FIGHTER SQUADRON
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Standing Left to Right 2nd Row: 1. Cdt Abhishek Dhiman, 2. Cdt Bhavya Gujral, 3. Cdt Victor Manjila, 4. Cdt Dhairya Sood 5. Cdt Adwitiya Pratap Singh

Standing Left to Right 1st Row: 1. Cdt Saurabh Hardas, 2. Cdt Saurav Singh, 3. Cdt Roshan Singh, 4. Cdt Satyam Tiwari, 5. Cdt Saubhagya Agnihotri, 6. Cdt Harsh Saini

NOC EXTENDED
FIGHTER SQUADRON

INA

SONG
Oh the INA is where the Navy’s born
It has taught me how to weather every storm
It has taught me how to lead
I have learnt the Navy’s creed
And I proudly wear the world’s best uniform
Oh the INA is India’s pride and joy
And it beckons every Indian girl and boy
To salute the white ensign,
It is yours and it is mine,
It has taught me how to shout aloud “Ahoy”!
Iss INA mein hua mera janam
Isne bhar diya hai mujhme itna dum
Aayae aandhi ya toofan
Mein khada hoon seena taan
Ab to aage hee badhenge ye kadam
Hahn INA hai bharat varsh ki shaan
Iski mohar hai bani meri pehechaan
Yeh hai meri kaamna
Dushmanon ka saamna
Karne ka mile ham sab ko poora gyan
It’s from INA that come our country’s best
Every alumnus can face the toughest test
We will chart our course anew
And we promise this to you
We will keep you safe without a pause or rest
Oh the INA is where the Navy’s born
It has taught me how to weather every storm
It has taught me how to lead
I have learnt the Navy’s creed
And I proudly wear the world’s best uniform
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Don’t Quit
When things go wrong as they sometimes will,
When the road you’re trudging seems all up hill,
When the funds are low and the debts are high
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh,
When care is pressing you down a bit,
Rest if you must, but don’t you quit.
Life is strange with its twists and turns
As every one of us sometimes learns
And many a failure comes about
When he might have won had he stuck it out;
Don’t give up though the pace seems slow—
You may succeed with another blow.
Success is failure turned inside out—
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt,
And you never can tell just how close you are,
It may be near when it seems so far;
So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit—
It’s when things seem worst that you must not quit.

John Greenleaf Whittier
(1807 – 1892)
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Call for Submissions
Contributions for Ahoy are invited in the form of articles, short stories, cartoons, caricatures,
poems, paintings, photographs and essays, sketches, jokes and anecdotes.

Guidelines for submission is as follows:
Prose (Short story, articles, opinion pieces, anecdotes, humour in uniform: 800 - 2000 words.)

Poetry: 1-3 poems of any genre.
Photographs and Art Work to be sent in soft copies in high resolution images.
The submission must be original contributions, and previously unpublished.

Style Guide: The submissions are to be in Arial 12 point font (UK English), double spaced. The
word count is to be mentioned at the end of the article. Relevant accompanying photographs are welcome.
Submissions to be accompanied with a brief author’s bio (50 - 100 words) and contact details.

Submission, queries and letters to the
Editor may be sent to
ahoy.ina@gmail.com

Addressed to the
Chief Editor, Ahoy
Snail Mail :
Chief Editor
Ahoy, The Journal of Indian Naval Academy
C/o Faculty of Basic Sciences and Humanities
INA Post, Kannur, Kerala - 670 310

